
Brondom Lecture 2_ 

Lecture 2 
Lewis 

Lewis g~E?S himself as Q l"E?working of Xant; the giV9n correspondg to the 
sensible intuition and the interpretation to the operaUon of the understanding. We 
should se" Lewis as both instancing general wa,." of thinking about th" g"meral 
metaph,.sical problem ofthe given and interpretation,and also as presenting a 
particular technical account with its own d!?tail". 

For Lewis eIT!pirical knowledge has tvo com.ponents: the given and the 
interpretation. This is reall,. a distinction of reason, 01' a conceptual distinction as 
opposed to a g,metic one - L!?wis never claims that the,. are act uall,. s"parable. 

The given: what is its theoreUcal/explanatOl',. role? What work is it 
supposed to do? 

- it provides the justification of our ol-dinar,. objective statements 
via Lewis's account of verification, 

- it provid"s a constraint on interpretation and hence provides 
knowledge with content. 

[note that an expressive statement is a report of an actual given and that not 
eVE?l"TJthing in expl"essive language is an expressive statement - in partioular Barr.!.€' 
terminating judgements ma,. well not be expressive statements.J 

Lewis is a foundationalisl, . ConsequenU,. we must ask vhat for him is the 
end point of justification - the reporf~'(expressive statements) or "rhat i~' 
reported (presentations). Sinc" justification is a process of inf"rence, and the 
foundation i8 what ,.ou appeal to in order to justif,., the foundation must have 
propOSitional form and hence be the reports. Ho",ever the reports do not justif,. 
in virtue oftheir typ<'- th",. are nolo type-credible. Rather theil' positive 
jU8ification status arises from the fact that the,. are expressive statfnfl's -that 
the,. arose in a certain waT., namel,. being a report of a certain actual given . Hence 
tbeT,:! must be token-credible , Tb eir positive justification status arises not from 
anTJ repeatable content the,. have but rather from thE-ir spE-cial conneotion with a 
particular given . Thus ,.,.e must sa,. that it is the reporta and What is reported 
log-efher which pIa,. th" foundational justificator,. role . 

[Ho", does b"ing a report of something 'given ' give a sentence token positive 
justification status? L,,',.,.i8 crams the question of ,.,hat justification consists in into 
- what is expressive language and how does it work?J 

Vhat is the given? Lewis - direct/immediate/indubitable experience. 
Le",is uses these terms interchangeablT,:! - but vhat is the connection betveen 
directness/ixnmediac-g and indubitabilit-g? Wh,. is immediate experience 
(not Inediated b,. concepts) indubitable ? Hel'e Lewis is operating in a broad I,. 
Cartesian fl'amework, one which aocounts for the possibilit,. of error through the 
distinction between appearance and realit,.. There is a classical Cartesian l'egress 
argument for the necessitT. of some sort of direct awareness w hich appears in 
various forms. for instance Descartes had a rep1'esentational account of knowledge 
- our knowledge of the external world is mediated b,. representations, and error is 
the case where the representation does not match wit h l'ealit,., [note how the 
possibilil,T,:! of scepticism creeps in .J now suppose we could be in error regarding l,he 
nature of our representation itself. This would require a representation ofthat 
representation , and cleal'l,. a regress arises. Sinoe this must b" stopped 
somewhere , we ma,. as well stop at level I and saT,! that thel'e is no possibilit,. of 
error regal-ding our representations I i e .lhe'g are indrrhilable. There is Q good 
reason for stopping here - namel,. this is ""here the appearance/realit,. distinction 
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collapses -a l"epresentation of a representation is the same thing as a 
representation. note that Spinoza would stop at lewl 2. 

ThE? drift of this is that our providing for the possibilit'9 of error has 
necE?ssitated our providing some knowledge about which there is no error; and this 
is a point at which there is some direcf a .'areness. This is the connection 
beh'een indubitabilitTJ and immediac'9. 

now to outline Lewis's argument to some sort of direct awareness (the givenl. 
For Lewis error arises via inference - error is fault'9 inferencE?/classification. [In 
some sense) 'YOU can go back and forth between infel-ence and represer.llaUon. For 
e,mmple, the empiricists took representations as fundamental and triE'd to explain 
inferE'nce, while thE? l"ationalists opE'rated vice versa.J If there is an'9 class of 
statemE'nts which are non-inferentiall'9 (i.eo. dil"ectl'9) known, then,sincE' error 
ariaes through fault'9 inference, such statE?ments are also indubitable. now 
ol"dinar'9 empirical claims are inferred (ultimatel'9) through interpreting the given 
- 'p' is inferred from 'aeems that p'. Is 'seE?ms that p' likE?wise inferred? no - the 
point at which the appearance/realit'9 distinction collapsE'S for statE'ments is 
iteration of 'seems' - 'sE?ems that SE?ema that p' is the same as 'seems that p'. Henoe 
our directl'9 known (and thenfore) indubitable olass of statements are 'sE'ems 
that ... : statements, or reports oflhe given. Henoe thE? nE?cE?ssit'9 oflhE? indubitablE', 
dirE'ctl',l prE'sentE'd given. 

The classic non-Cartesian (Sellarsian) response is - wh'9think of 'seems' 
olaims as reports at all? The claim that 'seems p' is a rE'port is tendentious . 

Lewis also emplo'9s a similar sort of argument in thE? paragraph where he 
argues that for an',lthing to bE' E'ven probable there must be something certain" 

So we have two wa'gS of thinkmg about thE' giwn - a brutE' E'lement of 
experience, or as a highl',l thE?oretical E'ntit'9, the conclusion of a complex regress 
argument. Which is primar'9? In a late article (,50s) LE?wis argued that thE? fTi!'"en 
is given but its fTif",nnessis highl'9 theoretical and abstract. 

Can the given perforIn its role? Lewis needs two things oflhe given 
and it is not clear that it can perform them both. Firstl'9 the given must be 
formulated in such a wa'9 that it can be appealE?d to in justification - it must be 
propositional. On the other hand it must be direct awareness - it cant involve 
classification or the endorsement of anr,l inferences. 

- if the giwn involves no classification, is ineffable, then it looks like 
nothing can be said about it because that would involve the risk of 
mistake. Should ",e suppose that in qualif'9ing our report with "seems' 
we are avoiding an'9 possibilit'9 of mistake? no, because ewn in such 
a report there is a possibilit'9 that ',lou are misusing the languagE?,and 
hence misdescribing. Even when a speaker sa'9s 'this looks brown' he 
ma'9 be mistaken because he mo',l not kno'l' what 'brown' means. 

Lewis is worried about this problem - how arE? we going to get the gi Yen in 
Pl"opositional form without letting an',l error Cl"eep in? His answer is thE' 
expressive language - a set of repeatables which are innate (in the SE'nse that 
',lou dont need to be taught how to appl'9 them - teaching involves the possibilit'9 of 
mis-learning). In doing this LE?wis seems to be instancing a gE?nel"al empiricist 
rE'quirement of an innate stock of directl'9 recognisable repeat abIes - words for 
q1Ialia" It is olear how in thE> aU"mpt to find something which has both thE? 
indubitabilit',l of the giwn and the propositional form needed for justification Lewis 
is attempting to sInuggle the indubitabilit'9 into language b'9 creating the 
expressi ve language. 

Are the given and the interpretative elements independent? Does 
the given constrain the the interpretation? If so, how? And doesnt this make 
them dependent? If not, what work does the giwn do? 

In the technical theor'9 a prE?sentation prompts terminal.ing judgements 
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which are assignments of significance for future "xperience - so the point of 
contact is the prompting by some presentation. So the form of the constraining is 
that somehow only some interpretations are appropriate to the prompting. But 
what sort of prompting/appropriateness? It seems '1,e are going to lose the 
ineffabilit',l ofthe given - for if it is in virtue of some teatur .. ofthe given that it 
constrains the interpretations, then the givens must be classifiable according to 
these features - the constraint is a wa',l of classif',ling the given, and it has lost its 
ineffabilit',l. This is the Kantian problem ofthe "ch .. matization of" th .. 
cat .. qori .. " - the problem of giving the rules (schemas) whereb',l empiricall',l 
given items are subsumed under concepts, in particular the categories, which are 
heterogeneous with respect to the empirical given. 

(ma',lbe Lewis can utilise the notion of qualia to get out of this - where a 
qualia is something ',lou cant make a mistake about the application of. (?) ) 

Vhat is the relation betveen tenninating judgements and 
objective statements? Lewis - ordinar',l claims have as their m .. a.n.inq an 
infinile sel oflerminating judgemenls,each of which can polenliall',l conclusivel',l 
falsify lhe ordinary claim. The ~rorrg is lhal whal an objective claim means for 
m .. is different to what it means for gou - it seems Lewis has given an aocount of 
objective claims such that we cannot disagree, since their meanings are cashed 
out in terms of personal experiences. 

The problem is one of form ula tin q terminating judgements in such a wa',l 
that in some wa',l the',l are the san'le for me and TJou, and also still indubitable etc. 
The problem is one of the .. /fpr .. ""ii'l;' lanquaq ... 

Another problem - Lewis is in a dilemma - if the t"rminating judgement is 
in pure expressive language lhen il doesnl, seem possible for illo falsify an 
objective slalement. If I only " .... i'2 to perform lhe acl, then I maTJ not have and the 
objective statement may still be false in spit .. of a negative TJ. On lhe olher hand, 
if ',lou rer:l.',ove the 'seems' lh"n lhe anlecedent Of1JOU1' TJ, lhe description oflhe acl, 
is nol an indubilable expressive slalemenl. 

Anolher problem for Lewis is the form of the conditional of a lermina ting 
judgement. Is il subjunctive? (Lewis often lalks in the subjunctive.l Is it 
h'uth-functional? There are problems with both possibilities - and Lewis doesnt 
sa'. whal he acluallTJ has in mind. 

The foundal.ionalist must provide stoppers for (at least) two sorls of regresses 
- on premisses and on inferences. now Lewis gives us his premiss regress stoppers 
and then imposes on them a particular struclure, from which he can read off his 
inference regress stoppers. Lewis sees the justification relation as a relation of 
infer .. nce - bul we need an account of whal is going on when P justifies Q - a 
justification of the inler .. nc .. from P to Q - which, at some point is not empirical, 
i P-. does not involve the citing of the truth of another claim. LE?wis's approach is a 
purel1J formal one - associate some set (for example, of tl'uth conditions) "lith the 
premiss,and one set wilh lhe conclusion, and lhe inferenCE? is good ifthe formel' 
cont.ains lhe latter. Lewis offers falsification conditions - a set of possibl1J 
falsifTJing TJs. Thus Lewis's inference regress stoppers arE? given in terms of the 
m .. aninq"of claims, and lhese ar .. given in lerms of his premiss regress stoppers. 

Le'l,is also has a resolution of a 3rd regress, one on understanding. He 
traces lhe underslanding of objective statemenls lo the understanding of TJs and 
of them via the conditional back to lhe meaning of claims in expressive language 
which 1Jou understand wilhoul having lo learn an1Jlhing. Thus he has satisfied one 
possible consb'aint on an acceptable epistemolog1J, that it be possible lo understand 
the basis without having acquired understanding of anTJ of the superstruoture. 

Sellars - the mistake of Foundationalism has essentiall1J to do with this third 
regl-ese., 
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Brondom Lecture 3 . 

AyeI' , Price and Chisholm and Lewis are all founda tiona lists of one variety or 
another. The challenge is to dicover what themes and arguments they have in 
common, where they differ, and the costs and benefits of those differences. 

motivation - BrandoIn has motivated foundationalism via regress arguments 
on justification (on premisses, infe"ences and acquisition); Levis however considers 
himself only to be working out an obvious given/interpretation distinction - an 
elaboration of Kant - '",hich anyone must admit to,and so doesnt emphasise the 
regress arguments. A-ger on the other hand utilizes the arguInent froIn illusion, 
while Price uses an alternative version, the argument from differential certainty. 

The ArguInent froIn Illusion" The aim is to explain the phenomena of illusion -
i e. the defeasibility of our beliefs re the external world. There are two steps: 

I) we explain the possibility of error by postulating an intervening 
state bet, ... een external thing and knowledge ofit, which illusory and 
veridical perceptions have in common. This intervening state can have 
both 'proper' and deviant causes. At this stage ",e are neutral on the 
oharact"r of the intervening state - eg is it propositional? 

2) the sense-datuIn inference - we infer from the fact that something 
looks so-and-so to the conclUsion that somethinglel.,e) is so-and- so; i e. 
from 

fo," some x, x looks A to S 
to 

for 80me y, y lin 5) is A. 

There are serious problems with the sense-data inference. As early as Berkeley 
people doubted that it goes through for certain A's, in particular generic lookings, 
for example being 'polygonal' without being any particular shape,o," being red 
without being any determinate shade of red. The trouble is that while it is possible for 
things to iookgeneric,it is not possible for anything to be generiC . 

• An attempted resolution of this problem has it that the internal 
object which has A is determinate but that you cant tell that 
determinate nature. l???!l Ho,',ever this lets us in for a regress, for it 
we can make mistakes about this internal thing then we need 
another stage to account for this mistake .... note that the regress is 
started by having to account for error about the internal object, but 
what if we m"e only ignorant of it? (Ignorance is the other side of 
the epistemic coin to error - instead of asserting that which is not 
the case, you're not asserting what isthe case .l?)) If we are ignorant 
ofthe internal state, then it can have properties '",e are not aware of. 
The difficulty ''lith this arises when you try and use these states as a 
foundation for knowledge - think aboat this. 

note that Sellars gives a compelling account of generic lookings and this is a 
significant m.otivation for adopting his overall account. 

A second problem for the sense-datum inference is - .... hat is the status of the 
inference? That iS,how is it justified? Ayer considers three proposals: 

I) that it is an anal-gtic entailment; it follows from the meaning of our 
perception language. The trouble with this proposal is that it is not 
deductively valid; there are so many possible analyses of what we m.ean by 
'x looks A to S' that we cannot assume the sense-datu:m inference 'iI'ithout a 
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whole bunch of auxiliarg assumptions, for instance assun-.ptions about 
shape constancg. 

2) the inference is a straightforward empirical induction; 
3) the inference is empirical,but a mater oftheor9 - it mag not be a matter of 

pure observation t hat ",'henever something looks A something(else) is A, 
rather it might involve theoretical postUlates as port of '~n empirical 
""planation of 'looking ' . 

The latter two fail, according to Ager, because theg involve inherent uncertaint9; 
but since .."e are looking for a foundation which can explain the verg possibilitg of 
enor,it is no good ifthere is room for error in the foundation itself. mote that Sellars 
does allo.." uncertaintg into his 'foundations'.l Another .."orrg about the empirical 
account is its unconfirmabilitg - how could we .e,,,,,rknow that it was actuallg true? 
Ayer proposes steering a middle qro1lnd between the empirical and the analytic; we 
are not proposing a theorg, nor analgsing ~I'hat we mean; rather we are 
recommending a ne ..... lang1lage. Sense-datum l.alk is simplg a different 
vernacular for describing our experience - we could just as 'Ilell go on with our 
ordinarg 'looks' talk,except thaI. it might be more ambiguous or cumbersome; 
sense-datum talk appears to give more of on .explanation. There seem to be 1.\1'0 

major diffioulties with Ager's proposal: 
I) in Two Dogmas Quine argued that thel·., Is no difference bet'lleen language 

and theol'g; 
2) Ager presupposes the existence of sense-data: its crucial I.hat the 

experience whioh we are merel'J descl'ibing in different wa'Js actuall'J 
exists,for otherwise the alternative languages could not be said to be 
talking about the same things. As soon as A'Je,. tells us what these 
alternative languages are talking about 8ufficientlg to distinguish them 
from,for exanl.ple, metallurgical language, then he's back with sense-data. 
Its onlg because Ager thinks that the languages alr<'ad'J have 
unconceptualis"d givens in common that he can even propose his 
'alternative language· account. 
People saw through this plo'J of A'J"r'" quite quicklg. 

Incorrigibilil.:g of the Intervening State. 

If the intervening sl.ate is n ,;.f incorrigible, then we're in for a regress explaining 
how we could be in error aboul it. That is1 0ur original aocount. would have been either 
inGompI.et.e or unn.eG.essarq. So we have to sa'J that it is incorrigible. 

For Chisholm the foundational beliefs onlg have to be prima facie justified; 
the'J can be defeasible. There is an (ultimatel'J unsucc"ssful) argument 
which explains '17h'J no-one considered this possibilitg prior 1.0 the 20thC. 

The argument appeals to the l"e-grese on inferences - there lL1.USt be some 
non-empirical evidential relations bE'tween claims so that the focI. that one 
claim supports another is not alwags something gou need to go and collect 
evidence for. now one proposal for such non-<'mpirical relations is analT,Jtic 
entailmE'nt - a justification preserving evidential relation in virtue of 
m.eaninq. now if gou understand 122.e,;zninq via truth Gonditions then 
what's preserved b'J the evidential re>lation is trath; henoe 'JoTlr justification 
basis must itself b<, !ra.e if it is to plag th<, proper rol" . 

Thus the twin comm.itments of meaning-via-truth-conditions and 
analT,J!.ic entailment as a justification relation 'Jields the conclusion that the 
basis must be true. To avoid th" argument we could 

1) deng that meaning is exhausted bg truth conditions; for instance we 
could hold that assertibilit'J oonditions a,'" relevant to meaning; then the,.e 
could be non- empirical evidential relations which didnt entail 
truth-preservation. (1s the conclusion that we would need a true basis a 

7 
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r<?ductio of a T-C account of meaning?) 
2) retain the truth conditions account of meaning but, deng that 

justification n"eds to be t,ruth pres .. rving - allo",- a loose,' notion of evidence. 
Its nol, clear -"hat ',lou ... ould substitute her .. but its a possibilitg. 

most modern people take both paths I) and 2). 

To n,tUl'n to incorrigibilit-g: there is a general dilemma facing angone ... ho 
... ants an incorrigible experiential basis fo,' his epistemologg. 

- If the interwning state is confront.ation ... ith a giwn (sui generis, not 
propositional,no application of learned concepts), then ',lou cant sag angthing 
about it because the application of concepts and hence th .. possibilitg of enor; 
that is, the intervening stale must be ineffable. But ho ... something ineffable 
could justifg some of our claims and not others is magical; ... hat is the 
relation bel ... een the ineffable giwn and the positive justification status of 
an-g claim I might make? Ineffabilitg seems to preclude the giwn from 
plaging ang justificato'·g role. (Levis attempls to overcome lhis problem 
... ith his terminating judgements, but he has a hard time saging '''hg one 
giwn prompl"'one expressive sta1,emenl,·alher than another J 

- On the other hand if the giwn is .. nable - can plag its justificational role 
- then il is propositional, lhere's concepls involwd, etc and hence the 
possibilitg of en or - no more inconigibilitg. 
In short, inconigibilitg goes hand in hand ... ith ineffabilit',/, and ineffabilitg 

precludes the interwning state from plaging ang justificational role. This dilemma 
shows that -gou shouldnt d.unand incorrigibilit-g of the justification"l 
basis, 

Ho ... ewr there's anothe,' ... hole argument hanging around, a regress on 
acquisition. In terms of definition, not all concepts can be defined in terms of 
others; some must be directlg defined, for instance ostensivelg . The same is true for 
acquisition (but note the difference between lhe demand for a q<'n<'tio account of 
acquisition, '''ith the demand that an account merelg be rationally 
r<,o,:>nslructibl<, J On the Britiah empiricist piclure concept acquisition began ... ith 
the gi wn. If ',lou put this acquisi tion regress together with the regress on 
justification, ',lou get the demand that the justificational basis be expressible in an 
autonomous language - or that there ought to be rationallg ,'econstructible definitions 
of all claims not in the basis in lerms of claims in the basis . 

Sellars does have a justificational basis - sincere non-inferential reporls - bul 
theg need not be true, merelg prima facie but defeasiblg justified. However 
importantlg one cannot und<,rslandlhese claims without understanding all the 
others - there is no acqui;;ifjQnalbasis - it is impossible fo,' angone to acquire one 
concept unless theg alreadg haw a whole bunch. 

The Quantifier Inversion. 

The quantifier in version (arguing from "for everg claim there are some claims 
which justifg it" to "there are some claims which justifg ewrg claim") involves 
running baok and forth between the Pl'OOO>ss of justifging and the having of positive 
justificational status. Some claims can have the status without the activitg, some 
cannot. now if one is an absolutist (regard it as an appropriate demand that we be 
able to justifg all our beliefs at once i.e. wholesale justification) then, with a few 
other assumptions, the quantifier inversion goes through, Absolute 
jTlstification is to be contrasted with relative justification, which holds that while 
any claim can be challenged, it is nol appropriate to challenge them all at the one 
time. 
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Sellarsians divide into the left wing (inoluding Rorh,!, Brandom) who think that 
the big moves in EPm are primarily epistemological and philosophy of mind and only 
secondarily m<>taphysical; insofar as Sellars later went on to .. Iaborate metaphysioal 
theses as supposed consequences of EPm, he missed its main thrust. Right 'Iring 
Sellarsians (including Sellars and Castaneda), on the other hand, regal'd the len wing 
as too radical. Thus there are places where Sellars would disagree with Brandom's 
version. 

Sellars regards himself as a K:antian, reaffirming the doctrine that intuitions 
without concepts are blind and concepts without intuitions are empty. He also 
regards himself as Kantian in that he is dealing the final death blow to Cartesian 
philosophy of mind and the epistemology it spawns - which reduces to a fight over 
the logic of 'looks' talk . The Cartesian depends on the logical priority and autonomy 
of 'looks'; Descartes defined the mind epistemically as that which is incorrigible, 
transparent to itself, best known. Cartesian epistemology is an attempt to to find out 
how,given that we've got all this knowledge about 'looks', we can ever get anything 
else - how we can ever get beyond that which we cannot be mistaken about, 

The first big mo_ - looks talk IX incorrigibilit-g - Sellars makes is to give 
a positive account of why the appearance/reality distinction does not apply to 'looks' 
claims; this amounts to a positive account ofthe source ofthe epistemic privilege of 
looks talk, whioh will show that it cannot in principle play the role of a foundation. 
'Looks ' talk will be found to be para~iti~ on 'Is' talk - reports of how things are are 
logically prior . In fact, the ""r',! epistemic privilege of 'looks' talk will be found to be a 
~on"'eqaen~e of its being parasitic on 'is' talk. Sellars will explain both what makes 
Cartesianism plausible and wh',! this makes it unsuitable as a foundation of 
knowledge, 

The second big mo_ will be an account of how the aC!lu1s1tion of concepts is 
possible gi""n his view that it is impossible to be aware of something unless one 
alreadg has a concept of It , This Idea, that you cannot be aware of angthing without 
having a concept to appl',! to it,is not a new one; in fact we can cast the Empiricist/ 
Rationalist conflict in these terms. The empiricist suggests that first one has 
sensations or some such like and then one extracts the concepts (q1f'inq an 
a~~O(fnt ot' thi,,' e:rtra~tion ~'a~ traditionally hi~ ~hiet'dit'[j~aJty, bat 
SeJJa1'~ n'iJJ a1'qae that he n'a~nt e''l?n entitled to the ~en~ation~ ... ); the 
rationalist insists that one can only notice angthing via concepts, which are 
merel',! triggered off bg the sensation, But the rationalist could nat give an',! account 
of how one originallg acquired the concepts; he had to fall back on innatene~~, 
whioh was just a wa',! of sa',!ing that he had no answer to the problem of aoquisition . 
Sellars will take the rationalist's qood arguments, about awareness needing 
concepts,but will combine thElm with a story about acquisition; indeed a story whioh 
holds that one cannot acquire ang concepts without a bundle of others. 

The third (big?) mo_ - finallg Sellars will give a positive account of sense 
impressions and thoughts. 

Sellars ' method is refutation via persuasi_ diagnosis. 

Sellars' dualisDl: He will hold that there are no minds in the Cartesian sElnse; 
but note that Sellars is himself a dualist in the tradition of Kant, Schopenhauer and 
the earl',! Wittgenstein. There is a dualism of facts va norDls, or the causal order VB 

the justificatorg order . Thus at the end of s 5 he argues that there can be no 
anal',!sing epistemic facts without remainder into non-epistemic facts - the 
normative facts concerning justification can never be entailed bg ang claims about 
how things a1'<', no matter what these claims are about - minds, communit',! or 
whatever . (Justification is not,on the other hand,a my~tel'Y - he gives a social 
praotice aooount.l Also note s36: .... in oharactElrising an episod .. or state as that of 
):no~'lnq, we are not (ne''l?rJ giving an ~p'lrlcal description of that episode or 
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state; we are placing it in the logioal space of reasons, of justifying and being able to 
justify what one says ," The ultimate mistake of the 'framework of the given' is to 
think that any event or fact could be a justification for any claim; only another 
claim can justify, and this claim must have positive justification status,or 
e>ndorse>me>nt, The mistake is no mere mistake of detail,it is a category error, 

UJote> that Brandom doe>snt lInd the> dualism ultimate>ly plausible> , 7' 

Also he> adopts a f'J'e>~' not to be> found in .!> .... "an,·, that e>ndorsing- a olaim 
is also lioe>nsing-,"Guthorising- any olaims that liJ"on' Ii-om it.J 

Sense-data theories: Sellars is attacking the whole framework oHhe given 
and not just sense-data theories , Other people at the time were attacking sense-data 
theories,but,acoording to Sellars,for superficial reasons, Anybody who thinks that 
'looks'talk is conceptually prior to 'is talk, whether they utilise sense- data or not, is 
oommitted to the framework of the given, 

note that Sellars will argue that 'looks that' is not any sort of empirical report, 
and all the difficulties surrounding sense-data - indeed their very motivotion -
comes from trying to turn a non-report into a report - a process of hypostatization, 
In order to be a report, a claim needs endorsement, and that is precisel'g what 'looks' 
claims do not have - indeed, that is wh'g they are incorrigible , 

Act/content distinction : A difficulty with the empiricist tradition is that 
there was a play on the ambiguity of 'experience' as between an episode and a 
content - the famous 'ing-ed' ambiguity , For instance there was a fallacious 
inference from "our mind is made up of experiencings" to 'Ve can only experience 
experiencings" ,Given its unfortunate history, careful philosophers these days do not 
use the term , Sellars will call the act (not the aotion, ' ''hich is intentional, 
performed under a description) a sensing, while the content, what is sensed , will be 
a sense-content, 

Physical ______ ' Sensings _____ -', non-inferential ___ -" Inferential 
Objects ??? Beliefs Beliefs, 

non-epistemic, 
presumably causal 

Vhat is this relation? 

epistemic, 
justifica tion 

the inconsistent triad: How is the transition made between the 
non- epistemic order of causes to the epistemic order of inferences and justification? 
Sense-data theorists either ignored the problem or equivocated , A story needs to be 
given , In order to put pressure on precisely this link,Sellars introduces the matter of 
ooncept aoquisiton, Ve dont n"ed to learn anything in order to have sensings, but 
the abilit;J to form non-inferential beliefs is acquired; and 'get for the sense-datum 
theorist, a sensing e>n tails a non-inferential knowing , Thus Sellars' first piece of 
diagnosis is that the concept of a sense-datum is reall;J a mongrel of the causal and 
the justificatory , 

Standard Conditions: 
x is red <=, x would look red under standard conditions, 
The phenomenalist takes this as a definition of red, for he wants to define 

ph ;Jslcal objects with respect to regularities in sensations; note however that the 
circumstances circumscribing the regularities must, as Lewis realised, be given in 
ph 'gsical terms, 

For Sellars this equivolence is a necessary truth not because its a definition of 
red but because it is a definition of standard conditions, i if! , those conditions under 
"'hich things which are> red 100* red, 

the Positive account: Sellars' positive aocount of looks talk involves an 
anal;Jsis of language as a game .... 'here ;Jou can occuP;J positions, and inference is the 
process of !legally) moving between positions, There are also language entr>;l 
moves - non-inferential reports i if! , responses to non -Ifng-uistic situations; and 
language e>.rii moves - practical conclusions of reasoning (actions), 
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it is crucial to keep these separate. The epistemic features are the inferential 
significance of the report once il is made. A reporl is also made bl,l a reliable 
discriminator of perceptual situations - someone who has empiricalll,l reliable 
responsive dispositions, 

The parrot: now we can sel up lhe relation bel ween lhe empiricisls and lhe 
rationalists, The empiricists attempted to derive the whole storl,l aboutthoughl 
merell,l from lhe reponsive dispositions; however the rationalisl objecls lhal alllhel,l 
can arrive at are parrots or thermometers . There is mor e,accordlng to the 
rationalis\.J than r.tl.nking the right response in the right oiroumstances; narn.elg , 
one must understand the epistemic significance attached to the response. Some 
things follow from lhe response and some are incompal ible wilh il; knowing these 
comprises knowing what the claim 122<?anBwhlch is precisell,l ,,,hat the parrot 
dO<?Bn t know. For the rationalisl the external event merell,llriggers of! lhe whole 
language game via lhe response which is an <?n try 1220!'C". The empiricist has paid 
loo much allenlion lo lhe lriggering onll,l; and I,lellhe panol is blind in p,'ecisellJ lhe 
walJ intuitions without concepts are blind. The parrot can reliabll,l respond bul it 
cannol reporl since lhe claim means nolhing lo il. 

The possibilit~ of making reports, lhat iS,presupposes some conceplual 
slrucl-ure; lhe reporl means nothing for knowledge until il is calegorised in some 
wal,l, The parrol cannol endorse because he cannol make anlJ commilmenl because 
he hasnt mastered lhe conceplual slruclure; his response is nol in lhe space of 
reasons, Thus lhe possibllitl,l of making a report depends on both mastering a 
repsonsive disposition, and maslering the conceptualslruclure in ils vicinillJ (in 
order to be able lo <?ndorB<?). 

The advent of looks talk: suppose someone has maslered both the inferential 
moves in lhe vicinillJ of a claim, and the responsive disposition, bullhen slarls 
making s~stematic errors in some discriminable circumslances. He wanlslo 
reform his claim bl,l sal,ling something which doesnl conve~ the 
en dorsem en t, but neverlheless dO<?BconvelJ the r<?pBonBiI'C" dis-poBition - so 
he sal,ls 'lhallooks green' , 

Two significanl advantages ofthis account: 
(l) we can understand whlJ lhe appearance/realit~ distinction doesnl appll,l 

to lookings: suppose the reallllJ is 'is A' and the appearance is 'looks A'; suppose we 
were lo appllJ the app/realitl,l distinction lo 'looks A'. 'Looks A' would become lhe 
realitlJ,namellJ 'is B',and the appearance would be 'looks B' , But 'looks B' is simplll 
'looks looks A'; bul adding the extra ·looks· can do no vork since there is no 
endorsement there to take ava~ - the endorsement has alreadlJ been taken 
awalJ. The distinction doesnl applll to 'looks' claims since nolhing is being endorsed. 

!Zl 've can see the basis of the Incorrlglbnn~ of 'looks ' claims: since there is no 
endorsement, there can be no mistake in what lJou have endorsed . 

·Looks· claims are parasitic: This account of 'looks' claims obviousllJ 
pr<?s-uppoB<?S- the endorsed responsive disposition,since lJou cant withhold 
endorsements lhallJou havent made, and anllwalJ lhe endorsement is or' a 
responsive disposition, i e .lhe 'looks' claim essentialllJ refers to a state of the world. 

Looks claims not reports: obviouslll in generallhere must be some 
match-up ("conciliance") belween lhe inferential role of a report and its causal 
antecedents; however a 'looks ' claim makes nor report since there is no endorsement 
of content which could be relaled to the causes . The mistake is palJing too much 
attention to the causal antecedents , 

Thus far Sellars has given verlJ lilUe in the wall of argument for his anallJsis, but 
he does have a verlJ persuasive diagnosis of the app/realitlJ distinction, 
incorl'igibilillJ, and the Cartesian error, which was to misunderstand the source of 
the incorrigibilitlJ. now that we know where the incorl'igibilitlJ comes from, we are 
no longer tempted to sall either that incorrigibllitlJ has anlJ metaphllsical basis in 
lhe mind, or that it is anlJ use in securing empirical knowledge (since it is parasitic). 
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Something of an argument: Sellars can handle both generic looltings and 
scope distinctions. 

(J) (soJ22eho nr) the responsive disposition is the same rho n r is this ?Jbut one 
only makes the more general endorsement. That is, particulars cannot be generic 
but .;/aimscan, since they are in the epistemic order . 

(2) 'We can make qualitative or existential looks claims merely by adjusting the 
scope of the endorsement - its just a matter of how much of the claim you are willing 
to endorse. 

Det.enninate/detenninable: this distinction arose when it became obvious 
that the genus/species distinction could not account for all relations between 
concepts - no differentiae (doni undersiand ihis .. J. Thus while "red" is a 
determinate of the determinable "colour ", "maroon" is a determinate of the 
determinable "red". 

E:ant again: the dictum "intuitions without concepts are blind" becomes the 
idea that responsive dispositions alone w111 not serve to get you into the language 
game; while "concepts without intuitions are empty" becomes the fact that a 
language network without language entr-g moves is empt-g as empirical knowledge -
see for instance (parts of) mathematics. A language network needs constraints from 
the outside. thus we need both halves the causal and the normative - and Sellars has 
stories concerning both. On the causal side he allows intervening inner episodes as 
necessar-g for responsive dispositions; on the normative side he has his stor-g about 
endorsement. He also has an account of concept acquisition which gets him out of 
the regress which the rationalists couldnt escape. 

Inner episodes: Sellars is concerned that his attack on the m-gth of the given 
not be oonfu""d with th" rej"otion of inner episodes. Discarding inner epillod"s is not 
sutEioien t for not adopting the m-gth - an-gone who depends on the primac-g of looks 
talk has fallen for the myth - nor is it necessar-g - it is possible to allow for a mental 
life without falling into the epistemological trap. According to Sellars, inner episodes 
are theoretioal entities, wh"r" this is a methodological rather than an ontological 
description: an entit-g is theoretical onl-g if no claim tokens concerning it can be 
non-inferential . (An entit-g is observable if there can be claim tokens mentioning it 
which are non-inferential.l 



Brandom Lecture 5~(Scattered notes} 

Last tillle we had a diagnosis of where Descartes went wrong with regard to 
incorrigibility . Sellars gave us an alternative account which showed that it is not 
suited to the task of being an epistemic foundation. 

Two interesting moves have been made based on Sellar's ana";!sis of 
incorrigibilit',l . 

(J) Rort-g - "Incorrigibility as the mark of the mental" - argues that 
incorrigibilit',l, or behaving the way 'looks ' claims do, i8 was definitional of the 
mental for Descartes; so if we understand the source and nature of the incorrigibilit',l 
we understand the source and natul"e of the mind. now Sellars gave a sooial acoount 
of epistemic pri vilege ; th us incorrigibilit',l is a eon seq aenee of social trea tmen t and 
not a oause of it. Since all there is to inoorrigibility is our granting of the social 
privilege, which is an optional move, it need not be the case that we have an',l such 
incorrigible locutions. But then we wouldnt have any minds either. Thus we came to 
have minds when we adopted the practioe of granting the pl"ivilege, and we would 
lose them of 'Ire stopped the practice. In that case it wouldnt be that there is 
something that we just doht talk about, or that we once had something that we do 
have now. This is Rorty 's eUlIlinaUve lIlaterialism. 

Since his view was formed in the 60's Rorty has been working on providing a 
theory of language which would support the possibility of his eliminative 
materialism and the idea that w e could cease talking ofthe mind .... 

(2) Brand om - Descartes also believed in volitions which have a propert',l 
analogous to incorrigibility: "indefeasible dominion" - the active counterpart of 
incorrigibilit',l. There is a parallel regress argument; that since we explain failing to 
act in terms of trying, there must be some trying which cannot fail to succeed in 
order for acting to be possible at all - and these are volitions. 

now we can give an exacU',l analogous, parallel anal-gsis of volitions to Sellars' 
account of looks claims . 

Awareness. For Sellars 'being aware' is not an objective fact about anyone; 
rather it is a Dorm.ative achievement/and since norms are social,so is awareness . 
(Consider signing a check - that it is a signing is not any fact about the hand 
Inovements, but due to the social institution.) We need to understand the social 
nature of awareness and how we come b',l it. 

The account comes in ss 32-8. Just previously he had giY<'n a conoeptual account 
of ideas and impression which is really out of place in the essa1J - it should come later 
- then addresses an historical issue, how the empiricists tackled the problem . Then 
he inserts his account of 'means' statements. There might appear to be a simple 
objection to Sellars' d,mial that there can be an',l pre-anal',ltio logical space in which 
words are simpl1J associated with discriminated things,in that superficiall1J 'means' 
statements appear to work that way; eg " 'Rot' means red" seem" to be ju"t an 
association of a word with redness, the wa1J a thel'mometer would work. Sellars 
must at least point to the possibility of an alternative account of 'means' in order to 
escape this objection. Thus he denies that to make this association, to be a 
th"rmom<>t"r, is enough to haY<' the r<>levant conoept; for thi" on" must hav" an idea 
of the conceptual role of the word. Thus Sellars' non-relational' anal1Jsis of 'means ' 
statements is that they claim similarit1J of conceptual role for the words involY<'d; 
hence the word 'red' should really be In some sense quoted. Later Sellars introduces 
his dot -quotes for this purpose . 

note that for Sellars, conceptual role means in [eren Ua/role; the only l'eason he 
uses another word is that there can be conceptual role" of sub-sentential piece" of 
language (in terms of the inferential roles of sentences containing them). The idea of 
conceptual role is crucial to Sellars, but unfortunatel1J he never elaborates on it. note 
also thal for Sellars 'meaning' and 'undel'slanding' are correlative - meanings are 
whal1Jou understand. 

Brandom - Sellars is here not making a deep 01' difficult poinl; it is no surprise 
that if you introduce another primitive Iconceptaal role ?Iyou can turn a relation 
Into a propert1J. Although Sellars takes hlmsel[ to be arguing against the relational 

I 
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account,he is not realllj providing anlj argument; further ,such argument would be 
difficult to give . However the burden on Sellars is less given that he is merellj 
deflecting a possible objection, and hence need onllj point to the possibilitlj of an 
alternative . 

l'ollndntionnlism. Sellars sees foundationalism as consisting of three claims -
that there is (J) a foundation of non-inferential knowledge, which (2) presupposes no 
other knowledge, and (3) is the ultimate court of appeal. now he onl" wants to drop" 
(2): for Sellars even non-inferential knowledge presupposes knowledge of other 
general matters of fact, or else it wouldnt be knowledge .. onllj parroting. Thus Sellars 
rules out of courllhe question which occupied the exnpiricisls I of how to construcl 
knowledge from an independent,autonomous basis. The idea that there is anlj 
knowledge which doesnt presuppose anlj other knowledge is the mljth of the given; 
and note that falling for the mljth is independent of whether one subscribes to inner 
episodes. Givenness and inner episodes are independent; it was the mistake ofthe 
Cartesian tradition to run them together. 

So in a sense Sellars does see empirical knowledge as having a foundation, for 
thel'e are non-inferential beliefs which form an ultimate court of appeal. It is onllj if 
we think that we can have this knowledge without knowing anljthing else that we 
have fallen for the mljth -the prioritlj that non-inferential claims have in the order 
of justification does not belong to them in the order of understanding. 

Vhat we need then is an analljsis ofthe credibilitlj of these non-inferential 
empirical claims. now it is commonllj thought that the credibilitlj of an ana/ytio 
sentence al'ises just from correctllj following the rules for using the words in 
question - this will guarantee their truth. In his diagnosis Sellars sees a similar 
analljsis of reports being given - that is, that to make a good report one onllj needs to 
follow the appropriate rules governing the words in question: for example, the rule 
for applljing "green" to green things. But this is to subscribe to the mljth of the given 
- "green" is supposed to appllj to "anljthing which looks like that .. , where the 
similaritlj is just 9"if~n. Further, (33(3)) to follow a rule , rather than just acting in 
accordance with it, ljou must know what ljOU are doing -ljou must be able to give (?) 

both the circumstanoes and the rule in such a walj that thelj make contact i ~ . under 
the appropriate descriptions. 

Brandom - Sellars is realllj identifljing knowledge and lhe abilillj lo justiflj in the 
slrongest possible sense - for he is denljing thalljou could have anlj knowledge which 
ljou couldnl justifTJ. If knowledge derives from correcllTJ following the rules of the 
language, then anTJ knowledge tokening" couldnt have the authorilTJ unles" ljou knew 
lhal theTJ did. Thus a knowledge claim can be non-inferential,bul slill must be 
oapable of being justified. The justification will lake the form of appealing to the rule 
for using "green": when challenged, TJou will saTJ "illooks green,and when things look 
green in standard conditions then thelj are green" . Thus in the proces of justifljing 
TJOU Invoke ljour own reliabilltlj - TJou cite TJour responsive dlsposltlon,and then 
endorse the inference from it . 

Even though lhis following-a-rule accounl of justification is something of a fairTJ 
storTJ - the official storlj comes later - it serves to sel up the problem of acquisition. 

AC!lllisition. Ve obviousllj have a cil'cle -ljou cant have knowledge wilhout 
justification; the process of justlfTJing involves reference to general facts about ljour 
own reliabilitlj etc - and doing this presupposes prior knowledge. So the real 
centerpiece of the essaTJ is lhe 6-7 lines where he solves the problem of how ljou can 
ever begin lo have anlj knowledge. 

making a knowledge claim is to endorse a senlence; and in order to endorse, TJou 
musl understand il, for whalljou are realllj doing is licensing alllhe slandard 
inferences from it - one is reallTJ endorsing the inferential role. 

According to Sellars the language-learner starls off wilh responsive dispositions 
onlw bullhese amounl lo prolo-Ianguage-enlrance moves - not claiming TJet, but of 
the same form. TheTJ can also amount to prolo-inference moves,because TJou can 
learn to associale - pan-otwise - sentences in lhe appropl'iale inferential pattern. 
Vilh social conditioning lh" I .. arner impro","" hi" respon"ive disposil.ion,,; bul th"lj 
are nol gel knowing or endorsing. TheTJ onlTJ become so when the communitlj decides 
thalthe'learner is good enough ,and slarts holding him responsible. Thus it is not 
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any empiJ'icalfacl aboul someone which makes anylhing he says knowledge, 
rather it is a maHer of the way the community treats what he says , The learner will 
acquire lhe reliability belore enlering the epislemic communily; lhen alsome slage 
people will take him as in sufficient mastery of the associative and inferential 
palterns lo be held responsible for whal he says, There is no facl of lhe malter aboul 
when someone is good enough - It is just a malter of when the community decides to 
accept him as a knower or endorser, 

Compare the instilution of signing a check -m no empirical fact about the way 
someone moves his hand makes it a signing; rather il is a malter of the 
circumstances etc , Consider also the age at which someone can make a contract , 
There is no facl of the malter - lhe community just sets a conventional age as the 
point where it will take people as being able to commit t hemselves to contracts, 

Thus Sellars says that describing someone as kno ~'infT p is not describing any 
empirical fact about them, but taking up a stance toward them, The acquisition 
problem is solved because acquiring responsive dispositions needs no prior abilities ; 
coming to have knowledge is a malter of societies taking up a stance toward you; and 
society will not do that in a piecemeal way, but only on the basis of mastery of 
general abilitles,in particular the inferential roles, Thus when you come to know 
anything, you come to know a whole lot of lhings_ 

The Rationalisls couldnt make lhis acquisition move because they didnt have the 
Kantian fact/norm distinction; on the other hand it was only by a failure of nerve, 
according to Sellars, that Kant himself didnt oarry through this distinction into 
epistemology _ note that the Rationalists did have a Sellarsian theory of meaning, 
where to know the meaning of something - to understand it - is to have mastered ils 
inferentiall'ole, Thus for them inferences ,~ere prior to representations, and the 
problem was to get from the former to the laller - which is just the reverse of the 
empiricist problem_ 

Avareness _ Sellars describes himself as a psychological nominalist, by which 
he means that all awareness is linguistic _ (This is a terr ible name - it arose because 
Sellars originally thought that we have only linguistic awareness of general things, 
but he didnt change the name after extending that lo a ll things.! To be aware of 
something is to be able to make claims about it, and thus requires the ability to talk
to be able lo put x into a linguistically articulated categol'y _ Thus directness 
limmediacy comes to be equlvolentto -non-Inferential' ; directness is a causal 
malter in that it means 'not medialed by inferences'_ 

now while this seems to be OK for ordinary things like pieces of chalk, it doesnt 
seem to account so well for awareness of the contents of our own mind - how could 
thatbe linguistic? Clearly there is still a danger here ofthe myth ofthe given; and 
so to root out its final forms, Sellars musl give a suitable account of awareness of the 
contents of our own mind - thoughts and sensations _ This is what he sets out to do in 
the concluding part of the paper _ 



Brandom lecture 6 - Sellars/Quine, 

Looks talk again: 
\ole should note that Sellars has onl~ given us the core of an account of looks talk -
that these are not ,'eports, but expressions of responsive dispositions which are 
related to reports in that the endorsement is withheld etc , There are at least two 
cruoial areas in which this accoujnt needs to be developed bg the reader in order to 
be adequate to the wa~ we use looks talk: 

- his aocount as stated onlg applies to first person asoriptions of 'looks'; but-we 
can also give third person looks clo.ims. An altered account is needed,ofhow we 
build 3rd person claims on top of our first person account, 

- Sellars is prepared to grant a reporting sense of looks talk, but onl~ after 
developing the theor~ of impressions. This needs to be padded out,especio.lIg 
retaining the insights that impressions of red an! not themselves red, and that 
incorrigibilitg is to be explo.ined with refenmce to eondorsement etc. 

Finally there is a class of cases which does present difficulties even for a developed 
Sellarsian account: such sentences o.s "the world looks blung" mo.de by someone 
who has not yet found his glo.sses. The difficulty is that nothing can be blul'l'Y. 
Brandom - these difficulties Ql'e not insupero.ble but must be dealt with. 

Inner Episodes - Postulating Thoughts. 
In the last part of the essay Sellars gives his account of inner episodes as postulated 
entities. The motivation for doing this - the expository excuse - is to show that the 
myth ofthe Given is independent ofthe ideo. of inner episodes - avoiding inner 
episodes is neither necessary nor sufficient for avoiding the m~th. Thus he 
develops his own account of inner episodes whioh is oompatible with avoiding the 
m~th. {surelq there are other motif'U tions, .. iiJ:e chasinq out 
intuitions ... ; 
From within Sellars' approved behaviourist framework,Ryle ho.s mo.naged to give 
perfectly respectable o.ccounts of mo.ny long term dispositional (supposedly inner) 
mental states,such as my long standing beliefthat Vienna is in Austria. The 
diffioulty, though, whioh Jones is out to explain, is what to mak .. of <'pisodic inner 
states, such as occun-ent thoughts, where there is no possibility of amassing 
sufficient evidence. 
Each theoretically introduced episode needs some pre-t:heoretico.l, s~stematico.lly 
described phenomenon to be explained . In the case of thoughts, we need to explain 
how it is that people act intelligently in the absence of overt verbal behaviour, An 
intelligent act is one where it con be- se£on as governed by a chain of reasoning 
which you could (and sometimes do) vocalise. So Jones, having noticed this 
intelligent behaviour in the absence of speech, postulates inner talking; the 
behaviour is to be e:rplainedwlth reference to this inner process of reasoning , The 
modelfor this inner speech is overt speech, but of course it is acoompanied by 0. 
commentarqwhich qualifies the model,such as pointing out that there is no 
inner tongue, eto, (Oote - B,'andom does not find this pioture of theories as of very 
great usefulness, but it is used here b~ 5ello.rs J 
Thus in some sense it is accidental that 'Ire ever "think" o.t 0.11, for we might never 
have developed a theory which postulated thoughts to explo.in intelligent 
behaviour. 'What we always hOod was speech, whioh, o.lthough occurring later (on 
the theory) in the order of Co.uso.tion, undoubtedly occun-ed eo.rlier in the order of 
explanation. Given that we talk, thoughts are o.n explanatory convenience. 

Reporting Thoughts. 
In the beginning thoughts are purely theoretical - we can onl~ discover o.bout them 
inferentially, The only firstlthird person assymmetr\) here is that one has more 
access to the evidence in one's own case; in theory 'Il'!! can read anothers' thoughts 
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just as well '''' he oan. 
But then we find that people start getting it right for themselws - not as an 
inference, but simpl',l as a responsiw disposition - the',l self-ascribe thoughts in 
just those cases where we would haw ascribed the same thought, but their's was 
simpl',l a reflex action. When people thus become reliable reporters of their own 
thoughts, the communit',l 'arbitraril',l ' comes to decide that the report will win out 
over the inferences that others mak<' if there is a olash - that is, the communit',l 
grants an epistemic privilege to the reports,and we haw become incorrigible 
reporters of our own thoughts. But this mow is optiona l - the social practice could 
conceivabl',l change, and then there would be no such thing as privatE' access to 
thoughts. 
The thoughts,once postulated,lie behind and cause all intelligent actions. The 
responsiw disposition to self-ascribe the thought is itself caused b',l the thought
but how this is achiewd is a matter for empirical inwstigation, There is nothing 
m',lsterious about the dewlopment ofthis RD, 

hllpressiolls. 
Essentiall',l a similar stOl'',l is giwn about impressions - the',l are postulated to 
explain the obserwd facts about perception. But notioe that sense-impressions and 
thoughts are theoretioal entities designed to explain diffel'ent things. It is a 
Cartesian mistake of sorts to posit sensE'-imprE'ssions t o explain peroeption and 
then think that the',l should explain ever',lthing; and a fUl'ther mistake to l'egard 
them as the epistemic foundation. 

The road is now open to explain thought" or s<'nee-impressions <'mpirioall',l,having 
properl',lseparated the oausal and epistemic realms. Within Sellars ' largel',l 
behavioural framework ewr',lthing starts with behaviour; but within this 
framework there is plent',l of room for inner episodes a nd their pla',ling a crucial 
causal and epistemic (as the oauses of language entr',l moves) roles , 
Their innerness, however, is not a special Cartesian innerness; theil' inconigibilit',l 
is an 'aocidental' feature. 

The Sellarsian master idea is that the normative character of epistemio items is 
scoiall',l granted. Howewr he doesnt reall',l giv<' an',l arguments fcr this position . 
S<,llars,Quine and WiHgenstein all agree on this point , but perhaps onl',l in the 
Investigations can an',l argument for it be found. In general,it is reall',l onl',l how 
good the stor',l is that urges acoepting it. 

FOUlldutiOIlUlislll. 
Sellars does agree with the foundationalist that there is a class of claims suoh that 
all justifioation of empirioal claims appeals to the authorit',l of this olass . These are 
non-inferential reports ; their authorit',l is olosel',l related to their being direoll',l 
made. Howewr Sellars breaks with the tradition in t ",·o important respeots: 

- the directness is oausai, not epistemio - the',l are non-inferential, not 
incorrigible; 
- this class cannot be taken as autonomous. 

A consequence is that the justificator',l basis need not in fact be true . Their 
epistemic status as non-inferential does not guarantee their truth; and thus 
allowable justificator',l inferences need not be truth-presel'ving. 

BolislIl, 
The account of justification is social-behaviourist in that positiw justification 
status is explained in terms of recognition b',l the communit',l; the activit',l of 
justif',ling is the primitiw notion via which positiw j ustification status is 
introduced. now, since meaning and understanding are explained in terms of 
justification , the fundamental semantic relation is inferenoe (rather than,for 
example,representationJ. It follows from this inferentialism that one is a holist-
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before one oan understand anything, for example, one must understQnd Qlllliose 
things involved in its inferentiQl oonsequenoes, 

methodologiCQI Lessons, 
We fQn derive from Sellars some large methodological lessons: 

(I) keep your e',)e on the KQntian ti:wtl'? f~ norml'? or Gaul'?al f~ 
justiti'Galorg ord<'J" distinction, 

(2) Inferenoe is the primQr',) meaning generator , He gives Qn inferential 
aocount of conoepts and justificQtion, A rationalist commitment, 

(3) Social praotioe is the measure of the normative - this amounts to olassical 
pragmatisn"J.. Ev~n awareness beooIT.les a social aohievement. 

Quine,just like Sellars, is a sooial behaviourist, This onl',) came olear about both 
Sellars and Quine well after their articles were being written in the '50s, 

Quine's epistemology is addressed to the regress stoppers on the side of inferences, 
rather than on the side of premisses, In response to the classioal regress argument 
for the necesit',) of at least some non-empirioal evidential oonneotions, it is natural 
to look to anal',)!'!tio olaims, However, just as Sellars showed that given experienoe 
is not th" sort of thing that oan grant "pi"l .. mio authority to olaims, Quin" will 
show,b',) similar arguments, that m<'aninql'? are not the sort ofthing that can 
grant epistemic authority to infer .. nc"s, Thus, it hQS b .. en shown thQt 
foundationalism is not a possible response to both of the olassioal regress 
Qrgum"nts, 

T ..... o DogJDQs, 
The thing to watoh for is the odd Brandom interpretation, He sees it as an essQ',) 
with a secret, whioh is that the essQY is not concern"d with truth, but with 
jUl'?titiGation , most people,inoluding Quine,miss this point, 

How are the l'IlO dogmas related? Certainl',) the seoond entails the first - if ',)ou hold 
that "ver',) statem"nt hQS its individual fund of confirming "xp"ri"nc", th"n 
anal',)tio sentenoes are just those which are confirmed b',) an',) expel"ience 
whQtsoever, However there is no entQilment the other wa',) - one can hold onto an 
analT,!tic/s',)nthetio distinotion without an',) form of verification theorT,! of meQning, 
note that Quine sa',)s thQt the',) Qre Qt root one, 

What is th" argumenl againsl the als distinction? It i .. nol, Q" ii> oommonly 
thought, that the al"gument is that anT,! attempted definition of anal',)tloit',) ends up 
circular - rather the problem is lhal the oirole of lerms as a whole makes no 
connection with people 's actual linguistic behaviour, Quine is just asking for an 
Qccount of how the supposed epistemic privilege of Qnal',)tic clQims Qrises from the 
use of language, but this is never forthcoming, for all \~e ever get are 
int"rdefinitions, Certainl',) peopl .. hav .. l"arnt with a fair d"gr .. " of reliabilily lo 
discriminate analT,!tio claims, but this onlT,! shows lhat we have all learnt the same 
list, In Sellarsian terms, we onl',) know the "xt"nsion of th" tE>rm but not what 
follows from it; but ',)ou dont speoif',) a conoept b',) specifT,!ing extension onl',) , we need 
to know its inferential role, The concepts ofanQlyticitT,!,synonymy "tc Qre 
interrelated but make no connection with an',)thing else, There just seems to be no 
pI"aeUcal cont"nt to analyticity - its a theory without a subj"ct matt"r , 

Trllth IJlIstifioQ tion , 
Although Quine talks oftruth throughout the essa',), the secret is that truth is r"all',) 
irrelevant - what he is really concel"ned with is how claims ar" justifi"d, (For 
example, confirmation is a justification relation J And the point of the essaT,! is that 
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we oannot think of thE> warrant of claims as divided in to Q meaning compon'flnt and 
a factual oomponent - the <> Irid<>m.7<> for a olaim is not to be divided into that whioh 
oomes from language and that whioh oomes from the world. All there is are olaims 
that we treat as revisable under differing oiroumstanoes. The oriterion of 
revisability will not separate analytio from synthetio, and there is nothing else in 
the use of language whioh could do this. 'Analytio' and 'synthetio' are just 
non"en"" lab"ls with no oonneotion with what p"opl" actually do. 
On the positive side,Quine suggests that the epistemio status ofolaims is granted 
by society according to the place of the claim in the inferential web . 

meaning lholislIl . 
There is another line of thought in Quine whioh is essential to the later realist 
backlash , It is a general argument to the effect that meanings are not associated 
with individual sentences . 
The meaning of a claim must at least determine its inferential consequences, But 
we cannot determine the inferential consequences of a claim apart from 
consideration of a multitude of concommitant commitments - this is a Duhemian 
point. In general, the set of one's beliefs will make a differenoe to the conclusions 
one draws from a claim. So it follows that any difference in belief corresponds to a 
difference in inference, and so in Jl2<>aninq. meanings can only be assigned in 
bunches; and thus the second dogma is false. 

Com.mllDica\ioD. 
Brand om - there is a line of thought '''hich is not explicit in Quine or others, VIe 
want to understand communioation. The standard model is th" transportation of 
ideas model - sentences are a oonventional intermediary for the transfer of ideas 
from one to another , In the 20th century ideas as the things being transported were 
replaoed by meanings. 
But now we have seen that if we differ in any of our beliefs, then we differ in our 
meanings; i e. oommunioation would only be possible in the oase where people had 
identical beliefs. But in this case communication is pointless; the conclusion is 
that meanings oannot be the things transported. 
One response is to go up and to say that meanings are functions from beliefs to 
inferential roles, and that it is these functions-whioh are transported. Brandom
this doesnt work ... 
So Quine etc moved down to reference. VIe may have diffel'ent meanings,but ,.,e can 
still b" talking about th" sam" thing. Even in th" absence of id"ntical beli"fs, th" 
referent can be the common topic of oonversation . Thus one of the consequenoes of 
Quine 's holism is that meaning has no explanatory role in linguistic theorizing
communoiation is to be understood in terms of reference. 

EpistelIlolog-g naturalised. 
To naturalise epistemology is to avoid evidence/justification altogether, and study 
only the oausal story - the causal story about how responsive dispositions are 
arrived at, and ultimately the causal sociological story of the social practice of 
justifioation. 
Thus in his discussion of epistemic priority - what is it we directly know? - Quine 
says we can forgo awareness,since that was only needed if we were telling a 
justificatory story. Quine is following Sellars in giving a purely causal acoount of 
the arrival of non-inferential knowledge . 
Quine 's problem is that he failed to learn the Sellarsian lesson properly, and 
repeatedly slips into the error of imaging that the evidence for our theories is 
ultimately the sensory irradiation - he talks of evidential relations as reaching all 
the way back to the nerve hits . 
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Sel{lffS"tecture 7 - Goldman, Swain. 

Having s"en the mileage which Sellars made out of the fundamental distinction 
b .. t "'een th .. "pistemic and ca usa 1 orders, we will sp .. nd th" r"st of th" cours .. 
applying this distinction in furth .. r ar .. as - for .. xample , in truth,and in belief. The 
aim is to work out just what is th .. r .. lation betw .. en justification and th .. causal 
order. This l .. ctur .. will b .. concerned with a particular attempt at specifying that 
r .. lation. Earli .. r, Brandom had sn .... r .. d at th .. G .. tti .. rologists as b .. ing mor .. 
conc .. rn .. d with 'knows' than with knowledg .. ; however there is an important issue 
buri .. d in th .. re; an issu .. , though, which will not com .. fully to th .. for .. todaY,since 
other terms of the debate will be needed. 

Reductive Reliabilism. 
A view not actually espoused by Goldman and Swain but ... ? 
The reductive reliabilist wants to reform the JTB analysis by dropping the 
justification condition and replacing it with a reliability condition. Th .. y r .. gard th .. 
"xampl .. s that Plato eto used in order to motivate the justifioation condition as only 
in fact motivating som .. thing weak .. r. Th .. y on th .. oth .. r hand are impr .. ss .. d by 
cases where someone is a reliable reporter but cannot actually give a justification. 
Even though th .. g cant give r .. asons, w .. still want to attribute to them knowledg ... 
For the r .. ductiv .. reliabilist,knowl .. dge is a true beliefthat is arrived at via some 
reliable proc .. ss - some process obj .. ctivel'g lik .. l'g to l .. ad to a tru .. b .. li .. f . mot .. that 
Sellars made this same requirement on non-inferential r .. porting.J 

This view is obviously contra,'y to Sellars in that he insisted that one not just h", 
justifi .. d, but that one be able to come up with a justification ones .. lf. H .. wasnt going 
to admit positive justificatory status to an'gthing in the absence of a capacity for 
justif'ging it. 

now Sellars neednt quibble over "'ordS'; ifthe reliabilist wants to call a wider 
cat .. gor'g of acts 'knowing' than S .. llars, so b .. it. How .. ver th .. reliabilist also tends to 
be redlrcfiv..: he thinks knowledge should be defined in terms ofthe generic 
notion of r .. liabilit'g, and wants to see jaS'tit"yinf/as a !!p' .. cial case, as onl'g one wa'g 
of being reliable. Justification is reliable, that is, if it leads to true beliefs most of the 
time. This S .. llars cannot acc"pt,and h .. has an argum .. nt against it - the 
anti-foundationalism of meaning . The flaw in foundationalism, aoco,'ding to Sellars, 
was meaninf/ foundationalism; th .. idea that tbe basis of knowl .. dge could be 
autonomous. But for Sellars a justificatory basis is not t he same thing as a meaning 
basis; ind .... d, S .. llars insists on justification p"imaril'g for th .. sake of m .. aning and 
und .. rstanding. no-on .. could have knowledge unless they had mastered the 
infer .. ntial moves; th .. 'g have to b .. abl .. to t .. ll what a justification is. So its not 
possible that all knowledge could be r .. liabilist; there would be no cognitive 
communit'g - ther .. would b .. r .. sponsive dispositions,but non .. would count as 
knowledge, since the'g ar .. not in th .. spac .. of reasons. 

So S .. llars can admit two s .. ns .. s of 'know', but th .. w .. ak .. r (,· .. liabilistJ s .. ns .. 
could nev"r be all that we had; we must hav" S"llarsian knowledge first, and then 
we could admit som .. of th .. oth .. r, but not th .. oth .. r wa'g around. R .. liabilist 
knowl .. dg .. is derivative on Sellarsian knowledge. Reliabilism is OK as long as it is 
not foundational or r .. ductive. It can onl'g b .. add .. d to S .. Uarsian knowl .. dg ... 

Th .. r .. liabilist program is one r .. spons .. of peopl .. mad .. n .. rvous b'g th .. 
causal/justificatory dualism - they say we can make d o with causal relations alone. 
But th .. 'g ar .. wrong in this b .. caus .. ofth .. m .. aning anti- F. VI .. shall s .. e that Swain is 
subject to the same sort of objection. 

Overview of Goldman. 
Causal th .. ori .. s of knowledg .. r .. all'g b .. gan in about '53 "'ith Grice and his causal 
theory of pero<>ption. Grice thought that perceptual knowledge, becaus" 
non- inf .. r .. ntial,could not prop .. rl'g b .. said to b .. jaS'titi'ed; so h .. att .. mpted to 
ground it causally. Goldman, on the other hand, is not out to get around th .. problem 
of justif'ging non-infer .. ntial knowledg"; ,·ath .. r, h .. was th .. first causal th .. orist to 
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really take account of GeUier cases. These are cases where the truth is somehow 
accidental to the justificatory process. Virtually everyone thought that in such 
cases there is a lack of fit between the justification and what makes the claim true, 
sO we need to add another condition to the JTB analysis to ensure that they fit 
together properly. The intuition ofthe oausal theorists is that what is needed is 
some further ca Iraa f connection. 

Goldman wants to give a redllctivel-g callsal account of knowledge - that 
knowledge is a causal matter, not an epistemic mattel" - of what is true, not of what 
people take as true. Thus he must talk of the causal oondtions of all knowledge 
claims,including such claims as "justice is a virtue" and claims about theoretical 
entities - claims that could onlg be known inferentially. He must, that is, give a 
causal account ofinferential knowledge . now Goldman says on this point only 
tha t any causal chain which is extended by inference is still a causal chain; but 
according to Brandom, this really amounts only to saying that inferential 
connections are callsal , And if the only way that he can get his account to work 
is by a manifest falsehood such as the idea that inferential connections are causal, 
then this surely constitutes a redllctio of his approach, Further, what could count 
as a cause of a negative universal quantification such as "there are no black 
swans"? Before such a statement could ever be made one needs a closure condition, 
but what would count as a causal antecedent for this? 

Swain, 
FOI" such reasons othel" causal theorists jumped on Goldman, Swain takes a 'divide 
and conquer' approach, He limits his causal account to prilllar-g (particular factsl 
claims . He admits this leaves a problem about secondary (general factsl claims, but 
at least knowledge is off the ground,and secondary knowledge must certainly at 
least be based on primary knowledge. Othel" causal theorists follow this move,but 
it is a fataf DlO """given the meaning anti-Fnalism a r guments. 

Swain is not a reductionist about his causal theory - he says it lE'aves a role 
both for causation and for justification. That is, he doE'S not regard his causal 
conditions as sufficiE'nt for knowledge, but he is trying to give 0 conditions for 
having knowledge of primary non-basic olaims. 

However we have seen from Sellars that the very practice of understanding 
and endorsing requires that -g01l cant jllst lIlaster the justification of 
prilllar-g claillls alone. At no stage can knowledge consist of just particular 
claims; this was the E'mpirioist mistake, meaning-foundationalism, illastE'ring 
particular claims involves justifying, or making the inferE'ntial moves; and oftE'n 
thE'se will involve general claims: for E'xample, a rE'liability claim will bE' a gE'nE'ral 
or sE'condary claim,no matter who makes it, ThE' endorsement of any particular 
claim requires that the community has mastered the inferential relations bE'tween 
it and sE'condary knowledge. This means that justification of particular knowledge 
may rE'quirE' secondar-g knowledge; and those justifioations would be infirmed by 
anything which would infirm the secondary knowledge, So if one restricts one 's 
theory to particular knowlE'dge, then one oannot mak" any claims about 0 or 
sufficient conditions in terms of reliable causal procE'ssE's . 

.. ,surelg this is all G>K n'ith Sn'ain - isnt he simplg qif'inq D 
conditions? Cant he allon' that qeneral claims, lor .'hich n'e hal'li'nt get 
qif'li'n an account ofju;!J'tili'cation, be in l'OiI'Ii'd? ... 

So ve reall-g need a Goldlllan t-gpe strate!J1:I after all. Goldman's 
mistake was assimilating all infE'rential moves to causal moves, The responsE', 
.."hich sE'E'mE'd J22odest, was hopeless - you cant give an account ofthe justification 
of primary claims alone because the,"e isnt the requisite independence, This means 
that even if Swain gets all his conditions corrE'ct, thE' most hE' is doing is talking 
about how sometimes claims to knowledge can be UJ2deJ"122ined (i", when one of 
the conditions is not satisfied I , The very setting up has limitE'd the possiblE' 
solutions. 

Other Problellls. 
Brandom regardE'd the above problE'ms as non-obvious . There are however at leasl 
three ob l'ioQ'sproblems with this sort of oausal approaoh, 
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(1) Knowledge of Abstract Objects. There are some sorts ofthings we have 
knowledge of, but which dont seem to enter into causal r elations at all, for example 
abstract obj .. cts lik .. numbers . Brandom do .. s not r .. gard this as a knockdown 
objection,for '''ho knows how we know about abstract objects? Its best just to 
acknowl .. dge that abstraot obj .. ots oonstitut .. a problem for causal theories. This is 
illustrated by B .. nac .. rraf who argued in mathematical Truth that while th .. most 
promising aooount of knowledge is oausal, our Tarskian th .. ory of truth r .. quires that 
numbers be abstraot objects. 

(2) Causal Remoteness. Some empirical states of affairs can stand in causal 
r .. lations, but th .. troubl .. is that w .. dont se .. m to stand in th .. riqh t ,,"ort of causal 
rela tions to them. 
An exampl .. ar .. future oontingents . Goldman resolves this problem by allowing 
causal connections of Type 2, where the state of affairs need not be the cause - it is 
sufficient if th .. stat .. of affairs and the belief have a oommon cause. However it 
turns out to be extraordinarily difficult to work out this common couse model. 

(3) Deviant Chains. Clearly the causal theorist will have problems ruling out 
deviant causal ohains - wild, involved, overd .. termining, .. to. 

Evid .. nc .. On .. Do .. s not Poss .. ss. 
These objeotions mayor may not be devastating, but there is a d .... p .. r probl .. m, 
one whioh shows that th .. whole approaoh is wrong-headed and that th .. sp .. oific 
problems are not in fact worth solving - the problem of evid .. nc .. on .. does not 
poss .. ss. In th .. G .. tti .. r .. xampl .. s, you dont have knowl .. dge because there is a causal 
disconnection - the state of affairs which makes the belief true does not in fact couse 
it - ther .. is a causal gap. And th .. oausal theorists did not have too muoh troubl .. 
accounting for th .. se. Howev .. r in the barn-facade type examples, there is no such 
causal disconn .. ction - th .. stat .. of affairs p do .. s in fact oause the b .. li .. f. What 
makes it the case that he doesnt /t:no nr p is nothing to do 'Yith th .. callsal 
chain - its only the causally irrele ,'Un t fact that all the other barns around ar .. 
facades which infirms the a ttribution of knowledge to S . These are the strongest 
t'Jpes of Gettier case and it is hard to s .... how in prinoiple on .. oould handl .. th .. m. 

S'Yain's r .. sponse is to argue that th .. obj .. ctive probability of the truth of 
the belief has altered. In areas where there are no facades, the objective probability 
of an experienoed barn-recognizer oorreotly spotting a barn is high; whereas in this 
area,he is objectivel'J unlikely to get it right. IHonr p,'eoiS"C'!q doC'S" Snrain S"C'C' 

thiS" o<'noept as' ente"inq the oauS"a! aooount 1' •. ,) 
However (1) Swain has given the game away sinoe statements of objective 
probabilit'J are olearl'J s .. condary in nature - the only wa'J h .. oan give an aooount 
of primary knowledge is to invoke generalisations about probability; and (2) 

although obj .. otive probabiliti .. s sound as if they are 'in t he world' Swain hasnt 
neoessarily secured his oausal analysis - at the very least he owes us an account of 
the oauS"al role ofobjeotive probabilities. 

This notion of objective probabilit'J will oome up again in the disoussion of Realism. 
The realists want to insist that justification is an objective matter ,and not just a 
matter of what you can get away with in the communit'J. Objective probability will 
be their link between the justificatory and causal orders . However in Swain's case 
the appeal to OP is hopeless beoause probability is alvays r .. lativ .. to a 
r .. f .. r .. nc .. class , but what to take as the reference class is not in any sense 
something we find 'in th .. world'. For objeotiv .. probabilit y to do what Swain ne .. ds it 
to, th .. re must be objective facts about th .. size of the ref .. rence class,but of course 
ther .. or .. no such things. 

Thus we have to conclude that even playing by the rul .. s of the Gettier gam .. 
Swain does not know how to str .. ngthen his aooount. A oausal analysis does not 
describ .. what it is that undermines attributions of knowledge in suoh cases. This 
typ .. of oount .. rexampl .. shows that th .. whol .. oausal projeot is not a worthwhil .. 
approaoh. 
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ScepticisDl . 
In the barn-facade cases its the very possibility that you could be looking at a facade 
that infirms your knowledge. Its nol that your belief is wrong, but thal there's a 
possibility that ils wrong. But how can a mere possibility infirm knowledge? Its 
al,'a y" possible that you're making a mislake. \lhy isnt it lhe case lhal all 
knowledge is undermined by these possibilities? 

If you in facl regard all knowledge as lhus undermined, you are a sceptic. For 
the sceptic, any possibility of error undermines the attribution of knowledge even 
when you get il righl. And he envisages lhe possibilily of a ovorJd-facad". \Ie 
could never distinguish such a world facade from the real world; lhus we dont kno.' 
anylhing now, even if we're right. 

Answering lhe sceptic involves drawing lhe line b l?tween lhe sorls of 
possibilities lhal undermine knowledge and lhe sorllhal dont. \Ie need lo give an 
accounl bolh of the kind of fact that makes a difference, a n d of how lo tell in specific 
cases. And the sceptic's strongesl argumenl is lhal you can give no principled 
answer to where to draw the line, there is no such fact of any kind. 

In general ter~ns: S'g tolal evidenoe E warrants his oonolusion,bullhere is 
some evidence R he doesnt possess and this evidence may well make the difference -
ie.may well infirm his knowledge by weakening lhe supporl given by lhe new sel of 
total evidence. \Ie need to be able lo accounl for which R's make a difference and 
which donl. The problem comes up even if one is only talking aboul RDs . One 's 
capacity to discriminate is relative to what one is required to discriminate li·oJll. 
no-one's RDs preclude all possible sources of error. The sceptic concludeslhal 
no-one ever non-inferentially knows; to be non-sceptics we must say something 
aboul whal makes the difference , aboul what slandard condtions are, about whal 
one needs to be able to discriminate barns li·oJll. But what kind of a fact is this, the 
difference between those cases where inability to disorirllinale non-veridical cases 
infirms knowledge and those where it doesnt? 

Generally, some possibililies an. rel"vonllo knowl"dge claims and some are 
not- how does Sellars account for this difference? 

Something S doesnt kno'W'? 
You mighllhink lhal ils juslthallhere's some facl 5 doesnl know, and if he knew il 
he ,~ouldnt endorse his claim (or at least he wouldnt be .'arran tedin endorsing .. .I . 
This suggesls lhe principle lhal one doesnt know p if some furlher ll'ue evidence R 
exists which would de-warrant p. But the trouble wilh this suggestion is that we 
wouldnl know anything,beoause there are aJovaga furth .. r olaims whioh are true, 
and when conjoined with E would remove the support E gives 
to lhe belief . For suppose H is a lenlative knowledge claim. Then the claim 

consisting oflhe disjunction of ,H and some olher true but very implausible olaim 

will infirm H . Obviously'H infirms H,and the alternative , the implausible claim, 
when added to E yields a new set of total evidence which is implausible. 

Given lhat we know it" alwa"9" lrivially po""ibIQ to produoQ "uoh a furlh .. r 
claim, one ought generally be able lo work up some plausible exampl~. Brandom -
suppose you are considering whelher you have passed an exam; all your evidence 
suggesls you have. The teacher, however, happens to know thaltomorrow the moon 
will revolve seven times; he gives you lhe lrue claim lhal eilher you've failed or lhe 
moon will revolve seven times tomorrow. The lalter disjunct added to E makes E 
implausible and so poor support for H. IBut - ho.' could it be ""idence at 
all... ?I 

Significance of the Attriblltor .... 
The imporlantlhing about lhis "evidenoe lhal one does n ot possess" is lhat il is 
precisely that - the knower does nol have it, rather it is in the posession of the 
allributor,and it infirm .. the attribution of knowledge . Our scheme is: 5 has 
total evidence E. normally A would grant that E supports 5 's conclusion H, and 
further A regards H as true. However A is in posession of R, and E+ R does not support 
H. A thus does not attribute knowledge of H lo 5 - does not regal·d 5 as entitled to the 
in t;;'rence frorn E to H - in virlue of his knowing R. Bul we've just seen that there is 
always some such R; so how could any knowledge attribution ever take place? 
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The cruc.iaI queat.ioD is: given that there is a class of R's such that one 

will nevertheless attribute knowledge,and a class ofR's such that will hold back, 
ho nr do nr", t",11 th", dift-..r",nc",? What kind of a difference is it? And it is in this 
manner we have to l"espond to the sceptic. 

Essential Social Perspective . 
In th" barn faoad" "xarnple R was not a claim of bare possibilit~ but aclaim about 
how things acluall~ are - i eo., lhe facllhallhere acluall~ were barn facades around. 
Although lhis onl~ infirmed the knowledge b~ raising lhe possibifitythat one was 
looking at a facade ,it was not its",lf a possibiJit~ claim ~ Bl"andom regardslhis as 
nol irrelevant, but will not here draw an~ principles; but h e does want to draw one 
conclusion. The Gettier cases suggested that there's more to knowledge than JTB, 
and almost everyone- assumed that whal was needed was some further causal 
condition. Bul on Brandom's set-up this doesnl even look plausible. The diffe1"ence is 
int-..r",ntial and concerns the atiributor of knowledge. It is a fact about 
justification internal to the attributor. Thus the slronq (evidence one does not 
possess) Gettier cases reall~ show that justification is relevant to the anributor as 
well as to the knower - that there is an essential social pers pective. no matter what 
eventuall~ counts as justification, the strong Genier cases j ust point out that we 
must consider the attributor as well - that inference is involved twice, in 
justification for the knower and the anributor. Thus the~ are neutral with rewpect 
to the actual nature of justification; the~ onl~ show that attribution of knowledge is 
a social affair. 

The pragmatist response to causal realism in general has the same form ; 
Brandom will claim in general that where realists see a relation between 
justification and the world, one can alwa~8 interpret these as differences of social 
perspective - fundamentall~ the difference between attributing a commitment and 
undertaking one. 

So the Gettier cases were getting at an important phenomenon - that of 
"evidence one does not possess". Brandom has no answer to the actual question of 
what counts as relevant evidence; he expects there are things to be found out about 
this, but not b~ tracing causal chains. One lingering problem is - what do we 
discover b~ all this causal anal~sis? 



Brondom lecture a 
Boyd and Field - the Reolist Conception of Truth. 

This week will be getting the realist conception of truth on the table - Field is a 
paradigm of a realist about truth, giving a cohel'ent, r a dical, well- developed causal 
theOl';) of truth . Our ordinar;) conception of truth is a r ealist one. The following two 
weeks will be devoted to non-realist, intralinguistic a ccounts of truth; then we will 
ret urn to the realist account . 

The PutnaIn Connection. 
Bo;)d and Field vere both students of Putnam ",hile he was still a realist; these 
papers represent the substance of their dissertations . Putnam then made an about 
turn,and so we hade the reversal oithe situation with Lewis and his students Quine 
and Goodman - the students defending the old view aga inst the teacher . Putnam 
went anti-realist , adopting a sort of pseudo-realism ca lled "internal realism " - that 
one 's theor;) of the world ought to have a place for a stor;) about, if the world is how 
it is and we are how we O1'e , then how it is we know whal. we know. That is,one's 
theor;) should not preclude the possibilit;) of explaining how we come to know the 
",orld . Howevel' even the bad old idealists wouldnt dispute the necessity oithis,so 
its hard to see how this is in any sense a form of 'realism' . nevertheless Brandom 
sees Putnam as basically taking the con-ect course, and thinks Boyd and Field 
should have taken more notice of their teacher. 

B09d , 
Boyd 's article is about two things: 
n) the underdeterInination of theories by evidence; and 
(2) realisIn and a causal theol'y of evidence , 
The pa:r:rie is what do these two have to do with each other? The argument about 
underdetermination is entirely separable from the realism. 

UnderdeterInination. 
The under determination oftheories is really a common place,since it is true a nd 
banal that given any fixed set of evidence and any theol'y that is compatible vith it, 
one can generate another which is compatible with tha t evidence and yet 
contradicts the fil'st theory, Boyd is not objecting to t,~i$; the trouble is that much 
stronger conclusions have been drawn. Boyd is objecting to the stronger thesis that 
there are evidentia1l9 indistinguishable (with res pect to all pO$$ibie 
evidence) theories which nevertheless give incompatible accounts of the underlying 
causal mechanisms.Indeed,in its strongest form the t hesis is that given ang 
theory we can genera te such a E I. theory according t o a recipe. 

If we look at the observational consequences of a t heory as a subset of the 
deductive consequences, then two theories are evidentially indistinguishable 
(empirically equivalent! if they have the $ame ob$er,'Utionai con$eqaence$. 

RealisIn, InstruInentalisIn . 
First we need to see the relevance of the possibility of s uch alternative theories to 
one's account of truth. The realist wants to make three principle claims - that our 
theoretioallanguag<> is straightforwardly hue or fal"" , that it is so in vir tue of the 
objects which it talks about (ovel' which its quantifiers range) and that there is a 
causal relation between the objects and our claims about th"m. 

The instrumentalist of course rejects these claims and insists that theories are 
mere calculational devices which make it easier to keep control of our predictions 
about observables - mere instruments for codifying inferences about observables . 
Theoretical claims are not true or false, onl y bener or worse. now the 
instrumentalists wanted to use (strong) underdetermination as support for their 
position - if the evidence cannot in principle differentia te between two theories , 
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then these theories dont reall',) disagree; we should tre':lt them both as just 
instruments. This is ,-ellJing on a verificationist hunch that it doesnt make sense to 
posit things if we could never determine the truth of claims concerning them. 

The trouble is that, notoriousl',), the observationalltheoreticallanguage 
distinction cannot be made out . Observation is theor',) laden . According to Sellars 
there is more to the meaning of an observational claim than the circumstances of 
its utterance, for the meaning is given b',) the inferential relations of the claim. But 
if he cant make out the distinction between the obsltheor . language ,then the 
instrumentalist cannot even state his position - he cant delineate twc classes of 
statements which differ in how thel) are to be treated from the point of vie'!! of truth 
and reference. 

The fact that we must treat all claims as semanticall',) on a par, ho,~ever, still 
leaves two paths open - we could treat all claims as like the observational 
statements,or all claims like the theoretical statements. This is roughll) speaking 
the realist/anti- realist division to this dal). The realist will claim that theoretical 
claims are like obsel"vational claims in being T If in virtue of objects with which 
the',) have a causal relation; it is just that the',) ar" infenmtiall',) indireot. Th" 
anti-realists '!!ill insist that no claims are made T If b 'J their objects; observational 
claims too are not representations of realitlJ but merelTJ a wa',) of coping with the 
sensorlJ irradiations . Quine is an anti-realist in this sense . 

Thus no-one is an instrumentalist anTJ rr ... ore about theoretical entities
realism won that round - but we still have to choose between two possible routes, 
realism and anti-realism. 

RealisDl and E 1_ Theories . 
This is '~here the possibilitl) of evidentialllJ indistinguishable theories postUlating 
incompatible causal mechanisms comes in. The realist wants to sa',) in the face of 
this possibilit',l that nevertheless at most one one of the theories is objectivel',l 
correct; it is made true b',l the objects it describes and 'w"ith which we causall',l 
interact. However the consequence of their being evidentiall',l indistinguishable is 
that we could never know ,rhioh theorlJ was the true one. Although there is a fact 
about the conectness of a theorl), given that for an',l theorl) we can gen erate an E 1 . 
alternative J we can never know if an ytheorg 'We have is a correct one. Thus the 
Realist seems to be committed to the paradOl{ical position that although there is a 
fact of the matter we could never know it, for '11" can onl',l ever determine the 
correctness of theories up to E 1. equivalence. The realist must den',l that we can ever 
know how the real is . 

The old instrumentalist/verificationist intuitions come back on the scene here 
and insist that the lesson is that theoretical olaims are not T If; and sinoe we oannot 
treat theoretical and observational claims differentl',l , we must admit that none of 
our claims are objeoli,,...Jg T If, and so all rnust be some sort of instrument 
(deliberatellJ vague). 

The realist is in a serious dilemma; he mal) have to swallow thO? pill that our 
cognitive capacities are insufficient to discriminate the real . But this is a ver',l high 
cost - there would be too man',l claims we could never know the b-uth of. 

Bo-gd - The SubUe Rift.. 
There 'I!OS a stalemate here until BO',ld Came to the rescue ofthe realist bl) pl-oducing 
an argument to the effect that although theories are underdetermined hI) their 
evidence, nevertheless there is no such thing as evidentiall',l indistinguishable 
theories. morover its no mere accident that there arent an',), for there oorrJdntbe
the verI) idea is incoheren t . 

The strateg',l 'I!as to sho'l! that from the simple truth of underdetermination , 
i.e. that 

(a) for an',) theorl) and an',) fixed set of evidrmce we oan produce 
another theorl) which is causalll) incompatible ,~ith the first and 
',let accounts for the evidence equall',l well 
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it doesnt follow that 

(bJ for any theory we can produce another such that it is 
supported equally well by all the evidence 

which is what is meant by evidentially indistinguishable theories , Boyd thought of 
drawing a subtle distinction where nobody had thought of drawing one before , (oj is 
the simple truth about underdetermination which we all accept; but it turns on 
some ti":ced set of evidence , Boyd will argue that there will always be in principle 
rurfher evidence which could distinguish the two theories, 

Clearly the argumE'nt is going to turn on what counts as E'vidence, If we can 
talk about evidence independently of the theory it is ",vidence for, we could 
presumably talk about 'all the evidE'nce' as some sort of obServational set, In fact, 
Boyd will be claiming, any such set could never be all the evidence, But what else 
can count as evidence? 

Bo-gd's Argument , 
Boyd will deny: 

(l) if two theories have exactly the same deductive observational 
consE'quences, thE'n any expE'rimental evidE'nce for or against one 
of them is E'vidence of the same fOl'Ce for or against the other, 

but not as it stands, since it is not fixed in meaning, He argues that when we try 
and fill in thE' gaps we tind thE'rE' is no way to do so, Boyd runs the same Duhemian 
line Quine ran in Two Dogmas, (l) is absurd if taken as referring to the obse,'va tional 
consequencE's of the thE'ories themsE'lveS,for no theory has any observational 
consequences on its own ; s o what else are we assuming in order to them? We have 
to consider just which set of auziliar-g h-gpotheses are being utilisE'd in ordE'r to 
draw out these consequences - that is, with respect to w hich the theories are 
8uppoSE'd to be deductively equivalent" (The set can include any boundal'y 
conditions, observational, theol'etical or bridge statements we like.J 

Boyd considers 3 "laYs offilling in the gaps and argues that each reading is 
insuffioient for the purposes of the proponent of radioal under determination , This 
obviously is not a knockdown argumE'nt sincE' somE'onE' might always come up with 
a (l "") eto , However Brandom suspeots that his arguments against these three will 
",ork for an y aiterna ti ve , 

First WE' might try using some logioian's triok to delineate the class of auxiliary 
hypotheses, The logician considers threE' types of sets - none, some or all, now, 
as just discussed, for Duhemian reasons 'none' is inadequate . 'Some'loo fails, 
because given an t:j t",o non-identical theoriE'g we oan choose ~ set of auxiliariE's 
whioh will deductively distinguish them , So the final s uggestion is that two 
theories are dE'ductively E'quivalent if they have the same consE'quences for all 
possihlesets of auxiliaries , But the problem with this is that it is too strong, for to 
satisfy this the theories must be idE'ntical, The lesson is that the logician's route is 
too cheap and trivial - no mere quantifier constraint will givE' the desired re8ult, We 
nE'ed some substantive delineation on the set of auxiliaries, 

The seoond possibility is that we should take the set of auxiliaries 08 any set of 
currenU-g accepted ones. But new hypothE'ses could always arise '''hich could 
decide whether the theories are evidentially equivalent; in fact this is preoisely 
what did happen in the disagreement between the LE'ibnizians and the ne,,,tonians 
about '17hether space has absolute position: the issue ' /70S empirically undeoidable at 
the time but could be determined with the rise of theories of electromagnetics, To 
say that the theories are E I , t oday, but may not be tomorrow, is hardly very 
interesting: only the weak form of undel'determination could ever follo,', from this , 

So the third and best suggestion is that the relevant set of auxiliaries is the set 
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of true onQs - thQ ""t WQ will 9vent:uaUy aooQpt and nQver n~jQot . now this an"WQr 
,;,ill toke us a long waT,) . It ovoids the problems ofthe p r evious attempts - having 
fixed a substantive set, the theories can be deductivelT,) equivalent without being 
identical; and the set of true hT,)potheses cannot change at a later dote. But 
although it has the rorm of an answer , it wont do the work, for on this sel we could 
never knon r if two theories were evidentiallT,) indistinguishable. Even if the ideo of 
'the lrue sel' mode anT,) sense, we could never know if we had them and thus if lhe 
two theories under consideration hod the some consequences. We would never know 
if we were just in the position oflhe newtonians,such thal new distinguishing 
h T,)potheses were around the corner, or whether the theories were in fact 
indistinguishable . 

Thus it turns out that the notion of evidentiallT,) in distinguishable theories does 
not make anT,) .. <mse. II onlT,) appeared to because we foiled to keep in mind the 
Duhemian holism . 

Iotal Iheories. 
Boyd doesnt discuss lhe next nalural move, which is to push out the limils of lhe 
theory. We move to the picture of Quinean total theories , where there are no 
auxiliaries at all, and we just talk of the deductive closu,'es of people's total belief 
sets. The cost of this mOVe is that we are no longer talking about science - we have 
disconnected ourselves from lalking ofthe E1 offormal lheories, But lhis may be OK 
if we Can make sense of it. 

We have to lry and specify what we now mean by lwo theories being causally 
incompatible but evidentiallT,) identical. It could mean that no matter 'I\'hat 
observational consequences we odd lo lhe lola I belief ""ls, the observational port of 
their deductive closures remains the some; but this h as the problems of (l ') - the 
theories musl be identical. If we restrict lhe added obs ervational claims lo lhe true 
ones, the proposal has the some p,'oblems as (J '''). 

The problem reaUy is that all the evidence we have is in facl already in 
there, since we are dealing with people's total belief sets ; so thinking of the 
evidence with respecl to which these lheories are supposed to be identical as some 
further set of obse,'vation reports will not work . If we are talking of lolal theories 
the evidence is not further observation reporls bul somelhing purelT,) causal - we 
cant keep the evidence in the epistemic,sentential realm and still talk oHotal 
lheories. Quine is pushed lo this position. 
So wilh respect to nrhatare these total theories supposed to be indistinguishable? 
Presumably somelhing like causal nerve hits; and if we speak with lhe vulgar for 
a moment we Can talk of this os evidence . The trouble is that an y theorg is 
compatible with some merely oausal situation - we need something more than 
than purelg causal connections belween theories and "evidence" - the causal 
situation tnust be d",,",orih.,d somehow. And the difficulty now is lo know how for 
lo go in describing them. If the evidence is causal nerve hits then 
underdelermination will not be true if lhe causes are fixed at the surface; but if we 
go all the waT,) in then we are being asked to consider phgsicallg and causallg 
identical organisms with incompatible theories ; and Brandom doesnt know what 
this means, Put another wag, ifgou slog at the surface , then ang diffe,'ence in 
internal causal set-up will dictate a diffe,'ent response to lhe surface causal hits, 
and thus our "evidence" discriminates an y theories; ,;,hereas if gou go all the '''ag 
in YO'l determine lhe total causal situation,and now it makes no senee to talk oflwo 
people having incompatible theories. Stag at the surface and gou lose the 
possibilily of evid"ntial indistinguishablility; go all the wag in and you los" lhe 
possibilitg of incompatible theories, The trouble is that there just are not enough 
constraints on the relation of evidence-theorg compatibilitg we are asking for , in 
order to be able to make this total theorg proposal make sense , 

Thus Brandom concludes thal Boyd was oorrect not to move in lhe direction of 
total theories in orde,' to ovoid the l'eliance on auxiliarg hgpotheses . 
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ReaiisIn/Anti-Rea}isIn . 
It is impol-tant to realise that the "gem-like" argument about 

underde-termination is entirel'9 separable from the realist/anti-realist question. 
It just said that evidence is theory relative; even though all the evidence is 
observotional, and you can talk about all the observotions in s<>,), .. sense, 
nevertheless you cant talk about 'all the .. vid .. nc .. ' without considering the 
(theory plus auxiliaries) the evidenoe is supposed to be tor. It is the total theory 
which turns the mere observotions into .. vid .. nc ... Thel-e can be no such thing as 
theories whioh are equivolent with respeot to all the evidenoe, beoause it is only 
through the auxiliary hypotheses that the observotions become evidence. 

And so Boyd is laying down a challenge, whioh Brandom is sceptical about 
the chances of meeting - to provide a sense of (1) "'hich is both true and useful. 
Boyd's r .. alism, on the other hand,is a puzzle. The conclusion ofthe 
underdetermination argument was that w" n""dnt worry about the possibility of 
El.th"ori"s,so on" pr<>bl .. m for the realist is discounted; but this does not yet 
amount to a positive argument for realism. So vhat is the connection vith 
the positive arguInent? 

The positive argument can be seen as a response to the still outstanding but 
mundane problem, that right now two theories may not be distinguishable 
",ithout further evidence. It is introduced in an expositoPJ ",ay through the 
much- discussed example of Reichenbach·s. The fact that ",e can vory our 
space-time theory by introducing a strange ne", force, such that the new theory 
accounts for the evidence "qually ",ell, means that we are in the same boat as the 
Leibniz-Clarke disputants. To this,Boyd ",ill n<>tsay that the theories are not 
empirically equivolent because maybe tomorrow we'll oome up with a new 
auxiliary which distinguishes them. Rather, he wants to say something sll·onger 
-that rIg-ht no .... we have beller evidence for the theory which doesnt 
postulate the bizarre extra force, even though in some sense they·re both equally 
oompatible with the evidenoe . 

There is a bad argument in response to this problem which takes off from 
the intuition that the voriant th"ory is ad hoc and crazy, and that we oould only 
evel- have come up with it given that ",e already had the proper one - that is, ",e 
could never have got the first theory from the evidence alone. It suggests tha t the 
very fact that one version is ad hoc means that we have better evidence for the 
original theory . But this argument confuses the order of discover-g with the 
order of justification. It doesnt maller to the jastili"caU<>n if",e came to the 
present theory by fiddling with something prior. Indeed, there is no reason to 
suppose at all that the theory we come to first will be the right one rather than 
some inelegant cumbersorne variant. 

Communication. 
We saw that as a consequence of Quine's holism, it must be reference and not 
meaning which is comr.n:unicated. Vhat permit.s oornrnunoialion ig sameness of 
reference - using predicates with the same extension. 

Reference was the solution to the problem of the incommensurabilit-g of 
scientific theories. The pOSitivist took it as a premiss that the meaning of our 
terms is tied to theil- inferential oonnections, and that trans-theoretic 
communication ,.,as a maltel- of communicating these meanings. But this ",ould 
have the oonsequence that there could be no such thing as scientifio progress, for 
a new theory bg definition changes the inferential relations and hence the 
meanings. But,even if",e do not m .. an the same thing by our sentences, (that is, 
even ifthey do not have the same inferential relations), we are nevertheless still 
talking about the same things. Thus the idea will be to secure scientific progress 
across Quinean incommensurable theories by a notion of trans-theoretic 
reference - not the ,,<>n""pI of r"ferenoe, but the thing" we ref"r 1<>. On this line 
reference is not a malter of concepts - our c<>nc .. pI of reference, just like any 
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other scientific cor.cept, is subject to change and henc" incomrtlensurability - but 
is independent. It is whatever it is that permits con"lmunication. It cant be in the 
conceptual order, because it just is what remains constant betwe"n conceptual 
schemes; it must be out there in the physical world. 

This ploy, however , depends on there actually being such a thing as a 
reference relation out there to be talked about (i Ii! . to be re[erred to), no matter 
what we say about it . If there isnt, then we oannot use this ploy to explain the 
possibilitt;/ of scientific progress, or communication. 

If the realist is to secure the notion of scientific progress} of successive 
scientific theol'ies talking about the same world, he needs an account of reference 
as trans-theoretic , something immune to the conceptual flux , Thus Field wants 
a causal theor-g of reference , 

Bo-gd - ea usal Iheor-g of Evidence , 
now we come to Boyd's positive argument for realism, In response to the 
Reichenbach examples, he thinks that ,,,e're talking about is inter-theoretic 
principles of plausibilit-g, He wants to argue that right now we have evidence 
to distinguish between the two theories - that is, trans-theoretic evidence, But 
this claim can be read in to wat;/s - either in a weak way, such that for evert;/ two 
theories there is some consideration that distinguishes them,or in a strong 
sense,in which case there is some one consideration that distinguishes between 
evert;/ two theories , now because Bot;/d took the strong reading, he was lead to the 
position that the unique consideration must be radicallt;/ non-epistem.ic, This 
was because, in general, the support lent bt;/ evidence depends on which theories 
w,,'re alreadt;/ committed to - we have more evidence for a theory which is more 
similar to the ones we alreadt;/ have , Evidence is alwat;/s intra, Thus inhere 's 
such a thing as evidence which will choose between any two theories,such 
evidence must be non-epistemic and hence causal, He concludes that what we 
need, as an inter-theoretic principle of plausibilitt;/, is a trans-theoretic 
notion of evidence; but t his must be causal,because it serves as the anchor of 
allthe epistemic stuffto what its about. 

Bot;/d has a meta-met a-principle - that iS,a principle for choosing 
inter-theoretic principles of judgement, His master p"inciple is that some 
evidential principle is appropriate If it names a propertt;/ such that theories that 
have that propertt;/ are objectivelt;/ more likelt;/ to be true , (Here he is making a 
reliabilist move - an y reduction of evidence to causes is basicallt;/ reliabilist J 
now because he wants his ITPP to take the form of a trans-theoretic notion of 
evidence, this latter notion must itself be grounded in the notion of objective 
reliabilitt;/ , 

Bo-gd 's Problem., 
In the end causal theories of reference and of evidence come to the same thing, 
Obj9ctive probability is jus t what is required to get us baok and forth, Causal 
theories all stand and fall on t he notion of objective probabilitt;/ , In the 
barn-facade case there w ould have had to be an objective causal fact about what 
the right refel'ence class was, which just isn t the SOl't of thing there can be, 
Likewise for BO'Jd - the propertt;/ must make the theor'J more likely to b" true, but 
holding what constant? What is the reference class? How do we determine this? 
Really this is just another wat;/ of asking - what are 'Jour auxiliary ht;/potheses? 
And thus exactlt;/ the same form of argument that Bot;/d uses against the radical 
under determinist undercuts his own causal theory of evidence, 

Braodom's Alternative, 
Brandom begins ~,ith the same assumption as Bot;/d, that there is right no'" 
evidence to distinguish two theories, but will take the nreak reading of 
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'lrans-theoretic', such that there is nol necessaril'tj sorae one consideration 
which will do it for all theories. Thus Brandom will not , like BOl,ld, be driven to the 
pogition that the evidence musfbe non-epistemic. But he will argue further the 
slightll,l stronger point that it must in fact actualll,l be epistemic. For if there is 
trans-theoretical evidence to distinguish the 2 theories , then, gi Vl?n that evidence 
is alwal,ls related to auxiliarl,l hl,lpotheses (a point m-gued bl,l BOl,ld in his argument 
against radical U) then the trans-theoretic evidence mu,gf b", epistemic, not 
causal. Thus, if we read BOl,ld '8 claim that there be tran s-theoretic evidence in 
the weak sense, then it is still compatible with the evidence's being theoretic, 
rather than extra- theoretic i Ie. causal. 

So what is our epistemio, trans- theoretio evidence? Brandom will utilise the 
Sellarsian point that evidence doesnt just run boltom upwards. Theories come in 
all sizes I and for ang two theories I there is a third more inclusiV'e theory; and in 
the context of the third theorl,l the actual evidence for t he first two will count 
more in favour of one than the other. Thus,according t o Brandom, the reason 
that right now we have belter evidence for one than for the other is to do with 
their larger theoretic contel<t. If We just look at the small ones then the 
observational evidence we have mal,l mal,l not distinguish them, there m-e 
alwal,ls more general theories with which they must pr operll,l integrate; and this 
is the sort of ·auxiliarl,l hl,lpothesis' that makes it the ca se that right now we have 
better evidence for the actualll,l held theorl,l. In the context ofthe larger theorl,l, 
the evidence mal,l support one alternative better as being in a temporal, 
developmental sense more appropriate, or as performing better under some 
sl,lnchl-onic desiderata. But the distinguishing criterion, whatever it is, is the 
further auxiliarl,l hl,lpothesis needed. 

Thus Brandom has taken the contrapositive of BOT,Jd - there is no need to go 
outside the epistemic realm. BOl,ld should haVl? seen that inter-theoretic 
principles of plausibilitl,l were not needed - to determine which theorl,l is better 
supported bl,l the evidence right now, just look at the wider theoretic context. 

Realisln/Anti-Realisln . 
UltimatelT,J the issue between the realists and the anti- realists is whether, when 
in assessing epistemic authoritT,J, the judgements can eVl?r be rooted in causal 
mo t ters. The realist sees all epistemic connections as r ooted in non -epistemic 
facts about the wal,l the world is. The anti-realist sees the essence of epistemic 
authoritl,l as social and not objective - there is a role for appeal to objectiVl? 
matters of fact but expistemic authoritl,l cannot con,gjsf in this. 

now since objective probabilitl,l is the link between the epistemic practice 
and the causal order - the epistemic practices which a re valid are those which 
m-e made objectivell,l more Iikell,l, bT,J the causal facts, t han others - the issue 
between them boils down to the notion of objectiVl? probabilitl,l. And because 
there is no such thing as objectiVl? probabilitl,l because thel-e is no causal fact 
about what to take as the reference class, Brandom s ees the anti-realists as 
winning out. But he doesnt take it that the debate is en tirell,l OVl?r l,let. In 
particular, the realist challenge to the anti-realist is t o show how anl,lthing less 
than realism will stop an absolute relativism. 



Brondom lecture 9 - Truth. 

Recapitulation. 
Since Sellars '1Te have onlg been making one point - that there is no such thing as a 
given, a state which amounts t o knowledge merelg bg ha "inq it. Standing in just 
a causal relation cant be knowledge, for knowledge requires understanding, and 
understanding requires mastering the inferential role, the claims that this one is 
evidence for or against ; but the evidential relations in which a claim can stand is 
alwQ'gs relative to Q set of oollateral com.m.it.ments. There is no such thing as a 
'natural ' evidentiall-elation . 

Sellars used this point against sense-data theories ; 
Quine used it against analgticitg; 
Brandom used it against Goldman and Swain, who attempted to reduce 

evidence to causes - but causes are not relative to collateral commitments; 
Boqd uses the same point against the radical underdetermination thesis -

some filling in of auxiliarg hgpotheses is alwags necessarg, and a claim's being 
evidence depends on this filling in; 

Finallg Brandom uses the same point against Bogd's second argument,for 
realism. The trans-theoretic principles which are going to distinguish two theories 
cant be causal- theg must and can be found in more inclusive theories . Bogd had 
fallen for the old quantifier inversion - from the fact that there must be something 
to distinguish two theories,it doesnt follow that there is ang one thing which will 
distinguish an fI two theories. 

The same move is being made over and over; whg do we make so much of it? 
Its not so diffioult, whg not j ust state it and move on? The reason is I,hat it 
incorporates this theorg of understanding, such that to understand a claim is to see 
how it is evidenoe for 01- against othe,- claims. Thus, if we take this theorg of 
understanding seriouslg, then just sta linq the point is not enough - we must See 
how the point can be used - we must see it in the context of arguments, It hasnt 
been ob "ious just how to applg the principle - even the people who fil-st used it tend 
to get it wrong later. For example, Quine was worried bg underdetermination, but 
Bogd later showed this to be a non-issue, using the verg same sort of argument that 
Quine used against analgtioitg, Quine hadnt propedg followed out the oonsequenoes 
of his own argument. Swain also had seen the point - he was a Sellm-s student - but 
didnt applg it all the wag , 

Thus its not enough just to add such a claim to the set of one's beliefs - we have 
to properlg integrate it. We are making something of the idea bg following out its 
inferential consequences. 

Barman. 
Br - not sure if this a generalization or merelg a related point , 
Harman denies that there is such a thing as deductive inference. If there '1Tas,it 
would presumablg sag something like if gou believe P, and if gou believe P=>Q, the gou 
should believe Q. But no-one has such a rule, for it all depends on what P and Q are. 
It might just show not-P instead, Harman concludes that there are onlg deductive 
relations - no hal-d and fast rule of inference which dicta te conclusions. 
Inference, that is,is alwags inference to best ezplanation - given the total set of 
our commitments, '1Te use the deductive inference relations to clean up the belief set. 
Such relations are constraints , not algorithms. What we reallg need is an 
explication of the notion of 'best explanation', '''hich reveals how it is a matter of 
choice; ifthere is a recipe for getting to best e"planations,deduotive inference is 
notit. 

Harman even sags that evidential relations in general (of which deductive 
relations are onlg a special easel tell us not what to believe, but onlg puts 
constraints on it . Thus we have a more radical wag in whioh what counts as 
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evidence depends on alJ-gour collateral commitments. 

truth. 
Both Field and the Prosententialists spend time discussing w h-g we care about truth. 
What is it we want to know about it? What is m-gsterious or interesting about it? 
Our interest in the question is in the truth condition on knowledge. We need to know 
what contribution l,-alh is making to the allribalion of knowledge. What is truth 
adding to justified belief? 

Furthermore ,our interest goes beTJond the words one might use - there is an 
important cognitive phenomenon - knowledge. The centerpieoe of the Sellarsian 
account of knowledge was the bifurcation between the causal and epistemic order. 
But what is the relation between these orders? How are the epistemio things about 
the world? How do the-g hook on? Traditionall-g to answer this question people 
looked to the theor-g of truth; and we had the opposition bet ween the 
correspondence theories, which held that a claim is made true, if it is true, b-g the 
wa-g the world is, and coherence theories whioh see a claim as m ade true b-g its 
relation to all other claims. But in the end Brandom wants to claim that truth is 
less interesting than it seems,because it isnt the right place to look for an account 
ofthe relation between the two orders . Even at the end of the discussion oftruth, 
there will still be problems of how theg relate; at that stage we turn to the 
discussion of belief. 

But it isnt ob f'iouS wh-g truth doesnt give all the answers - there were good 
reasons wh-g truth was the locus classicum of the discussion. We are going to go 
through them. 

Putting the Question. 
People used to put the question as -

(A) ""hat is it that nr .. ar .. sayinq about a .;;/aim nrJ~en nre say that it 
is true? 
That is, what propert-g are we ascribing? A particularlT,j bad form ofthis question 
was put by the Vienna Cirole. The-g asked - is what is in common between a 
sentence and the state of affairs which makes it true something T,jou can put in a 
sentence? This is le"s cautious because it presupposes both that 'being true' is a 
l-elation bet\~een a claim and a state of affairs, and that this relation is expressible 
as something in common bet ween the two. But this is not a t all obvious, even 
though it is the essence of a correspondence theorT,j, particularlg in the extreme 
form it took in the Tractatus picture theorg _ 

HO\I'ever we cant even accept (A),because it takes for granted that when \~e 
sag a claim is true we're describing it,ascribing some prop .. rty to it. now Sellars 
had \I'arned us against supposing that ",hen we saT,j a belief or claim is kno\~ledge, 
we are describing it. Rather, we 're putting it in the "logical space giving and 
demanding reasons". SimilarlT,l, "'hen we saT,l of a claim that it is true, we are not 
nQoessarily ascribing QomGl> properly; ralhGor J we ffiQ"9 b" treating it is aomG> "'0'9, 
such as endorsing it . The Prosentential theorT,l is an attempt to work out such a 
possibilitT,l. Thus the onlT,l formulation of the general question that the 
Prosententialists will allow is: 

(B) fi.'hat ar .. "r .. doing: "rb .. n "r .. .;;alJ so", .. tbinq tra .. ? 
And we can answer tbis question without saT,ling anT,lthing about how language 
hooks onto the world . Converseh), we can discuss how language hooks on without 
discussing truth. We had onlT,j thought that this connection was involved because 
we had been sT,lstemalicallT,l mislead bT,l the grammar of our truth looutions. 

The trouble is that this is not obviouslT,j an interesting question - it seems to be 
just about our talk. 

Realists VB Anti-realists_ 
Is there ultimatelT,j some truth phenomena that is left out if all we give is an 
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account of how we aSIiJ the word 'true'? This comes to be an issue between realists 
and anti-realists - whether there is some phenomena ortnlth (or reference) which 
is lo be explained,o,- whelher il is all jusllinguistic,a maller of how we lalk. And 
lhis question is a subslantive poinl aboullhe phenomena, nol just a matter of ho\I' 
we lalk ahout truth. 

Realist motivation_ 
The inlernal rea lisl (Brandom sees lhis as a "self-congralulator~ misleading 
description ") acknowledges lhal in om- overall scientific accounl of lhe world we 
beller have room for knowledge as a natural phenomenon. It is a remarkable 
fa cl aboullhe world, whioh needs lo be explained, lhallher e are kno .r",rS'- bil" of 
lhe universe which kno .rothe,- bits. But, furlher, knowledge involves the truth 
oondition - nol all justified belief is knowledge - and lhus our accounl of lhe world 
musl also have room for an aocounl of truth. Field puts this poinl. We are nol 
asking how language laoks on lo lhe world from lhe oulside; ralher, lhe quesllon 
arises from within, particularl~ if we are ph~sicalisls, for whom there is "no 
differenoe which doesnl correspond lo a ph~scial differ enoe". Even if..,re a,-e nol 
ph~sicalists, \'i'e need to know where lo stop and wh~. We cant just glibl~ sa~ that 
lhe epislemic and causal orders are independenl,for lhe causal order impacls on 
the epistemic and the epislemic is about the causal order. An~ adequale ph~sical 
accounl of the world musl explain how il is possible lo do ph~sics . So a ph~sicisl 
who is an internal realisl (and an~ good one is) must explain how claims are about 
lhe world,and lhus how lhe~ mean whallhe~ mean . Thus lhe ph~sicalisl cannol 
afford lo be enti,-el~ revisionisl - he musl give an accounllhe ph~sicisl can use 
words lo make lrue olaims . 

Of course an~one must give an account of how the epistemic realm reaches out 
lo lhe world. The ph~"icalisl, however, has a special set of conslrainls -lhe aooounl 
must be broadly ph yS'ical_ There is a diffioull~ in making this an~ more precise. 
Whal ph~sics is illhal is supposed lo do alllhe explaining? Cerlainl~ nol ph~sios in 
its currenl state, but then it is difficult to put a priori conslraints on the 
developmenl of ph~sicallheor~ - witness eleclromagnetism. Ph~"ics is subjeollo 
flux, and we donl know what lheor~ il is thal is supposed lo account for all the 
differ"nc"s in lhe world. Thus when we lalk of ph~sicalism we are inevitabl~ 
fudging on what we mean b~ ph~sics. Ph~sicalism is best conceived as a 
melhodological con slrainl on research - look for a ph~sical difference until ~ou're 
persuaded there isnt one. 

Field suggesls lhallhere a,-e basicall~ onl~ lwo wa~s in which a ph~sicalisl 
can approach semantic phenomena. The first is to dismiss it - to den~, as in the 
case of withcraft, lhal there is an~ unital-Y phenomenon lo be explained. Of course 
all the particular manifestations - those things which we'-", thought to be instances 
of,eg, with craft - have to be explained,but the~ ma~ well have entirel~ unrelated 
explanations. Similarl~ \I'e mighl den~ thallhere is an~ unitar~ S'",mantic 
phenomena of b-ulh and reference lhal ph~sics is obliged to explain _ The 
Prosentential theor~ lakes this approach. It doesnt disagree with I_he general need 
for explanation, il jusl disagrees lhallhere is an~ unilar~ phenomena here lo be 
explained. 

Field, however wants to take a second route - to give a general reduction of 
semantic phenomena lo ph~sical phenomena,analogous to the reduction of 
ohemislr-g lo ph-gsios_ 

Significance Of Tarski_ 
Anolher wa~ to view the dispule bel ween the realists and lhe anti-realists is in 
lheir differing estimations of the significance of Tarski 's technical result. The basic 
question is - is there an-gthing more to truth than what Tarski gave us? 
And lhere seem lo be lhree broad l~pe" of answer. FirsU-g,roughl~, lhe 
prosententialistslhink Tarski lold us eve'-~thing we '!,ant to kno\I' , basicall~ b~ 
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e:<plaininq it a .ray. They suggest that his oriterion of adequaoy on a theory of 
truth - Convention T - is not just a necessary condition (everyone admits this) but 
also a sufficient condition, or at least can be turned into one with the help of a little 
uninteresting anaphoric maohinery - that is, with a little more syntax and 
grammar of the kind Tarski already had. 

Secondl~ thel-e are those,for example Davidson, who do not think Tarski 
eliminated the notion oftruth, but nevertheless regard him as having told us all 
we want to know. Tarski exaotly explained truth - he gave it the only 
physicalistioally aoceptable aocount it requires. 

But,ofcourse, Tarski 's theory tells us nothing about how language hooks onto 
the world; soo no-one who wants to take Field's second approaoh to semantio 
phenomena, namely genuine reduction, can take Tarski as having told us 
everything about truth. Thus we have a third position, of people like Field, who 
think that Tarski has only partially explained truth: he has done an impol-tant job 
in reduoing truth to referenoe, but they disagree that he has done anything more 
than this. That is 

Field. 
Field doesnt deal with the eliminativist position,and so is oonoerned with the 
dispute between 

(l) those who like Tarski himself, think Tarski gave a physioalistioally 
acceptable account of all semantic phenomena, and 

(2) those who think he gave only a partial reduotion,and think we need to 
append a non-semantic theory of reference vhioh is independently physicalistically 
acoeptable. 

Tarski at least shows how to go from primitive denotation to the T sentences 
associated with all the sentenoes of the language. This was his technical 
achievement - perfecting the definition of the recusive clauses for the quantifiers ; 
And it was an impressive one; for example, in the Traotatus ViHgenstein got it 
vrong in treating a univel-sal quantifiel- as the conjunction of all its instances, 
because this left out the olosure oondition . But why does it oount as a theory of 
truth? Harman, for e:rample, :>(l"qqe:>t:> that all he did nra:> to qi~re an 
aooount or- the loqioaJ 'i'Uoai)(riaJ"yassooiated fll'ifh the recursion claaslilS'. 
He e:rplain:> their meaninq by e:rplaininq their contribution to meaninq. 
But truth only come:> into it becau:>e .re appeal to it in "'pecirqinq
OBSCURE ..... 

General Theor~ of Truth? 
Field argues that in thinking that his theory amounted to a theory of truth Tarski 
vas really taking for granted primitive denotation, vhich of course even Tarski 
would admit as a patently semantio notion. So if all Tarski has done is reduoed truth 
to primitive denotation, then he has not succeeded in explaining truth vithout the 
help of an-y other semanUo notions. 

Vhat does Tarski use instead of primitive denotation? He explicitly stipulates 
the the extension . He just states what denotes what - a set of ordered pairs , The 
denotation of a given term is an infinite disjunction - if n denotes A then either n is 
Franoe and A is 'Franoe' or n is Germany and a is 'Germany' .... . ~to . But - Field - this 
faces exactly the same problem as Vittgensl,ein - you lose the "and that 's all" 
oharaoter that universal quantifiers have. And you cant state the olosure clause 
without invoking the denotation relation. 

Further, to give a general truth oharaoterisation , without employing the 
notion of primitive denotation, vould require giving such a stipulation for every 
different language, and every different time slice of the same language. Tarski bit 
the bullet and gave vhat was really just a truth schema; you just plug in the 
denotation stipulations for each language, and you get a different truth definition 
for every language, Thus Tarski doesnt even give Q general theory of truth even by 
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his own light.s. This is one rQason Field thinks Tarski has not explained whal lhe 
word 'true' 122~an~"'. 

Vh" isnt such a schema good enough? The idea is that when it comes to 
specif"ing the denotations, "ou just list all the extensions. The trouble is that 
Tarski cannot even sa" what lhe general Tecipefor generaling lhese lists of 
ordered pairs is if he cannot use the notion of denotation. An" such recipe would 
specif" these lisls as lhe extension of the denotation relation for the language, bul 
then we would just have Field 's version . Thus it is not an accidental fealure of 
T01"ski's definition that. it has t o be a different one for E?V9rg language I for 'g0u canl 
turn it into a general definition without losing the reduction . A genel-al account 
musl invoke lhe notion of denolation, and Tarski onl" avoided lhis in a wa" lhal 
commiled him to a different definition for ever" language. 

Truth for Q Single LQnguQge? 
Thus Field concludes lhal Tarski hasnt given us a general theor" oflrulh. Bullhis 
much Is not a controversial claim - even Davidson agrees that Tarski hasnt given 
us even a general recipe. Bullhese people sa" lhal we didnl wanl such a lhing 
an"wa", for even lhough we ma" not be able to sa ywhat we'r'" doing, we can do 
it an"wa". All we wanl is trulh for a given language. Vhallhe" reall" disagree 
with is Field's stronger clQim , lhal Tarski hasnl given an adeguate reduction of 
lruth even for a single languag.!t. . 

no", Field doesnt reQIl" have an argument for this,just a IEr - horrible) 
eXQmple drawn from chemislr". Field suggests lhal if all we have done is to 
have listed the valencies of all the elements , then even if we have given the 
rules for oblaining the valencies of all the co=pounds WI> havenl given a 
ph"sicalisticall" acceptable reduction of the concept of valenc". Just to specif" 
lhe e:<tension of a chemical concept in non-chemical terms is nollo explain or 
understand it. A pel"tinent analog" here Is the Sellarsian PQrrot - he can 
discriminale alllhose lhings 'red' is true of,bul just lo know lhe exlension is not 
to understand a concept . now for Quinean reasons Field is not concerned with 
giving a meaning analgsis of 'true' -lhe issue he is conoerned with is whether in 
specif"ing the extension of a concept "OU have given it an acceptable reduction. 
And Field of course argues no, bul he canl sa" whal =ore is needed. He thinks we 
can just tell that more is needed b" looking at cases such as valenc" theOl-" 
where onl" the extension has been given. 

It doesnt worr" Field that he cant sa" exacll" what more is needed, 
because he has a paradigm of a ph"sicalisticall" acceplable reduction - giving 
necessar" and sufficient conditions for an expression to primitivel" denote an 
objecl . And for this somelhing like lhe Kripke l"pe causallheories of reference 
is required. These would speclf" how lhe expressions have to stand CQUSQll~ 
wilh respecllo lheir objects in order to be denoting lhem. 

So Field suggests that Tarski ,,'as simpl" mislaken in thinking that his 
sleight of hand amounted lo an acceptable reduction , bul gives no argument
just gives us this bad chemistr" example and then sa"s reference is in the same 
boal . The slrenglh of lhe argumenllurns on whal "ou lhink of lhe lhe example . 
On the one hand people d~gree with Field b" challenging the aptness of the 
analog" - eg Soames. But on the olher lhere does seem to be something right that 
lo just give the extension is not to give an acceptable reduction - ifit was, we 
could give ph"sical reduotions of witches, minds, justice>, beautiful paintings e~c . 

The> Sellars ian accepts that there is no normative difference ,,'ithout a ph'gsical 
difference, bul obviousl" jusl to list the ph"sical differences is nol to give a 
satisfactor" ph"sical account . 

JustificQ Hon ? 
Vh" was Field interested in t ruth rather than justification? Because he lhinks , 
qua reQlist, that he can derive an account of justification from an account of 

V~"'" - ., ,,1 
~ I,}I\ ~\ '\(\ 11 
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truth, He will invoke the notion of objective probabilit-g, and hold those claiIn" 
as justified ,~hich are objectivellj likellj to be true; and if our inferential practices 
are not in accord with the objective probabilities, then so Inuch the worse for the 
Pl'actices , Thus a phljsicalisticalllj acceptable account of justification will just 
follow froIn an acceptable account of truth, 

Ph-gsical Denotation. 
Field doesnl. think that he has a phljsicalisticalllj acceptable account of priInitive 
denotation - he doesnt even know if he adequatellj understands what reference 
realllj is, since it is an objective phljsical relation out there to be found out about, 
But given that it is an objective phljsical relation he can r .. ter to it - it is the 
pal'ticular relation he stands in in virtue of primitivellj denoting something - and 
80 the details can be filled in later, This is how science proceeds, blj first isolating 
the phljsical and then proceeding to fill in the account, 

EliJIlinativist Alternative, 
A tentative eliminativist (eg Jamesean pragmatist) theorlj would have it that the 
subjeot-predioate forIn of truth claiIns is Inisleading, and that wh,m one saljs eg 
'''sno,~ is white' is true" one is not chal'acterising/describing/attributing a 
propertlj, Rather, one is simpllj endorsing the claiIn "snow is white", This 
aInounts to a perform a live theorlj of truth, 

Truth in Knovledge, 
This perforInative theorlj has the advantage that it can explain the role of the 
truth condition in attributions of kno'~ledge, 

"In taking someone to know something one attributes a 
commitment (a belief) and takes it to be the one the believer is 
entitled to (justification), The truth condition does not qualiflj the 
entitled commitment attributed, but simple undertakes it on the 
part of the attributor, Knowledge olaiIns have the central 
pl'agmatic status thelj do because in them commitment to a 
claiIn is both attributed and undertaken, This phenomenalist 
distinction of 80cial perspective, between the attl'ibuting and the 
undertaking of an assertional commitment, is what is mistaken 
for the attribution of a descriptive propertlj (for which an otiose 
Inetaphljsics them seems appropriatel." Truth TaJk p ,5 

In explaining OU1' truth talk, we should be explaining the function of truth in the 
attribution of knowledge, This lies in the difference between attributing 
commitment and undertaking commitment, If Isalj that ljou know that p , then 
I aIn not [saljing that ljou believe p and saljing something about pI; rather I aIn 
simultaneousl-y [attributing the beliefthat p to -Y0u,and undertaking a 
cOInmitment towards p mljselfl, Attributing knowledge that p is attributing the 
beliefthat p and endorsing p, 

In adding endorsernent, the truth condition on knowledge is really just the 
addition of another belief condition - JIB = JBB; and the difference between the 
two belief conditions is the difference between undertaking a claim and 
attributing it, Its just accidental that we express this difference via the truth 
locution, and thus there is nothing distinotively philosophioally interesting about 
such locutions , 

[There is a parallel here with Quine's deflationary account of truth as a 
mere mechanism of semantic ascent, VIe just need a prosentence of 
quantification, and in English this happens lo be 'il is lrue' ,I 
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Pros"nt"ntial Th"or9. 
Th .. p .. rformative account of th .. role of 'true' cannot b .. th .. ",hal .. stor'J, however , 
for ther .. or .. oft .. n circumstanc .. s wh .. re w .. use truth talk but without 
endol'sem .. nt. In particular, w .. "mbed ' .... is tru .. ' as th .. ant .. c .. d .. nt of a 
conditionQl~ and in these cases the embedded' .. . is true' sentence does not have 
th .. same assertional force as the free-standing ocurrences. When one sa'Js "If p 
is truE' then q" one doE's not neoE'ssaril'J undE'rtake a commitm .. nt towards p. This 
shows that the significanoe of truth locutions is not just a monel' of (Fregean) 
t<:,,'~e (as the simpl .. pragmatist account would have iU,but must also b .. a 
matter of content,since otherwise there would be no justification in detaching 
the consequent of the conditional when one is prepared to assert the antecedent. 

These are the sorts of cases where we reall'J need the prosentential theor'J. 
The theor'J takes off from two observations: 

R"dundanc9: 
Rams"9 had proposed a Redundanc'J theory oft ruth - that what one needs 
to understand in order to understand ever'Jthing about truth is simpl'J the 
schema 

11) P iff T(p) 
and hence the predicate 'true' is r"dundant . However this th"or'J didnt go 
as for as it might have since not all truth claims are singular. A claim 
like 

Ever'Jthing the policeman said is true. 
is not equivalent to 

Ever'Jthing the policeman said. 
What it is'doing is endol"sinq all ofthe policeman's utterances . We reall'J 
want all instances of something like 

(2) Ifthe policeman said ...... , then if. 
But of course the consequent hel'e is not grammatical ; it cannot be the 
consequent of a conditional without a predicat... now if we had som .. 
predicate such that all substitution instances of the schema (I) hold, then 
that is exactl'J what w .. n .... d to ins .. rt as the consequent of (2). Thus the 
schema (I), which is reall'J just Convention T, can b .. understood as 
giving the formal prop .. rties of a pr .. dicat .. which allows us to ext .. nd the 
redundanc'J theor'J to quantificational cas .. s. 
Pronouns: 
Pronouns are observed to have two broad us .. s. First th .. re is the 1az9 US" 

in which they are replaceabl .. by their antecedent", and thus are aotually 
r .. dundant. But th .. 'J also have a quantificational US", and in such 
contexts are not simply replaceable by their antecedents. Rath .. r, there is 
a set of perm iss able subsUtuends determined b'J th .. anteced .. nt. SUll, "' .. 
can under"tand the quantificational us .. s if we can understand all the 
instances, so the quantificational uses are reducible to the laz'J use in a 
fairly straightforward way ("xc<>pt for a few diffioult oases suoh as the 
donkey cases). 
The relation between a pronoun and its antecedent is one of <2n<2phol". 

G,C&B suggest we formulate a generalised (i e. on .. that can handle 
quantificational cas .. s) r .. dundancy th .. ory of truth using th .. mod .. l of pronouns. 
We or .. to treat 'it is tru .. ' and 'that is true' as instanc .. s of the new grammatical 
category of prosen fences, which: 

1l can go anywhel'" a s .. nt .. nc .. can go; 
2) ur .. !7enel"i~ i e. can tak .. an'J sent .. nce as ant .. ced .. nt; 
3) can b .. us .. d in the lazy way Or in th .. qunatificational ",ay; and 
4) hav .. anaphol'ic anteced .. nts "'hich d .. termin .. the class of admissable 
substitu .. nds . 

. .. is true' is to be r .. gard .. d as a s'Jncat"gorematic fragm .. nt ofth .. se prosentences . 

• 
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We are not to see 'that' as referring to the antecedent and 'is true' as predicating 
truth of it; rather the whole sentence 'that is true' (or ' .... is true') should be 
regarded as anaphoricall',l refering to its antecedent. To sa',l of a claim that 'it is 
true' is not to sa',l something more aboltlit,but rather to re-assert it. 

The claim is that we can explain how we use the expression 'true' - that is, 
explain our truth tal): - in a purel',l intra-linguistic ,,'a',l; that is, in terms of how 
bit" of talk relate to other bils of talk. Th"re is no need to consider the r"lation of 
a sentence to the world. 

The prosentential theor',l is nol a complicated idea - it is just a 
8',lntaclicall',l and linguisticall',l adequate wrsion of the redundanc',l lheor',l, 
emplo',ling anaphora lo take care of embedded cases. It avoids the confusions 
resulting from the gl"ammar and the apparent subject-predicate anal',lis form of 
trulh loculions. Frege had argued lhat if we wanllo gellhe inference" l"ighl in 
the region of 'someone' and 'no-one' then we had better avoid treating them as 
singulm" refening terms. Similarl',l with lrulh - if we wanllo gel the inferences 
right, then "re better not lreat it as a pl"edicate, but just as an intra-linguistic 
device. 

Pilot had asked "Vhat is truth?",but the anSWer is nothing-. Vhat looks 
like an intel"esting concept that a bunch ofsenlences how in common, is reall',l 
just something all our tal): using 'true' has in common . This vie,." that truth is 
not some philosophicall',l interesting concept, is characteristicall',l twentielh 
centur',l. Ramse',l was the first to propose il, and for much oil he centur',l people 
took comfort in the fact that it had difficulties. But lhese were effectivel',l resolved 
b',l the prosentential theor',l . 

Reference. 
Of course lhe Prosentential theor',l doE'S not explain semantics awa',l, for there is 
still the notion of reference hanging around. Ve would how to throw awa',l 
Yarski unless we could give an anaphoric account of reference. Ifwe can do this, 
then we can reconsll"uct Tarski as being about the relation between pronouns and 
prosEmtenc"s. Thus th" conc<>ptual ohallenge put forward b',l the pl'osentential 
theor',l is to see if we can give a similal" account of reference. 
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Internal Realism. 
Putnam sees the internal realist as having to aooount for: 
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I) the progress of scienoe: the convergenoe of soientifio theories; and 
2) the sllccess ofsoienoe - 'Why our scientifio theories 'Work. as 'Well as they do. 
Brandom sees the essence of internal realism as the requirement that any theory 
must be able to account for itself - that is, give an aooount of ho'W, if the 'World is 
that 'Way the theory says that it is, 'We could oome to l'nofll' the theory. If 'We 
oouldnt do this 'We 'Would in effect be in a ICantian pre-oritioal situation. The trouble 
is that this demand that the global theory account for knowledge is very 'Weak - for 
instance, a religious theory could be internal realist in this sense as long as it had 
an account of kno'Wledge in terms of revelation. 

Perhaps then more 'Work is being done by the requirement that the theory 
explain scientifio progress. Bogd tried to do this, but ended up with a version of bad 
metaphysical realism. Putnam has wry little to say about the notion of 
convergence of theories - it is vey unolear what 'convergenoe' is supposed to 
amount to. Jay Rosenberg has attempted to explioate oonvergenoe in terms of the 
degree of correotions that suooessive theories have to make to the prediotions of 
their predeoessors. Brandom cant see this as 'Working beoause you need 
trans-theoretio units of measurement. 

So Brandom finds it hard to see anything realist about Putnam's internal 
realism. Putnam just oa11s it internal realism beoause he had been oalling himself 
a realist, but saw that he had to give up the bad metaphysical version. The trouble 
is that it 'Would be diffioult to find anyone 'Who is not an internal realist, if the 
oriterion of internal realism is just acceptance of the requirement that our best 
account of the world inolude an aooount of how we oome to this account. most of 
'What Putnam tells us about internal realism we learn by contrast 'With 
metaphgsioal realism. The internal realist requirement is just 'What's left. over 
after the demise of mR. 

metaphgsical Realism. 
According to Putnam the mR is oharaoterised by three ideas: 
(I) trans-theoretic: he 'Wants an account not just of Offl- theory Qike the IR) but 
of all possible theories - he 'Wants to explain how any theory hooks onto the 
world. Thus he is radically trans-theoretio. 
(2) independence: ho'W the world is in independent of of our theorg of it. 
(3) non-epistemic: truth is radically non-episteml0. Truth Is the preferred 
relation between any theory and the 'World. That it is non-epistemio means that 
what counts as true is disjoined from our means of finding it out - thus, for 
example, our notion of evidence might he such that it will not lead us to the truth. 
Ye could have an epistemically ideal theory 'Whioh was nevertheless substantially 
false. 
How do these three oharaoterisations of mR fit together? 

Independence. 
Brandom finds himself unable to make sense of the independence olaim. Yhenever 
there is an independence olaim, there is a denial of some dependence - but we need 
to know what kind, for there is a myriad of sorts of dependenoies. The logioians 
means - all or some - are of no help here, for no two things are independent in 
et~/-ysense,and yet all things are independent in SOJne sense. Thus the person 
'Who olaims the world is independent needs to give a substantive delineation of the 
sense in which it is independent. "'hat about - independent of our 
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representations? But this makes no sense because our representations are in the 
world, and what sense does it make to say that the part is independent of the 
whole? Broadly, we have to figure out 'Whioh features of the 'World we are talking of, 
and make sense of the oollnterfaotllals involved in supposing that there were none 
of us, the peroeivers around. But the diffioulty now is in saying something that the 
internal realist wOllld not accept also. 

Truth as Don-epistemic. 
This is the olaim Plltnam is directing his main argument against - the idea that 
Ollr ideal (evidentially, justifioatorily) theory might be false. AotuaUg his 
argument is muoh more powerful than is required just to show that this olaim is 
false,for it purports to show that anyconsistent theory, ideal or otherwise, cannot 
fail to he true of the world. (A fortiori, the ideal theory cannot fail to be true of it J 
Putnam doesnt aoknowledge this and so is in a peouliar position oratorioally (?). 

Putnam 'Will argue that any theory corresponds to the 'World in a striot 
model-theoretio sense - the world is a model of the theory, thus making the 
sentences of the theory come out true. If any theory is consistent, then it will have 
some model. For a first order theory,a model amounts to a domain plus relations 
specified on that domain. Ve can al'Ways specify a Pytha9'o~·ean model - a model 
in the natural numbers. 

The argllment says that we can al'Ways turn the fI'o~·Jd into another model by 
a~·bit~·al-ily carving it up into the same number ofelement.s as t.he Pythagorean 
model has. (By Lowenheim-Skolem, this need only be oountable J next, we map the 
numbers of the Pythagorean model 1-1 onto the physioal regions. We map the 
properties in the Pythagorean model (whioh are really just. set.s of numbers whioh 
have that property) onto t.he corresponding set of space-time regions; and 
similarly for relations. Thus t.he world has been t.urned into another model- and so 
we have a rec.ipe - a perfectly general method - for generating, from t.he world 
and any consistent. theor"g, an int.erpretation of the predicates and relations eto of 
the theory under whioh the world is a model of the theory. Thus any and et'el-y 
theory corresponds t.o reality, because 'We have a reoipe for produoing suoh a 
correspondence. nov consider the ideal theory. It must. t.rivially be true of the 
'World,and hence t.rue,since it corresponds to reality. 

Bllt of course so does any false theory - so t.he notion of correspondence to 
reality isnt doing any work here. "'hen 'We say of a theory that it corresponds to 
reality, all ve are saying is that it is a theol-g. The vorry that, besides all the 
intra-linguistio stuff, we have to know whether it hooks onto the world, is really a 
non-worry - it couldnt fail to do so. 

Realist RespoDse. 
The realist 'Will respond that we're not interested in just any correspondence 'With 
reality - its got to be the I-ight one. There is alvays a model for a theory in the 
natural numbers, so by this argllment we may as well just he Pythagoreans. "'hat 
ve are really after are speoifio models - the .ia leaded models - the ones with the 
right domains. The model-theoretio notion of correspondenoe - "being- a struoture 
that satisfies a theory" - is obviously insuffioient to determine the model we had in 
mind. Vhat we mean by a truth olaim is more than just that there is son2e 
mapping - we mean the in tended mapping. 

Putnam Rejoinder - .ialeaded?' 
Of CO'Urse in one sense it is true that we always had an intended model in mind. 
But, Putnam says, tell nle about this intendedness. You say that the 
model-theoretio notion of correspondence is only generio, and that the speoifio 
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~ model is picked out. by int.ending it. Ve are int.erest.ed in how t.heories reach out. 
and grip t.he world, and you say t.hat. what. model t.heory wont. do is aohieved by 
int.ending - we have t.o aiJll t.he t.heory at. a part. of t.he world. 

But. we have t.o be t.old more Qbout. the capaoity for int.ending a model. 
Cert.ainly t.he int.ention which reaches out. and picks a model is something you 
cannot expl-ess, for everyt.hing sayable is just part of the t.otQI t.heory. If we can 
express t.he intendings, t.hen t.he [t.heor-g + int.endingsJ is just. a larger theor-g which 
CQn go through t.he mill Qgain - we just. gerrymander Q correspondence with the 
IQrger theory. 

So this speoial intending ofa model cannot be anything that can be said, and 
so must be some hitherto undiscovered ment.al power of mind reaching out and 
determining reference. But this is hardly a palatable conclusion - if you cant say it, 
you cant whistle it eit.her. Reference has become more mysterious thQn we 
thought. 

Intended model Fi:.:ed bog Reference? 
Ve .know somet.hing about the intended model - its the one z-e,!''el-z-ed io by the 
theory. The intended model is the one whose elements stQnd in Q privileged 
relQtion - nQmely reference - to the terms of the theory. To get t.o the intended 
model Qll we hQve to do is invoke the semantic notion of reference - the intended 
model is the one where the elements in the model are the ones referred t.o by the 
terms of t.he theory. 

Putnam's reply t.o t.his suggestion is just that we add t.o t.he original t.heoryall 
those olaims about referenoe, suoh as "'cat' refers to oats". The proposQI was t.hat. 
t.he semantic relation of reference would piok out. the intended model" but. we just. 
turn the orank one more time on all the sentences which pick out this semantio 
relation. Vh-g are we t.o suppose that. the 'refers' sign picks out th@ relation we 
intend by it, rQther t.hQn some gerr-gmandered relQtion? If we couldnt guarant.ee 
the intended reference for other terms, what's special about 'refers'? 

Something Eztra-theoretical: 
The Bo9d, Field or early Put.nam response to this line would be - of course if 'refers' 
is just. a word, just more theory, then it is in the SQme boat. This just shows that 
we need somet.hing outside the theory - something not sentence-like - which 
explains how t.he t.heor-g hooks onto t.he world. If all we knew about. 'refers' was 
what the pronominal account t.ells us, then 'refers' is no better off. But there 
act.uall-g is a reference relation which we can (promissory) give Q causal account. 
of I and t.his is what picks out the intended model. 

Thus t.he cQusal t.heorist.s insist. t.hat. there act.uall-g exists out. t.here a causal 
relQtion of some special kind between our theory and the intended model,and this 
is what gets us outside the circle of words. A full-blown causal account. of reference 
will show how not just an-g model will do, but only models in which, for eXQmple .. 
whQt. we refer to by 'CQt.' is what oauses in an appropriQte WQY our referring to it 
with the term 'cat'. 

Putnam of course disagrees. If holding up the sign 'cow' doesnt reaoh out and 
hook onto the world, Qnd if holding up 'refers' will not ",ork, then holding up 
another sign 'causes' wont do it either - that.'s just more theory. 

'What t.he OQuSQI t.heorists wQnt to say about referenoe hQS Q peouliar logical 
st.at.us. It is a t.rans-theoretio notion - we're not. talking about the conoept of 
reference .. but to the relQtion t.he 'Word 'refers' Qctually refers to. VIe dont hQve Q 
good t.heory of whQt this relQtion is right now .. but just as they could still refer to 
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electrons when they didnt hQve a good theory of them} we can still talk ahoutthe 
relation of referenoe. It is that relation RI 'Whioh stands in RI to out 'Word 'refers'. 
There is Qn appearQnoe of oiroulQrity in this but it is not necessarily vioious. 

This oiroularity ho'Wever is 'What Putnam appeals to - he can run the 
oiroulQrity in Qn intrQ-linguistio WQy. Consider the clQim 'there is some relQtion 
out there suoh that my 'Word 'refers'stands in that relation to it'; this olaim can 
just be added to the theory. It is just Q further oonstrQint thQt Oan be added to the 
theory. 

So QPpealing to 'refers' Qnd 'causes' will not help us. The response of the 
realist is to add operational oonstraints or even the hard data itself} the sense data 
(if there 'Were suoh Q thing .. J. But - Putnam - no matter whQt you put in to the 
theory} the model-theory 'Will still treat it promiscuously. For instance} it can still 
mQp any operQtionQI constraints onto oompletely orQzy t.hings by the 
gerrymandering reoipe. It doesnt. matter 'What you put in - linguistio or 
non-linguistio - for as long as it can be put int.o sententiQI form 'We can turn the 
model-theoretio orank on it . 

Putnam's conolusion that (1 ) the idea that there is some unique intended 
interpretQtion oannot be secured from within - no theory is absolute in the sense of 
having only its intended model; and (2) you cant appeal to anything 
ext.ra-theoretical in an attempt t.o out down the number of models} because 
anything you can add can be added to the theory and put through the mill. 

Two Immune Theories: 
There are two t'gpe8 of theory for whioh this model-theoretio Qrgument is not a 
problem: 
(I) Anti-realist theories whioh in effect give up the idea of truth Qnd reference as 
being in the world. Verificationist theories are in this bag. 
(2) E.t.reme realists suoh as Platonists 'Who oan swallow the idea of 0. mysterious 
po'Wer of the mind. The argument just shows that language cannot get out there 
Qlone} Qnd so we need t.o posit a speoial faoultyof mind to do it. Intending is not to 
be understood in linguistio terms. 

Putnam regQrds these two orQz'g extremes - there must be something in 
bet'Ween. The trouble is that if there is an intended model} then there must be some 
'Way we oan piok it out - but how? The internal realist cannot swallow the 
Platonism} but the above argument seems to rule out any middle ground between 
Platonism and Qnti-realism. 

Aooording to Putnam} its not enough just to say that metaphysioal realism 
goes wrong - we need to show n'hel-e it breaks down. And it breaks down just 
'Where it departs from Peircean realism} whioh holds that there is an ideal theory 
- that is} that soientifio theories con 'i~l-{le. In faot} even the ideal theory is 
superfluous if 'We take convergenoe in the sense that the difference between nand 
n+l becoming arbi\.raril'g small rQther than in the sense of the difference between 
the nth theory and the ideal becoming arbitrarily small. Aooording to Putnam this 
is as muoh realism as anyone is entitled to - the world has dropped out beoause the 
ideo.l theory is defined not by some correspondence relation but by epistemio 
oriteria internal to the theories. B'g oontrast} Boyd requires a speoial metaph'gsical 
explanation of convergence in terms of referenoe and causal relations} and these 
are his trans-theoretio notions. 

The remaining dilemma is - hon' is it that a theol-Y {lets to be about SOJl'le 
things and not about othel-S? "'hat sense oioorrespondenoe is there over and 
above the model-theoretio sense? How are models pioked out without on the one 
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hand just adding more theol1J to the mill .. and on the other positing the mysterious 
faoulty of mind? 'What is in betwHn? The minimal realist intuition is that there 
has to be S()JlllI' notion of correspondence with reality. 

Properlies - Theorg-relalive: 
If we grant the premiss that the only thing that makes a theory true is the 
mapping between it and t.he 'World .. then 'We have sho'Wn that all theories are true of 
the 'World in the same sense in 'Whioh an'g theory is. Putnam's next move is to 
suggest that 'We could call theor'g-relative any property of the 'World 'Which it has 
under one true theory but not under another. But on this definition virluall'g an'g 
property is theory relative. For almost any property .. there will always be some 
theory whioh says that the world has this propert'g and some other whioh sa'gs 
that it doesnl. In partioular Putnam is concerned 'With the oardisalifl/of the 
'World. But Brandom cannot make sense of this idea - for 'What is to count as a 
thing'? Do 'We have to count under every sortal? 'Object' and 'thing' are only 
pseudo-sortals .. placeholders 'Whioh cannot themselves be counted. The world has 
no cardinality as such - the question is indeterminate. Suppose 'We picked some 
sortal suoh as 'subatomio partiole' to treat as fundamental and count bog. The 
trouble is that suoh a term and the theory it is embedded in can be run through the 
mill - so even the cardinality of the world is theory relative .. This doesnt mean that 
there is something spooky about the furniture of the 'World .. it just means that the 
'World does not come furnished . 
So - Putnam - the only intelligible 'Way we can talk about the 'World having 
properties is theory relative - 'We oannot talk about it as having properties 
independent of theory. The metaphysical realist is one 'Who 'Wants to deny that all 
properties are theor'g relative in this 'Wa'g. 

Operational Constraints. 
Peiroea.n realism is all 'We are entitled to - and for such a r9Cllist the right theory is 
onl'g the one chosen according to the operational oonstraints. But he cannot give 
any trans-theoretic argument for preferring his particular operational constraints 
- there is no angel's eye vie'W from whioh we could establish that the operational 
constraints are right h9cause they hook onto the 'World. 
Thus if realism means that one's ideal theor'g is constrained b'g the 'Wa'g the world 
is then Peircean realism is not good enough. 

Sellarsean Vag of Pulling Il: 
A unique intended interpretation is a privileged mapping - one model has an 
authority over our practices .. making the sentences true or false. Ho'Wever the 
Sellarsian point is that privilege or authorit'g cannot be inherited from the 
objective realm. They are grounded socially - theories are only ans'Werable to the 
world insofar as people treat them as suoh. The authorit'g of theories is a sooial .. not 
an objective .. matter. The metaphysical realist "Ilants the 'World to piok out one of 
the possible correspondence relations as the privileged one - a oausal referential 
relation. He 'Wants the 'World to be the souroe of the privilege. But the general 
pragmatist point is that nothing outside sooial praotioes oan be the souroe of 
epistemio authority or privilege. People have tried all sorts of "Ila'gs - from sense 
data to causal accounts - but an'g attempt to ground authority in the objective 
realm is a mistake of a pieoe 'With the naturalistic fallacy in ethics - an attempt to 
derive ought from is. The intended interpretation is just a mapping to 'Whioh fI'e 
aocord privilege. 

Same Poinl~ Don-Sellarsean: 
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VIe imagine that we have a language and all the praotioes of its use,and we are 
asking ho'W does all oJ- this hook onto its subject matter? If all the praotices of the 
use of language dont settle what 'YOu're talking about then nothing else 'Will either
the privilege doesnt come from the world,it only oomes from 'Within. The only 
sense of reference or ahoutness or oorrespondence we can make sense of, 'We have to 
mQke sense of 'D'ithin the theory. The only way we can make sense of reference eto 
is intra-linguisticall~, heoa.U8e an-gthing which can be expressed in language can 
be put through Putnam's argument. The real dilemma arises because the mR is 
asking for something Qpart from our prQotice of use whioh could settle whQt we Qre 
talking ahout. But realism must come from within some theory - i ~ . internal 
realism - and this means thQt we cannot giw an account of how Qn~ theory 
whatsoewr hooks on to the world. The idea of a correspondenoe relation onhj 
makes sense from the perspective of some further theory 'Whioh provides a 
privileged description of the world with whioh there can be a correspondence. If 
you come with the world as struotured Qnd desoribed then there is coherent sense 
to the question 'Whether the theory is a model of the world. The idea of a tot aUg 
unstruotured reality is 'WhQt gets the model theoretio Qrgument going - 'YOU can 
immediatelg deriw all the orazy models. The realist has to admit some 
communit~ hound description of the world - another theory - as what the theory is 
in correspondenoe 'With,and thus the only defensible form of realism is intel-nal 
realism. VIe need a privileged desoription in order to secure Q oorrespondence and 
the privilege of suoh a description has its souroe only in social praotice. If 'YOu 'Want 
to save the idea of a correspondenoe with realit~ 'YOU haw to be an internal realist. 

meaning. Underslanding: 
Putnam had previously agreed 'With Dummett that you cant treat understanding as 
consisting in knowing truth conditions, because then it becomes unintelligihle 
what knowledge of truth conditions consists in. Thus he had a divide bet 'Ween the 
epistemio concepts of meaning and understanding on the one hand, and the OQusal 
physical concepts of truth and referenoe on the other. meaning and 
understanding are a matter of the evidential relations - Q matter of use - and thus 
ahas nothing to do with truth or falsity. These latter on the other hand are a 
purely oausal matter of what relations olaims stand in with respect to the world. 
On suoh a pioture it is possihle that having good evidence might not make 
something ohjectivel-g likely to be true, so its possihle that the ideal theory might 
he false. 

The new argument, however, meant that the divide couldnt he maintained. 
But 'We still need an account of how the t'Wo sides relate - we need a new theor-g of 
evidence, and to he able to explain scientifio success and progress in an empirical 
way. Putnam doesnt really have an answer - he waws his hand at a redundanoy 
theory - 'oat' refers to cats being 'anal~tio'. 

Brandom of course thinks he needs an anaphorio account. But he could go 
another way - the way of Davidson in Reality Vithout Reference. 

Davidson_ 
In the Very Idea paper Davidson pointed to the 3rd dogma of empirioism, the 
distinotion het'Ween the conceptual scheme and the raw material (the stuff outside 
to 'Whioh the scheme is answerable). no'W in Reality without Reference he wants to 
maintain a correspondence theory of truth hut without any unique reference 
relation in virtue of whioh the the truth correspondence holds. 

Both Davidson essays work in a broad picture which distinguishes two 
approaohes to assigning contents to 'What there is in the oonoeptual scheme - the 
bottom-up and the top-down. 
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This is the sort ofvie'W a causel realist 'Would hold. Because expressions are caught 
up in our praotioes the 'Way they are .. their sub-sentential bits come in to stand in 
matter of factual relations 'With bits of the 'World; and then in virtue of these 
relations the sentences themselves come to have truth conditions. The truth 
conditions are derived from the referential relations of the sub-sent.ential bits. 
And then from the truth conditions we derive the inferences - deduotive inferences 
by inolusion of truth conditions and inductiw inferences in terms of objeotive 
probability. Thus we work upwards from the sub-sentential bits to the nOl-J22Sof 
use (good inferencesl. Thus it. mayor may not. be t.he case t.hat t.he use in virtue of 
'Whioh the sub-sentential bits come to stand in the relations t.hey do is in 
accordance 'With the norms. That. is .. we may b9 get.ting it 'Wrong in our use . 

Da~d80D - Top-dowD_ 
The only point of contaot between scheme and reality is at the level of sentenoes 
and their use in inferences etc. Within t.he practices 'We can put constraints on the 
truth conditions - for example .. we count certain inferenoes as good and these 
det.ermine permisseble trut.h conditions up t.o (equivalence classes of (?) ) Tarski T 
sentences - our truth conditions must meet. Convention T. Given a speoifioation of 
truth conditions .. 'We then 'Want. a theory which 'Will generate recursi'Y9ly those 
truth conditions from some finite set of sub-sentential parts .. based on 
assignments of denot.ations. In order t.o assign meaning t.o the SUb-sentential bit.s .. 
we must show how they contribute t.o t.he t.ruth conditions of t.he sent.ences .. 80 we 
assign t.hem denot.ations which will do this. 

Thus referential relations are simply tlJeoretfoa/ all'z:.I/.larfea we 
int.roduce in order t.o oodify in a t.heory the t.ruth conditions of our sent.ences (whioh 
are themselves just a funotion of our usel. The theory must generat.e the truth 
conditions recursively from some finite number of sub-sentential parts (this sho'Ws 
how language is learnable). Denotations are just theory-relative auxiliary posits 
that. can be made in any number of ways - Vallace .. for example .. provides a recipe 
for generating a different. denot.ation specification whioh gives the same truth 
conditions. Any referential relations which get. the truth conditions of the 
sentences right are OK - there are no constraints on reference ot.her than getting 
the t.rut.h conditions right. - and t.herefore there is no way that is not. theory 
relative to assign reference relations. There are no theory independent. faots of 
what our words are referring t.o. Only the truth conditions hook up with what we 
aotually do. 

Thus all the facts concerning reference relations are given in getting the 
trut.h conditions right .. and so there is no guarantee ofa unique set of relations .. and 
t.here are no olher faots t.o appeal to in specifying t.hese relations. Davidson is in 
effect making t.he same olaim as Putnam - there is no constraint on reference 
ot.her t.han getting t.hings right. at t.he level of sent.ences .. and t.here is no unique 
way of doing this and certainly no further extra-theoretioal way. Fieldls objeotion ti< 
that. a list giving the denotations carries no weight as the list is all there is - once 
you understand how the theory turns reference into truth .. then that IS "all you need 
to kno'W about reference. All we want t.o know about reference is ho'W to t.urn 
referenoe into truth. Field IS objeotion, is only valid for a bottom up approaoh. 

Thus Davidson sees Tarski as haYing t.old us all we ",ant t.o know about. 
reference - all we need no'W is an intuitive account of truth. Brandom sees this as 
coming from the practices of inferenoe and assertion .. 'While Davidson sees it as 
ooming from radical interpretation. 

Vhether you think 'We still need an account of reference (Field) or truth 
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~ (Da'Yidsonllhlls depends on 'Whlher YOll are Q lop do'Wn or bollom up lheorisl; and 
'We can see the Putnam argument as an argument for the top do'Wn approach. 
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Brondom Lecture 12 
Port 3 - The Belief Condition on Knowledge" 

Dennett - Beyond Belief. 

Dennett is read not so much for his o'~n account of belief, but because he sets out the 
issues with which ""e ",ill be concerned. An issue lo be born in mind - whal are crileria 
of adequac-y on an account of belief? 

The Problem: 
TlJpicallg beliefs arise in t",,,,o different explanatory conte-xis: 
(1) as the bearers or- seman tic properties" n,e JTB account of knowledge 
requires ofbE'liefs thallhe-y be true,and lhus beliefs mUBl be capable of being lrulh 
bearers . The semantic properties of beliefs are tied to those of sentences, but we can 
differ in whal ",e lake lo be prior - 80me see lhe beliefs as the primar-y bean'rs of 
semantic significance, ,·,hile olhers like Sellars will see the semantic properties of 
beliefs as derivative on those of senlences. 
(2) in psgcholoqz"cal explanation. Dennett, for instance, is concerned to invoke 
beliefs as explanalor-y au"i1iaries in explaining lhE' behaviour of agenls . Ve ,~ant lo be 
able lo make sense of actions in lerms of beliefs and desires. 

The trouble is thal il is difficult to find one notion of belief lhal is going lo pla-y 
both roles - an-ylhing "'hich can pla-y lhe ps-ychological role is nol going lo be suited lo 
for the lrulh-bearer role. Ps-ychological states are nol cut finel-y enough lo be truth 
bearers, because lhings ,~hich are TIF need lo be individualed on lhe basis of matters 
epislemicall-y nol available lo lhe believers. On lhe olher hand, if beliefs as 
psychological entities are going lo be used in the explanation of action, we cannol allow 
inlo our description lhem matters which are epislemically inaccessible. Basicall-y lhis 
is lhe big pl"oblem which everyone would like lo solve. Dennenlhinks he can anSWel" il 
by giving lhe proper account of the ps-ychological notion of belief. 

Before proposing his notional worlds account,Dennen considel"slwo olher candidales for 
beliefs in the narrow psychological sense : 
(l) obviousl-y proposilions will not do because beliefs, in the sense in "'hich lhey 
explain behaviour J do not determine extensions. This is sho,",n by the Putnarn t,,,in 
earth type cases - differenl propositions can be expressed by the same belief in any 
explanatorily relevant sense of belief . 
(2) the nexl alternative are sen lences in some language of thoughl - mentalese
such thallo have lhe same belief would be lo have lhe identical tokens inscribed in lhe 
brain. This however also culs loa finel-y, for il is nol necessary lo be in lhe same 
senlential slale in order lo bE' in lhe samE' psychological slale. 
Dennett '11111 hold that while ps-ychological states are not cut as fine as either 
propOSitions or senlences, lhey are cut jusl as finely as nolional Yorlds. 

Connection - The LinglIistic Paradigm 
Thus Dennett·s prefened way of selling oullhe psychological conlenls of beliefs will be 
his lheory of notional ,,!orlds. Taking this as given for the moment, how will it relate to 
(1), lhe serr,antic problem.? Dennen employs a linguistic paradigm due lo Kaplan. In 
lhe lingUistic case we can assign a characlerlo utterances in such a wa-y that 

(a) Characler + Context 1 => Conlenl (inlension, proposition) 
(b) Inlension + Context2 => Exlension . 

(b) is lhe standard Fregean piclure available in lhe 1880's - given the meaning and lhe 
wOl"ld, we can delel"mine the exlension (T of Fl . Thus suppose lhe inlension is a set of 
possible worlds, and the contexl of evaluation is lhe aclual world , then the extension is 
jusl given bg set membership - lhe sentence is lrue iff lhe actual world is a member of 
lhe set of possible worlds 'ilhich comprise the inlension. 

The lrouble is lhat jusl what proposition is expressed by a sentencE' like 
I am hungry 

depends on who uttered it . In general,for sentences involving any loken-reflexive 
expression, the proposition expressed bTJ the sentenoe depends on who Tll.l.ered it" and 
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whEm. Thus we cannot use the context to determine the ",xf",n:>ion without having ti"r:>f 
used the context to determine the in fen"'ion i e. just what proposition is being 
expressed. Thus we need (al (although it wasnt until around the '60's that people realised 
it) . 

Thus the context comes in b'ice - Context 1 = the context of utterance, while 
Context2 = the context of evaluation. Given a sentence 

The current president is hungrg 
we uSe the Context 1 to determine the proposition expressed: 

R R. is hungrg 
and then use Context2 - which also happens to be the actual current world - to derive the 
extension} true or false as the case rno'Y be. h"'nportantl'y~ these contexts T!".l0Y or rnc'Y not 
be the same. Particularlg in xTLodal cases, 'Ire must carefullg distinguish the cases ",here 
the context of utterance, which is used to fix the reference and thus determine the 
intension, is different from the context of evaluation. For instance in a sentence like 

The metre rod might not have been one metre in length 
the definate descriptions 'the metre rod' and 'one metre' are used in this world, the 
context of utterance, to pick out a certain lump of platinum in Paris and a certain length 
respectivelg, while the proposition as a whole is evaluated counterfactuallg in a different 
context, namelg the set of all possible wot·lds . In general., to evaluate modal claims we 
need to applg the intension ofthe embedded sentence to all possible '"orlds,but that 
in f",ngion is first fixed ",ith respect to the ",arid of utterance. 

The connection that Dennett wants to forge bet ween the semantic and the 
psgchological roles of b .. liefie that th" nofioIuzl .... orlds fir flle cllaracfer of 
beliefs,not the content. Ifgou and I are both faced bg a hungrg lion and both believe 

I am about to be eaten bg a lion 
",e are believing different propositions, and get for the purposes of psgchological 
explanation we are believing the same thing. Dennett's proposal iB that we or" believing 
the same charact",r, ,.,hich,given the context of belief- ",hether it's gou believing it or 
rne - determines different propositions. Thus the general form of his resolution is that 
while the sense of content that matters to truth is intenSion, the sense of content that 
matlers to psgchological explanation is character - that ,.,hich in some context 
det"'r122in",:> the intension. 

notional Vorlds. 
Dennett has in mind a whole class of puzzles to be found in the literature . In pOl"ticular 
there is the problem raised bg Geach of intentional identitg statements such as 

Hob believes a witch cursed his co,., and nob believes she blighted his sow. 
The problem is the identitg of characters in belief wodds. Ho", would we trg to formalise 
this sentence? Perhaps as: 

H believes [(ExHWx & Cx)J & n believes [ ? J 
Vlhat are we to insert here? 1,le 'Irant it to be something like 'Sx' but this cannot work 
because the scope of the existential quantifier is too narro~' - the variable x in '5x' will 
not be bound. note that the ,.,hole de relde dicto problem arose ~,hen Quine was 
conSidering the problem of q"aQ.l1tifging" in. That is, it is pet"mis8able in some 
opaque contexts to bind a vat"iable inside with a quantifiet" from outside - such ag for 
example in a sentence like 

Joe believes of Tom that he is a spg 
which when formalised becomes 

(Ex) [(x = Tom) & (Joe believes Spg(x))J 
The contexts in which gou could do this sort of thing "ITere supposed to be the de re ones. 
The current problem,on the other hand,is one of q"aa.l1tifging" oaf- tt"ging to bind a 
variable ,~ith a quantifier inside a belief context. 

'vle might trg to formalise our sentence as 
(Ex)[H believes (1,l)[ & ex) & n believes (Sx) J 

but the trouble is that this commit.s the speaker to believing in the ,.,itch. But the 
sentence has a use even for people who donI. believe in witches. 

Thus Geach's challenge is to give an account of how such sentences work - what is 
the logical machinerg involved? 

Such cases (for example p.69 - a child's notional world is inhabited bg Santa 
Clausej prompted Dennett to the idea that the onlg wag to represent content insofar as 
it matters to psycholog'J is in I"erms of noUonal worlds - a ficUonal world of 
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represent~d.::7, not representings - not sentences but things . We need Q counterpart 
relation bet",een notional entities - 110b's notional ",orld is one in which there is a 
counterpm't to the one in Hob's \~orld, and it blighted his So\'" \07" n"ed 
trans-notional-",orld counterparts , but D"nnett do"snt tell us anything about it. 
Inconsistency h" will handle ""ith sets of "lOrlds; but here also he gives no vi"\,, on the 
constraints on how confused about something in your notional world you can be, and 
still have counterparts, 

To say t-."O people are in the same narrow psychological state is to say that they 
have the same set of notional ",orlds conesponding to their b"li"fs !?l. But \~hat is a 
notional world and what is i t to correspond? Here Dennett makes a characteristic move 
- your notional 'world is the world in ,.;hich you are besl equipped to function given ",hat 
you believe - the world your beliefs best adapt you to cope with. more generally, it is that 
set of ",orlds such that none ofthem ",ould surprise you, because ifthey differ at all it is 
only in matters concerning which you have no vie", any"my. The notional world is the 
world in \~hich you '"ould b" opl£D2allg deS'£g-ned to function,given your beliefs . 

Pennell : ~a li'clional ~rorld de,rised bg the theorist in order to 
characterise the narrotr,r psgl.)ho loqicai :;,"'Piaies ofa sabject . A notional ftrorld 
can be supposed to be [u1l 01' nolional objects, and the scene o[ notional 
e ,'<'nts - all the object,,- and e ,'<'n ts the subject belie f'<'S in " . . . . there i,,- a 
cOI):nterpart relation betf,reen some o[ the notional ~rorld and the real 
~rorld.: "the idea o[a notional nrorJd, then , is the idea o[a model - but not 
necessarilg the actual, real, true J220del - o[one"'- internal representations. 
It does not consist ol'represe.'2tations but or'representeds- ." (,h,,,,,n an 
orqanis-m 's internal structure, beha,rioural dis-position ,,-, sgstemic needs 
and memorg traces, (note - n o mention or'his- beliefs here ) ore cons-truct 1'01' 
it a notional "rorld a,,- the nrorld 1'01' "rhich the orqanis-J22 as cons-lit uted is 
he::. .. ·" .Ii'tled. The ail'l2 or"conslrucfinq a notional lll"orJd is fo qirre as enou!:rh 
,,-em an tics- to enable a naturali,,-tic p,,-gcholoqg, but ~rithout qoinq too [ar
'il rilllocli de ieJ"J'2'2ininq propositions. J)ofional n'orJds are fll~ o.bj£lcfg of 
belier's in bet"ree" sentences- i n the head and proposition,,-, 

notional \\"odds in this sens e do not by thems"lves determine propositions, but 
this is exactly what w" "mnted , The hlin earth cases separated narrow psychological 
states from propositions - t,,,o individuals could have the same narro\\" psychological 
state conesponding to diff"rent propositions in cases where the differences between th" 
worlds is microstructural and so cannot affect beliefs and behaviour. The present 
account allO'llS for this b"cause m" and my twin could be in the same notional world and 
yet be expressing different propositions due to differences in context , 

Dennett sees the problem of what beliefs (in the sense of character i E. notional 
worlds) to attribute as an empirical maU"r because ",e are making in prinicple 
testable claims about the '1larlds t he agent '"ould function in best . Thus it becomes a 
r.otion useful to psychology . note that importantly Dennett doesnt have anything to say 
about deS'.treS', and yet desires just as much as beliefs are determinants of actions. 
Further it is impossible to read beliefs off behaviour without at the same time fixing the 
agent's desires . People have h 'ied both to reduce desires to beliefs and to reduce beliefs to 
desires - Brandor., does not give either project much chance. 

The De RelDe Dicto Distinction . 
most people regard the de relde dicto distinction as a distinction between two 
fundamentally different kinds of belie[s. De re beliefs - beliefs 0[- hook dir ectly onto 
the thing , Their content involves specific reference in such a way that if you change the 
referent then you change the belief entirely , De dict o beliefs - beliefs that- on the othe,' 
hand , involve only attitudes towards some sentence like thing , and are only indirectly 
related to their objects. 

The intuition that people have is thaI. t here are tvo different ways of having a 
belief about an object. De dicto beliefs b"have like definate descriptions - the belief is 
about whatever fits the bill. In different possible worlds , the belief is about whatever 
happens to fit the description . But there are also de ,'e beliefs which are supposedly 
about an object regardless of how the object ig picked out. In order to communicat" the 
belief we must of course use some linguistic mechanism to refer to the object, but tt.e 
imporl.ant point aboTllslrong de re beliefs is !,hal theTJ are aboTl!, !,he;,' objects not via 
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this conceptual link but in virtue of some sort of epistemicallg privileged acquaintance. 
For gou to reallg get the sense of mg belief gou must also have the same acquaintance 
,,!ith the object. The object '''hich the belief is about is fixed not via some concept but bg 
some direct contact with the object itself. Thus if in some other possible world the object 
,,'ent under some other description, it ,,!ouldnt matter - the belief would still be about 
the same object. The belief reaches out and glums on to the same thing - if it is there
in ","hat.ever possible ,.".arid 'You care to consider. 

Kaplan had argued that the de relde dicto distinction marks an ambiguitg in 
natural English, and that to resolve this we could introduce a new operator, the 'Dthat' 
operator, which ,,!ould be used to fix the referent in this world and thus determine the de 
re int,msion. That is, ,,,e ,,,auld then have two belief attributions - ' .. helief that .. : which 
'I!ould operate like normal de dicta beliefs, tracking the concept acr08S worlds, and 
' .. helief dthat .. : which would operate in a de re fashion tracking the object across 
possible '!!orlds. Thus if we had a 'dthat' operator we ,,,auld have no need ofa de re Ide 
dicta distinction - beliefs de re would jU8t be marked out bg a special sort of ascription . 

The contrarg intuition that people have, however, is that the two are profoundlg 
different tgpes of intensions (functions from contexts to extensionsl, rigid and non-rigid; 
and if we have h!o different tgpes of intensions, then we need to hold t'!!O different belief 

t.'9pes . ********************************************* 
***************************************************************************** 
***************************************************************************** 
There is no question that there are different propositions expressed bg the two readings
there's the one that corresponds to the de re reading, and the one that corresponds to 
the de dicta reading, and one might be true '!lhile the other false in the same con text of 
evaluation. The controversial claim however is that all the propositions can be 
partitioned into those that are expressed onlg bg de re readings on the one hand and 
those that are expressed onlg bg de dido readings on the other. But this doesnt follo'!! 
'!?ithout some further premi8s. 

The question no'", is not about the expressions but about the propositions 
themselves. If we think of propOSitions as sets of possible '!,orlds, the iS8ue i8 '!,hether 
sets of possible '!,orlds can be partitioned - but how could we tell them apart? For there 
to be differences in the propositions would require that we can distinguish between 
thern according to some critel"ion . There ,,,auld have to be some sort of objective 
similaritg shared bg for instance, all the R R. worlds - all the '!,orlds ','hich contain that 
verg object R R. This '.",ould require some grasp of h-ans-'!,orld identitg - some facts 
about transworld identification. And thi8 depends on whether ',lou think of descriptions 
as being able to pick out the verg same thing in different worlds. In Lewis terms, 
different possible worlds contain entirelg distinct things, but there are similarities, and 
we need a sirnilaritg criterion to make sense of counter factual claims. What we are 
looking for is the clo8est counterpart in the other world. Thus if we had 80me sort of 
objective counterpart relations -I,THAT? 

De reI De Dicto - the ProbleIIl_ 
Obviouslg DenneU owes us an account of ho,~ it is that notional worlds and context 
determine propositions_ 

CRUCIAL-ARGUmEnT-mISSInG Dennett must sho'" that this is '~rong is he is to use 
notional '!,orlds as the character which determines the pre'position _ If the notional 
world is to plag the role of a character which determines, 'ITith the context the 
proposition and hence the truth value, then he must knock down the de relde dicto 
distinction. 

The idea of strong de re beliefs is of a content that reaches right out and glums 
onto the object - therE? is no notional object interrnediarg . ThE? object of a strong dE? re 
belief must exist because ',lou are in direct causal contact with it. This gives DenneU a 
dilemma - either the strong de-re-nes8 maUers to behaviour or it doesnt. If it doesnt 
then there is no reason to worrg about it - it is just a matter of the proposition 
expressed, not the belief. The case that matters is ,,,hE?re the de-re-nes is behaviourallg 
significant. For example, consider a claim like 

r believe that there is a sloop in thE? bar,). 
You might believe this because ',lou believe of a particular sloop that it is in the bag,or 
lJOll might jusl_ believe it because it is a sunng dag el_c; and the difference here will be 
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reflected in TJour inrerential behaviour. So the trouble for Dennett is not so much that 
there are de re beliefs,but that theTJ could be part otthe narrO'il pSTJchological state. 

DenneU's Response: 
People like Sellars of course dislike anTJ idea of a direct acquaintance ",ith an 

object '.~hich is unmediated bTJ concepts; but Dennett will not use abstract arguments to 
do with meaning and understanding of the sort Sellars would use. Rather he will look at 
the cases that others use to rnotivtlte the idea of de re beliefs, and QI'gue that in fact 
something else is going on here. 

Dennett's most important point about this distinction - one with ,~hich Brandom 
agrees - is that the distinction is not between two tTJPes of belief, but onlTJ between two 
tTJPes of attribution of belief. The distinction doesnt divide up beliefs but attributions, 
and is onll,) realll,) an artifact of indirect discourse . Anl,) belief Can be expressed in either 
manner, with onll,) pragmatic infelicities; but it was these pragmatic infelicities which 
were misunderstood to be differences in the properties of the beliefs themselves. A de re 
belief is tl,)picalll,) expressed 

(a) S believes of 0 that p of it 
and a de dicto belief as 

(b) S believes that p of 0 

and while Dennett ackno"'ledges that these are certainlTJ different claims - one states a 
relatior, beh1een S and the object, while the other doesnt - he nevertheless wants to sal,) 
that the difference is onll,) in the attribution, not in the beliefs themselves. The 
difference is in the reporter's attitude to the belief - in whether it is important to state 
,~hat the belief is about, or just to state it. There are certainll,) logical differences 
bet",een (a) and (b),but these are a function of differences in the description or reporting 
of the belief, not a function of anl,) differences in the beliefs themselves. 

Consider a sentence like 
The shortest spg is a spg . 

You might know this to be true on the basis of an acquaintance ",ith the shol'test sPl,)
gou kno", the person ,~ho happens to be the shortest spl,) and know that she is a spg - or 
gou might just kno", it triviallg . Dennett argues that there is no difference in the 
ahoul n e.so.so of gour beliefin either case. That is, there is no difference in the beliefs 
themselves, because both are simplg about Rosa Klebb - both use a definate description 
,~hich succeeds in picking her out uniquelg. The real difference is that gou have more 
beliefs about her in the aquaintancl? case than in the trivial case - in a certain sense gou 
know who the shOl'test spl,) is in one Case but not in the other. Following Sosa, Dennen 
argul?s that the onlg diffl?rence is a pragmatic one, in the amount of beliefs gou have 
about the object. The differencl? is not metaphl,)sical or epistl?mological but pragmatic. 
There's just a continuum of cases in ",hich gou arl? entitled to verging degrees of 
gubgtituting expressions. There is a difference here but not one behleen being related to 
a concept or to an object - we'rl? alwags related to the objeot indirectlg, through the 
concept. A strong de re belief reallg just l'epreSl?nts a richer notional ",odd. 

Strong and Veale. De Re 
The true believer in the de relde dicto distinction '<1il1 want to distinguish t",o tgpes of de 
re belief. Veak de re belief is only "'l?aklg about the objl?ct, and this can be handled bg 
Dennett's account. On the other hand there are strong de re beliefs, ~1hich tgpicallg 
involve some causal 01' indexical element, and are not rl?ducible to the weak varietg; and 
it is these that theg 'l1i1l argue Dennett cannot handle. 

If there rl?allg is a special strong kind of de re belieithen Dl?nnett cannot explain 
how, given a notional wOl'ld account of charaotl?r and a world, some proposition is 
detel'mined. His account begins with the weak sense of a de re belief - the weak sense + 
context determines the proposition. It ",ill not work for strong de l'e beliefs, however, 
becaTlse for these beliefs l,he [notional ",arId + context! del.ermine the vronq kind of 
in tension - a kind of intension ,.,hich people want to sag strong de re beliefs do not 
have. Thus it is the first stage of the quasi-linguistic schema - the move from character 
to intension - which supposedlg breaks down for strong de re belil?fs. 

Of course this objection would onlg show that there is a set of cases that he 
cannot acoount for and so '<10uldnt impugn his whole acoount . Dennett ho",ever "lOnts 
an aoooTlnt that, works for all beliefs, and instead of arguing that his aooounl, ",orks for 
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this set of cases he "'ill denT,l that there reallT,l is the phenomenon that other people 
think is there to be explained. He ,·,ill denT,l that thet"e reallT,l is anT,l class of beliefs which 
are the strong de re ones, and thus denT,l the principle contribution of the philosophT,l of 
langauge to cognitive science. 

Dennen's claim ",ill be in effect t hat all there m"e are de dicto beliefs - attitudes 
to"lI'ards son"le dictum) something conceptually articulated} the sense of which 
determines a set of notional worlds . Thus ",e connect with the semantic side of belief bT,l 
looking at the descriptions in the belief (their character) and the contexl in m"der to 
delermine the reference iii! "lhe proposition being expressed, and from lhere we 
determine the eJ~tengion of the proposition. 

There are two different propositions lhat oculd be expressed bT,l the claim 
(l) The president of USA will be a woman bT,l 1990 . 

On lhe de diclo reading ",e have 
(2) The president of USA is a woman 

lo be evaluated in the T,lear 1990. To evaluale il we look at "'hal the description refers to 
in that world iii! . whoever the president is in 1990. On the de re reading however we use 
·the presidenl of USA' lo fix the reference in this ",orld - iii!. R R . and then we evaluate the 
proposition 

(3) RR.is a woman in 1990. 
That is, the intuition is that there are two entirelT,l different propositions that could be 
expres8ed bT,l (l) depending on how T,lou see lhe definale description as working - in a de 
dicto fashion or in a de re fashion " On the fil"st we trace the concept (dictum) through 
lhe possible worlds, while on lhe olhet" we use illo fix a referenl in this wodd,and then 
evaluate in other worlds with respect to that thinq. no," clearlT,l (2) and (3) constitute 
different heliefs e,'en though theT,l could both be expressed bT,l the same sentence (l), 

and this lead people to think that there 'IlOS a difference in the l gpe of belief being 
athibuled - de dicto YS de re. But of course it does nol show lhallhere reallT,l are two 
different tT,lpes of belief, but just that we can find pairs - beliefs read de dicto and read 
de re - lhal are distincl; and lhis is a much weaker claim. Dennett will claim lhal 'I"" 
can read anT,l belief both waT,ls. While' .".believes of ... : and 'believes that .. : do mark out 
differences in ascription, we cannol jump from there to lhe position lhallhere are 
different tT,lpes of belief being attributed. The difference bet'l,een the ascriptions is in the 
character, ,·,hereas previouslT,l il ",aslhought lo have beo?n in the intension. 

The notion of narro'" pST,lchological content is just what is needed for the 
possibilitT,l of Cartesian scepticisln. We mighl treallhis as a reductio of the notion of 
narrow pST,lchological can lent and ipso facto of notional 'Il0rlds, for we could never knov 
",hat proposition we are reallT,l expressing. Dennet however thinks lhal this is the 
position lhal we are in,and that his notional wot"lds makes empirical sense ofthe idea of 
narrow pST,lchological slales. We can see Dennett as having made empirical sense oflhe 
inner louter distinction necessarT,l for Deescartes' program. Or, in olher ",ords, he is 
claiming lo have made sense of Fodor's idea of Inethodologicnl solipsisln -lhe 
strioture that in explaining behaviour "le are onlT,l allowed lo appeal to nmTO'l' 
pST,lchological slates - iii!. dont attribute in explanation an'Jthing beT,lond what the agent 
himself could differentiallT,l relale to. 
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Brandom lecture 13 

McGinn - The Structure of Content. 

rncGinn sets up a useful framework for discussion, even though (Br) almost ever',l 
detailed argument he attempts to make is fallacious. Fortunatel',l its the structure 
is> sufficienU',l modular to allow plugging in of appropriate views . 

Overall Strllct lire . 
mcGinn's claim is that the contents of beliefs are of 2 kinds, or rather, that beliefs 
have contents that have aspects of blO different kinds. This is a consequence or 
l'eflection ofthe fact that meaning has t'110 different aspects, which belieicontents 
inherit from the rr,lIi1anings of the senten.ces believed . 
meaning in turn has these two aspects a8 a reflection of the fact that all 
representations do. HRepresentafjon~" beinq- '\Irhat tlley are/ 122eanLrJq has 
the ;gtructure it ha;g." (,2101) Thus mcGinn is going to account for the features of 
belief b',l trging to derive his accont of beliefs from a general approach to 
representations. In this sense it is an ambitious project. 

211-214 - Thlfil role of repl·e~"'e.t"Jfafion~" i:,;." fa l'J.'2ediaie h@i'\l'eeD f.fJe 
a!Tent and hi",- en "ironment in ;gu<,h a ~ray a",- to produce appropriate 
action qaided by i .. 1J...torn::uliion aboul tJ2e 'il.'"rJd - i .e. a causal role in 
behaviour. Gut repre",-entalion;g al;go ha,'>£' a referential a;gpect.: and to 
;,-uppo;ge that thi;g nra;g determined by intrin;gic feature;,- of the 
repre,,-entalion;g nrould conflict nrith the requirement;g that 
J"epresen fa lions caD tanoiion e'ireJ:? if iJ'JCo121pieie and fha f they are 
nece;g;,-arily fallible. COJ22bined, the;ge teature;g require that the reterent 
he fixed independently of tile repreS'eniaiion. l:!en~~ representations 
ha,'>£' tnro independent a;,-pect;g and con;gequently "their content ~rill eo 
ip;go c0122pri;ge t ~ro ;geparable componen t;g". 

Tva Aspects af Belief. 
Beliefs have t<"O aspects: 
1) a callsal-ezplanatar-g aspect. "Then explaining or predicting behaviour, 
ascription of beliefs is olten an important part of the account - or rather, trLere is a 
certain sort of account of behaviour 'lI'hich essentiall',l involves ascl'iptions of belief. 
Brandom - such an account would be on the '~rong foot alreadg because there is 
nothing ~ausalgoing on here . 
2) the seman tic aspect . For mcGinn this means ma Hers of truth and l·eierence. 
Beliefs are capable of being about things in the world. (Actuall',l mcGinn claims that 
all beliefs are about things in the ",orld,but this is just "hgsteria".l Beliefs can be 
true or false, and about things that are not beliefs. 
mcGinn's question, which is the crucial question to ask ~lith "espect to beliefs , is 
vhaf is the relation betveen fhese tvo aspects of beliefs? 
On the one hand, ",hat does truth and reference have to do with behaviour? How 
does semantics contribute to explanator',l role? On the other , how do beliefs , pIa ',ling 
the explanatory role the',l do, come to acquire semantic content? 
Even if we had no antecedent concern with these issues, the',l matter in the 
attribution of knovledge. The JTB account of kno'illedge builds in these t~lO aspects 
of belief (as explanator',l and as true/false). In attributing a true belief, ",e are 
attributing a state that must in prinCiple be able to make a difference to behaviour. 
If the having of knowledge did not makE> an',l difference to the behaviour of the 
individual, then '1le could attribute it under any circurnstances. Invoking the belief 
condil.ion allows us to attribute a piece of knowledge to one, deng aHribul.ion of it to 
another - it Lndi .... idfIaleiT knowings. It is preciselg the role of beliefs in 
explaining behaviour "'lhich gives them this> abilit',l. 

Frege. 
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Classical accounts of meaning expressed lhese lwo aspecls. Thus Frege 
discrimina ted in meaning t ','0 aspects, sense and reference. The reference of an 
expression is its sernantic aspect. The sense ,on the other hand) "',.os to play another 
role, but just what role thal was is a matter of controverslj. Frege intended it as 
sOrilethinglike cognitive contentor value. 

Frege had alreadlj been concerned with truth and reference; the need for a 
notion of ~ense arose due to worries aboul the informativeness of identity 
statements such as 

a=a 
a=b 

If such identities are lrue, lhelj are made lrue blj exaclllj lhe same lhing in lhe 
world. Identities can be divided up inlo lhe lrue or false, or in terms of what thelj 
are aboul,bull-eference alone does nol 0110'" uslo carve lhem up anlj more finellj_ In 
particular, reference does nol discriminate "'hal is being said blj the slalements
refel-ence jusl gels us to the objecls refen-ed lo. But lhere is oilen an impol-tanl 
distinction between identitlj statements in terms of their cognitive conlent - for 
instance,one could represent a discoverlj while the other is just trivial,even lhough 
made true blj just the same objecl. Frege argued that in virtue oHhis diiference in 
cognitive content ,,'e ought to salj that thelj .mean different things_ 

This point he is making actualllj has nothing in particular to do ",ith identitlj 
statements - he just picked them as an example. 1,7e could turn the identity 
statements into predications: 

(a=)a 0(0) 
(a =) b 0 (b) 

These sentences are identical in truth conditions but differ in cognitive value. 
In making this distinction Frege makes explicit appeal to kno nrJedge - the 

diffel-ent statements make different contributions to our knowledge. One could 
believe one "tithout believing the other ,and perhaps even be justified (althougt. a 
causal reliabilist will have trouble here since the objects at the end of lhe causal 
chains are the same.l The difference of role with regai-d to knowledge must be 
reflected in meaning; and thus .meaning cannol be e:chausled in 
reference. 

Thus semantics really began '",ith Frege. Before Frege people used the 
namelbearer model for everljthing. For the medievals meaningfulness was the 
same as correspondence ",ith some object. (nrhat is this .. . . Fl-ege objected that 
you cant use this model even to get the truth conditions right, so he invented 
functions. The namelbearer relation cannot be used as the semantic paradigm for 
all parts of speech - sentences differ from names/words.J 

Frege called this other compoT.ent of meaning (over and above reference) 
sense - sense is the cognitive role - or, more cautiously, identity of meaning 
requil"es identity of cognitive role as 'I;,.,e11 as of reference - i£!. sor.oeness of cogr.litive 
role entails sameness of sense ('"hich is slightly ",eaker than identifying sense and 
cognitive role1. 

Sense QS Detennininq Reference_ 
Frege immediatellj went on to attribute a different explanatory role to the notion of 
sense he had just introduced. Let a, band c be the lines joining the midpoints of the 
sides of a triangle to the opposite corner _ Then alb (the point ",here Q and b 
intersect) is the sanl.!! point as blc and cia, but this ' ,!as a discOvel-Y. alb and ble are 
l'il0 different ways of referring to the same point - bro different recipes for picking 
out a point. The cognitive contenl of lhe identity statement "alb = b/c" is the news 
that the results of the two recipes are the same. So the cognitive value of non- trivial 
[i., . lexically different] identities consists in their components determining different 
routes to their objects, even if the object is the same. Thus Frege argued that we can 
represent the cognitive content of ar! expression as Q rneans of del.,l"mining the 
referent; or ,in other words, meaning is the route to the referenl. 

Thus for Frege thel-e is a vel-y nice connection betweem our two aspects of 
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meaning - the sense det.ermines the reference - lake care of the sensE' and the 
reference ",ill take care of itself. Frege ",ent on to talk onll,j of reference, as he was 
concerned onlg to construct an extensional language "'ith explicit senses. But we 
have since come to realise that from the point of view of a general theorl,j of 
meaning his crucial JIlove - identif9ing cognitive content ""ith a route to 
the referent - ""as a fa tal JIlistake. It was wrong in both directions. "'HAT ARE 
THESE TVO DIRECTIOnS? On the one hand, what the referent is mal,j well depend on , 
things in the ",arId which are not cognitivell,j accessible. Kripke and Putnam are 
responsible for pointing this out. The general claim is that what is grasped in a 
sense relevant to behaviour simpll,j doesnt detel-mine what our words refer to in a 
sense that matters for truth. Kripke discusses proper names - we could have 
informative identities, such as 

Fel,jnman = Gellman 
even though we have no means of determining the referent. Such statements still 
have cognitive value., "'Ill? can still and@r.::.-.fand t.hem) and so the cognitive role of 
the expression in ml,j behavioural economl,j need not be ",hat picks out the referent. 
Kripke argues that ,.,e would be crippled if we had to actualll,j pick out the referent. 
Putnam brings up the twin earth cases, ",here l,jou could have two individuals with 
identical dispositions to beha'Viour in environments with no discernible differences J 

but microstructural differences make a difference to the referents oftheir words, 
despite their having identical cognitive value. Putnam takes this as showing that 
meanings are not in the r.ead, but a better wal,j of putting it is that Frege's notion of 
sense plal,js two different roles - as that which is grasped or understood bl,j someone 
who has mastered the use of the expression, and as that "'hich determines the 
referent. Fr"g" had incautiousll,j identified them b"cause he ,.,as thinking of 
paradigms in mathematics not involving indexicals 01- proper names. 

mcGinn ",ants to take advantag" of the discoverl,j that intensions and cognitive 
contents have diff"nmt explanatorl,j roles and thus cannot be identified in order to 
put to one side the notion of sense as what determines the referent - he will be 
concerned ,\·,ith the notions of cognitiVE< content and reference. Ho\t}'ever in the end 
he will have to give an account of intensions because he ",ants to give a positive 
account of how cognitive cor.tents and reference get tog"ther. 

In a survel,j of sentence meaning he comes up with the result that sentences 
have the same t",o aspects, a semantic aspect and a cognitiw! role. These t,.,o 
aspects of sentence meaning are inherited bl,j beliefs because in belief we take up an 
attitude towards a meaning. no"'''' he wants to give his o~ . .,n account of these t",o 
aspects. 

Cognitive Roles. 
H"r~ th~ important issue is "'hat Fodor has call"d JIlethodological solipsism 
(mS) - intuitivell,j, that if ",e are explaining behaviour of som~ individual then ':le 
cannot appeal to ang features of the state of th" individual which are in some wag 
inaccessible to him. That is, if h,o states of mind are distinguished onll,j 
~l!b-insicalll,j - in virtue of their relation to some third thing - but are not 
distingUishable intrinsicalll,j (that is, the one "'hose states thel,j are cannot 
distinguish them) then the difference cannot be anI? that could make a diffl?rence in 
explaining ber.aviour. ms is verl,j intuitive, but it is highll,j controversial whether 
lJou can even state it - that iS

J 
,.,hether you can makE? out the distinction between 

intrinsic and extrinsic differences. An intrinsic feature is one which the individual 
n-.ust be able to be aware of, and ms is th" constraint on theal-ies that sal,js that in 
explaining behavioul- l,jou can onll,j appeal to intrinsic features. Fodor argues that a 
pSl,jchologist is onll,j entitled to a ms account of belief because he wants to explain 
behaviour; and so it follows that the pSl,jchologisl is not allowed to appeal to 
semantic diffel"enCeS in qeneloal . Of course some semantic differences are milTored 
in intrinsic differences but the point of the twin earth example is that not all are; 
and so the conclusion of combining the twin earth cases and ms is that 
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seD2tzn tica is irreJe V'QIl t 10 tbe expJana lion of be-b.a violET. 
mcGinn's account of belief states in the narrow (intrinsic) sense is that beliefs 

cannol be individuated anlJ :m,ore finellJ lhan blJ their causal role in the explanation 
of behaviour - or, more cautiousl'Y, than is required blJ their role in an acount of 
behaviour (to leave open the question ofwhelher ,\°le are to give a ~az:r~"'alQccounll. 

Brandom - we should feel the force of lhe intuilion behind ms but in the E'nd il 
malJ not make sense if ,,,e cannol make outlhe inner louler distinction, 

DUDll:neU - Use Theories of meaning, 
ExacU'Y the same considerations arise for use theories of meaning, Dummett, for 
exarnple, is ms "'ilh respect to mearling, meaning is jusl whatlJou undel'sland 
"'hen lJou have mastered the use of the expression, meaning and underslanding are 
correlative tern""J.s - all 'You can do with rneanings is understand thern) Qnd all 
understanding consists in is mastering the US"" This is a characleristicalllJ 
twentieth centUl'lJ view - before the laler Villgenslein use ",as justlaken as 
manifesting meaning, not as what it consisted in, Dummett argues that we musnt 
attribute anlJ feature to meaning of an expression lhal cannot bl? manifested in its 
use - we cannot permit a difference of meaning except ",here there is some 
cOl"responding difference in use. This requirerr.lent that ).-neaning be manifestable- in 
use is just like the ms requirement that belief must be manifestable in behaviour -
i £:,' differences in belief musl correspond lo differences in behaviour, It is a verlJ 
important claim in the phiiosoph'Y of language - Dummett deduces that not onl'Y is 
classical logic nollhe correctlogic,il is also conceplualllJ incoherent, VI? could nol 
111 ",an classical 'nol' b'Y tilda because then lhere would be distincl undecidable 
clairng (?), The righllogic is lherefore some inluilionislic version - ,,'here lh" 
meaning of the connectives is exhaustivel'Y manifeeted in lerms of their use in 
practice, DecidabilillJ, Classical logic holds lhal g"nlences ar" slill true or false 
eYen if undecidable - even if ",e could never respond differentiall'Y to",ards it, 

Thus Durrlmett uses a meaning:::; use argument to'\t}'crds an anti-realist 
conclusion, The onllJ properties lJou could give 'Your sentences in virtue of using 
lhem lhe walJ lJou do are properties manifesled in U2e i"" , .. hieh can mob, a 
diffel'ence in practice, There is no difference in meaning without a difference in use, 

Privileged Vocabular'!I, 
Ho",ever lhis ",hole view is conceptualllJ unclear in exact!'Y the same walJ as 
melhodological solipsism, mcGinn required lhallhere be no difference in belief thal 
didnt correspond to a difference in behaviour, Bul whal sOl-l of difference in our 
behaviour makes a difference? What is to count as a difference in use,or as a 
difference in behaviour? You ean ah,alJs describe lwo pieces of behaviour in such a 
",a'Y as to make them come out different, The catch is in , .. hat yocabrriarg 'You 
are allo, .. ed lo describe lhe behaviour in, If lJou allo,', a rich enough description of 
behaviour or of use lJou can al",a'Ys get a difference, B'Y a difference in use Dummett 
means lJou must be able to respond differentiolllJ in some direcl '"alJ , But unle2s 
somelhing more reslrictive about the permissable vocabular'Y is said, lhen nothing 
follows from the claim that meaning must be manifestable in use, Like,,,ise, all the 
con lent of ms comes in picking out some privileged yooabular'Y, Putnam ",ants lo 
deescribe behaviour in terms ofmotions,bullo make out anlJ inlrin2ic content of 
belief the an'Y propert'Y invoked must be slrongl'Y non- relational in the sense that 
possession oflhal properllJ has nothing to do ",ith anlJthing else - i.e, il must be 
individuable apart from objects that are independent of it, The mSist must draw a 
cohel-ent line and them rnotivate il - he musl show that this is lhe important 
characterisation of behaviour and use, 

Suggestion - "'hlJ not just stipulale thalthe pl'ivileged vocabularlJ is lhe one 
which the scientisls find to be projectible? 

mcGinn's Account of Cognitive Content, 
mcGinn adopls a proposal of Field, using the twin notions of subjective probabilil'Y 
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and subjl?ctivl? utility corresponding to bl?lil?f and dl?sire. \,'e associated with each 
sentence as its cognitive roll? a set of individual conditional probabilitil?s; and giwn 
these "'l? can specify roughly how you will bl?have . Using thesl? notions Fil?ld can 
validate classical logic and prove soundness and cor'-.pleteness. The decision 
theoretic machinery ShO'IlS how to mow back and forth bl?hreen behaviour and 
conditional subjl?ctivl? probabilities and utilities, with the latter just representing 
the roll? in dl?liberations leading to action (?). This is a very PO'lll?l'ful model in 
contemporary sl?mantics. 

p. 234 - r.·l"'e theorise about coqnjti'i~ role in errideniial t.erJ'22S 

b,;><'a'l"s,;> coqnti~~ rol,;> is ,;>IEecl on b,;>ha,riour in ih,;> liqhi o[,;>~rid,;>nc,;> 
about tlle en 'jrirofl122en f. Sen lences are assiqflt?d a sabjecli'il"l:? 
conditional probabilil y , and ;,,'0 sam,;>n",ss o[ coqniti~~ rol'" i;,,' d,;>ri"n",d as 
",quip011,;>nc,;> "'iih r,;>sp",ct to th", sp",a):,;>r's conditional probability 
[unction. On this probabilistic account, th", coqniti~~ r01", o[a s",nt,;>nc,;> 
do,;>s not d",l",nni...,,;> its trulh conditions, [or th", ;"'ubj,;>cth~ probabilily 
fanction is in~:j"ensiti"ire to 122icro-siractural dirierences~ inde:cicais,. and 
the accuracy of rep res en lalions . In short/ coqnitive role does not 
d",t",rmin", truth condition;,,' b,;>caus", th", r"orm,;>r is buill around an 
episieJ'2Jic notion. 

HO'IleWr mcGinn owes uS,as Field did not,an account of,!lhat it is to assign a 
subjective conditional probability to sentences, because that is what it is for a 
belief state to haw a certain content - to how associated with it certain 
probabilities . \,7e need to kno,'! what the difference is between assigning one 
probabilit-g rather than another . Since the-g are going to be used to ",:cp1ain 
behaviour, "'" cant jm,t read thi?m off thE> behaviour. Vi? al'e giving a thi?ory of the 
belief states that ca us", our behaviour - the form of explanation is that there exist 
stati?S ",ith such and such probabilitil?s and utilitil?s which Ql'I? thl? causl? of 
bl?haviour - but WI? must be able to sa-g independenU-g what it is to assign these 
probabilitil?s and utilities . 

ASSigning these pl'obabilities could be like a process of interpretation if he 
would relax his dl?mand for a causal explanation - as Dennett does,adopting rather 
a notion of intentional explanation. These forms of explanation are not incompatible 
but are distinct. Field actuall-g thinks about it as a matter of interpretation, but 
then he cant have a causal explanation for Humean reasons - to have a causal 
explanation we must be able to characterise independenU-g the thing explained and 
the explanation. You cant explain event x b-g appealing to 'the cause of x'. (Ho'!rever
suggestion - a sufficiently holistic approach to interpretation and explanation 
might enable us to avoid this.l In general, there is a role for subjectiw probability 
in intl?ntional explanation, but thig is not th~ game thing as causal I?xplanation. 

mcGinn's argument that these narrow states do not determine trutll values 
maked cl'itical appeal to the notion of objective probabilities - the 8ubjl?ctive 
probabilities may not haw got it right. Brandon-. sees this as using the wrong 
argument to the right conclusion - it is trul? that subjective probabilitil?s ar~ not 
going to determine ",hat you are talking about, but that's not because of objective 
probabilitieg out there. The h!in earth cases were enough to it . 

IDcGinn's Account of Reference. 
mcGinn canvagses varioug possible wa-gs of getting reference in - one question is 
where the anaphoric account might figure in this. 

Hig own view, on p 226, is that we are to locate reference in the point of 
communication - in the intention with '!!hich assertions are made. "'hat it ig that 
makes our claims about something - the source ot U-.eil· reterential nature - is to be 
found in OU1' intention to communicate aboTlt the world - we refer to a thing in 
virtue of an intention to communicate about lhallhinq. 

This is a broadly agent-seJnantic aproach - agl?nt semantic:;: holds that the 
semantic properties of expressions derive from their use in a specific sense of use -
in '''hat the speakers "rho uge them intend to convey ,,,ith them . Grice for example 
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wanted to analT,lse 'meane p' in terms ofthe intention to get T,lour audience to believe 
that p in virtue of his recognition of T,lour intention to oonveT,l that p. See also 
Jonathon Bl?nnett, 'Linguistic Behaviour' . 

To the Sellarsian hO'lI'ever such an approach runs into problems - where do 
these intentions come from? The approach makes the reference of sentences 
parasitic on the about ness of intentions, but no acount is given of this about ness . 
Presur.nablTJ rflcGinn "'QuId lake some sorl of Carlesipn vie~·,T that intentions have a 
natural aboutness,but for the Sellarsian the aboutness of intentions is conceptuallT,l 
derivative on the aboutness of sentences. 

The confusing part is that on p 243 mcGinn himself makes the Sellarsian 
objection to Gricean theori"s. But whT,l doesnt this arguxn"nt applT,l to his own 
earlier view about l'eference and intentions? There he seemed to appeal to (the 
intention to refer to an object in making an utterance J for that utterance to actuallT,l 
refer. Does n1cGinn have something deeper in mind in his acoount of referring? 

So - 229 - in ascribing a belief to someone, T,lou are saT,ling sornething about the 
representing - its role in behaviour - and about the represented (ascribing the belief 
",ill be giving information about the object because we take it we can learn about 
things bT,llearning about the beliefs other have about it). This view is importanHT,l 
Inodular, because T,lou could have verT,l different accounts of \~hat these two aspects 
consist in, and T,let preserve the overall structure . 

Hov Are The9 Related? 
It is difficult to discern "'hat n1cGinn actuallT,l thinks the relation is . Sometimes he 
insists on thl? intl?l'dependence of the two aspects of belief content - in three places 
hE' gives as an example the 'C"OTJ beliefs and desires aYe related. Thel·e is no 
attributing one without simultaneouslT,l attributing ttte other \~hen explaining 
behavioul'. So also it makes no sense to talk of beliefs that onlT,l had content in one 
",aT,l - everT,l ascription or expression of belief has content in both ",aT,ls. Just as anT,l 
explanation of behaviour in terms of reasons must have both components - belief" 
and desires - so anT,l belief must have cognitive role content and referential content, 

However he does invoke other models as well. Although there seems to be 
confusion (232) about vectors and ordered pairs , he seems to be suggesting treating 
contents just as ordered pairs . On 252 he suggests hie view ie iI', bel\o!een those of 
l'rege, who made the components too dependent , and Putnam, ",ho makes them too 
independent. He \',ante a relation where theT,l are not independent but nevetheles 
theT,l do not determine each other ; but here, just where T,lou would exp"ct the 
belief/desire model - in the absence of a specification of the actions, beliefs and 
desires do not detennine each other but are not vhollT,l independent - he give a 
different model, the percept ao/model, Ve must distinguish what the perception 
is of, for example a dog, from ,,!hat the perception is as or; such as a pink elephant. 
In Brandom terms,it is to distinguish th" object he '/lOS differentiallT,l responding to 
from the c laim he made and was prepared to endorse. 

Th.e pera~pt D:al J."J.2odei is pat fOJ"'fIrard G::.-' a J.'1lodel of hO'flr fhli' f 'fiFO 

componen t~· relate, speciri'caffy in the con text of in terpretation. In 
aharaaierisinq pe,reep/ion tv.!? JJJake an as~"'iq .. rJl'J'2enf ofexperiences in 'as 
or" ten22s on the basi~' of ho"' they "'ould causaffy in[fuence behan'our, 
and "'e make a relational assiqnment of objects perceived on the ba~'is 
of the spatio-temporallocation or'the subject. r..'e can in principle 
,rerify these cOJnponen ts independen tIy, but they are not in depen den t , 
because typically "'e "'iff use inrormation about the en I'ironment to 
conjecture about the representinqs, and lake reports o[perceptual 
experiences to be Nrtypicaffy/ qood indicators of the actual condition or' 
external objects o[perception N. 

note that he thus invokes a causal reliabilist model in his perceptual model, 
But there can be no thearT,l of l'eliabilitT,l 'ilhich makes no assmnptions about 
cognitive role. PreviouslT,l this point was made ',!itt, respect to objective 
probabili ties and th" need for reference classes. Here, \'.'e are supposed to read off 
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the reeponeive di"positions what it is the subject is talking about. But Vittgengtein 
(Investigation",) - there are too may things involved, too many thing'" your 
perception could be about - "g rabbits, rabbit gtages, etc. Determining what your 
perception is a perception or" i", a ma t ter of the can tent of the claim you make in 
responge. If all we've got to go on is the causal stuff, then ,',e can ah.'ays fir.d 
alternative and incompatible descriptions of what you're talking about. So it is 
hopelesg to think that we could find out about what you're perceptions are of 
independently of what you say about them. rtlcGinn wanted the perceptual model 
becauee supposedly each component was independently testable,but the model 
doesnt have the prOpel"ties he wanted it to have. But how important is the model to 
him? You might gay that it was just a model and if it didnt work then he can try 
another. But actually it is probably more central than that, because he wanted to 
derive hig general account of meaning from an account of repres"ntation in general, 
and he thinks that perception is a particularly pure case of the relation between 
representings and reopresent .. ds . Perception is actually the paradigm, and its 
because of this paradigrn that he says what he does about how the two components 
of meaning are related. 

Howeyer 227 seems to settle that he doesnt just treat it as a paradigm - there 
he gay" "It ", .. emg to me that the aboutnegs of belil?fs is situated mid,~ay between the 
of ness of perceptual representations and the reference of proper words ... " Language 
grante a more sophi,;:ticated of ness than the causal ofnese of perception,and the 
ofnes", of belief is ",ornewher" in bet,~een. Doe", thi", contradict hi", point at 252 that 
the begt "lOy to Undel"stand the 2 agpects of meaning is via the case of perception? 

rtlcGinn ha", given 3 models - the belief/desire model, the perceptual model, 
and the ordered pair model, but it is hard to know what is the one view that he i" 
getting at - that is, what alternatiYe he 's proposing to the Fregean and Putnamian 
views. Clearly he is right that th .. re are two aspects of belief, but we need a cl"ar 
account of 110'" they go together . Ve dont want them entirely independent, or else 
eyerything in the conceptual economy ",ill have nothing to do ,~ith truth - i e., the 
metaphysical realist position. But then what i", the closer connection? rtlcGinn gets 
up the qu"stion ir. the right way. no-one had a conception of content befor" Frege'g 
distinction bet ween senee and reference, and nO-one could ask rtlcGinn's question 
befon, Kripke and Putnam 'e cagee s .. parated cognitive role and intension. To "londer 
ho", the two components go together just is to ",onder about in tensions. An 
exar.:iple of the sort of question that has to be answered is - is there anything more 
to the determining of reference than "'hat goeg on in eyeryone's head? 



Brl'indarn 14 
De Rei De Di eta 

Brondom lecture 14_ 
Brondom's Version of the De Re/De Dicto Distinction. 

The Brandom Picture of Language. 
Language is a deontic structure of commitment and entitlements to commitment -
more specificall',l, a structure of assertional commitments. He is a phenomenalist 
vith respect to deontic properties. In general, the phenomenalist position is that 
there are no faots about x'a being a K over and above people taking x to be a K. (See 
Truth Talk.J Thus there an' no facts about vhat people are commited or entitled to 
over and above vhat people treat ',lou as commited or entitled to. Brandom is a 
social phenomenalist in that the takings are public social events - social/pl-actical 
takings define a cor"">lcnitment. The .. ocialne .. s consists in oommitments exhibiting 
a dual socialsl_ructure of undertaking and attributing. What it is for S to be 
committed is to occuP',l a c"rtain l-ole with respect to other p"ople's attributions 
and his ovn undertakings. 

All oHhis can be had pre-Jinguisticall',l. What is specific to language is the 
practice of assertion. Assel-tion and inference are two sides of one coin - to assert a 
claim is to put it fOl-ward as fodder for inference, and inference is movement 
bet~reen assertions. See his paper Asserting. There are two dimensions of 
assertional commitment - responsibiJit',l and authorit',l. On the responsibiJit',l side, 
undertaking an assertional commitment is undertaking a justificational 
responsibiJit',l - if challenged, ',lou must be able to justif',l the assertion. II. is a 
responsib1l1t',l to redeem ',lour commitment. On the authoril_TJ side, ',lou are 
Jic"nsing othel-s to assert the claim as well. Lioensing requires responsibilit',l, 
because if someone does assert the olaim the',l mClTJ rel',l on ',lour authorit',l - if 
challenged, then in addition to dischm-ging the standard justifioator',l 
responsibilit',l the',l maTJ also refer to ',lou as a means of discharging responsibilit'J. 
Thus in ordel- to license others ',lou must be able to jsutifTJ the claim. There is a 
standard regress on justification entering here. 

Along both dimensions, the content asserted is infenmtiall',l articulated. On 
the side of responsibilit',l it is the sh-uclure of claims which entitle ',lou to make the 
Gggertion (0 maller of 'co:c.o.mitive' justificatorT:J inferenoe); and on the authorit~ 
side it is lhe structure of claims ~rhich ',lou license others lo oonclude from it (a 
ITJ.at..ter of 'perrnissive' inferencel. 

So we can descl-ibe language as lhe social practice of undertaking and 
attribTlting assertional commitments. We keep a soore of what ',lou have 
undertaken and are cOlTnT.ited to. Pragmatic significance is the potential for 
ohanging the SCOl-e . 

Belief and A .... ertional Commibnent. 
Ho\~ ,on such an account,are we to understand ascl-iptions of belief? ActuallTJ whal 
we are going to explain is assertional commitment. Wh',l is this not just changing 
lhe subject? Our ordinar',l notion of belief runs together two notions "'hioh ~re oan 
separate using the notion of aSeel"UOna! oomrnib~1.ent. There is (1) the sense of 
assertional commitment ·,rhere ',lou are also commited to just ~,hat other things 
',lou would al80 assert - this is the sense in which TJou believe onl',l those things that 
TJou know ',lou believe. Bul there is another sense - (2) all those things TJou believe 
without knoving it, for exaxxlple all the logioal conseqTlences of gour beliefs. In this 
sense ',lou are assertionall',l commited to whatever follo"!r" from somelhing ',lou are 
assertior.all',l commiled lo. We have to keep thes" senses distinct when we are 
attributing assel-tional commitments. There are other advantages of treaUng 
belief in I_enns of assertional oommitments, bTlt this {.'hat is it ?hs the main 
one. 

Introduction of Belief Attribution .. _ 
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Suppose we have a language of the sort outlined above, when' sentenoe?s are used to 
make assertional commitments, and content is given b~ inferential structure, etc, 
now wr;, want to introduce into such a language - give a 1;[,,<> to - claims like 

(J) 5 claims tho t Pt, 
(2) S claims "f t that P of it, 

(J) is the form of de dicto belief attribution - the primar~ indirect discourse 
a ttributing locution, 
(2) is the de re belief attribution form, It emplo~s structural anaphora - it is not 
sa~ing that S used thr;, pronoun 'it'; rather the pronoun just tells us where in the 
claim to plrlg in the object, 

'We want to be able to reconstruct these - to give an account in the above 
terms of \I'hat it is to make these claims, Brandom \"ill claim thal once ~ou've Seen 
how this l'egimentation emplo~s structural anaphora, then,as de re belief is not 
resh'icted to Singular terms (as Dennett points oull we could have an~thing in the 
place of t - pens, redness etc, In fact, now that we know of sentential anaphora, we 
could have a whole sentence as the object, and thus have a de re belief about a 
whole sentence - iF.!, 

(3) S claims of Pt tha t it is true, 
The 'it is true' is a pro-sentence taking the whole of Pt, All the expressions in Pt 
occur in a de re fashion, Thus it is a consequence of Brandom's view that there a de 
re claims of t~pes people dont normall~ talk about, 

So \I'hat should we regard claims like (1) as sa~ing? 'We know that what 
~ou're doing is allributir,g an assertional commitment to S, (You are attributing a 
propositional attitude, but to have an attitude is just to be commited in a certain 
wa~, a public mattel' .l This attributing is something that ~ou could have done 
before - but the difference is that before ~ou couldnt sa~ that ~ou were doing it, 
Using this fonn is making it ellplicit what ~ou are doing, 

An analog~ is the conditional p=>q, Before introduction "f the conditional one 
could make the inference, b~ undertaking an assertional commitment to q when 
~ou had one to p; but the conditional sa~s e:(plicitl~ that ~ou are commited to the 
inference from p to q, It is a wa~ of making explicit an inferential commitment 
that ~ou could previousl~ onl~ exhibit in ~our inferential behaviour, 

In the caBe of belief, it is making explicit the pragDlatics - iF.!" the act 
performed - the act of attributing commitment, (Semantics, b~ comparison, 
concerns content which is infel'entiall~ artioulated, Brandom regards this as the 
essence of semantics, and matters ortrulh and reference as just anaphoric, See his 
paper Varieties of Understanding.l The idea is to make explicit that ~ou are not 
onl~ attributing a commitment,but the act whereb~ gou do it is also undertaking a 
commitment to a different claim - the asoription, The convention will be that the 
explicit fonn is an /J,,~ription, while what gou had before, the implicit version, 
was just an /J t l1"i b I;[ t ion, Thus the stor~ is one of moving from being able to 
a ttribute to being able ascl-ibe, where to ascribe is also to undertake a 
con.mitment, r,,'h.,t ~ommitm<>nt? The !.rick comes in explaining what it is to 
do this - "'hat are the practices involved? The idea is that we build this out of 
aSSel"tions) because these come into ascriptions twice. ASC1"iptions have Q dual 
structu1'e - the ascriptions both can be believed and attributes belief, 'When we 
read the account off the assel'tional storg, we will end up with a de relde dicto 
distinction, but it will have nothing to do with hooking directl~ onto the world
rather it will just concern how we keep the score, 

£1"0122 Afi,,/J S not.,." The content of the assertional commitment 
undertaken is the attribution of the commitment ascribed (?), Ascribing is 

asserting an attribution of a commitment to someone else, The content of the 
ascl'iption ist,he aSBertional attribution, Your account of belief therefore enters the 
stor~ twice, .,Te can infer from the assertion stoPJ how these ascriptions have to be 
used, To do so must give a distinction between de re and de dicto beliefs,but here, 

de 1' e beliefs do not hook onto the world, 
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FJ"~lll .!:>~onia 's' noteB'. Whal is the pragm.atic difference between 
attributing and ascribing? Attributing neednt be public,and so isnt open to the 
giving and asking of reasons. You cant. be asked for justifications be,foy& -gou oan 

make ascriptions . The differl?ncl? between implicit and explicit is how far down the 
giving of and asking for l-easons can go. There is no public act or performance 
associated with aUributing a commitment. For example, when an inferential 

practice like the conditional is implicit, ']ou cant argu<? about the inferences, just 
about the premisses. You can onl'] argue about the inference once -gou have 

introduc<?d th<? conditional . 
In making an ascl'iption of a belief -gou are doing two things - undertaking a 
commi tmen t and a Uributing one. 

Substitutional COIIlIIlitIIlents . 
An-g expression ']ou use in an 9 assertion involves an inferO?ntial commitment. For 
example, assel'ting ··that is red" commits the speaker to the assel·tion "that is 
coloured" in virtue ofthe use ofthe expression 'red'. In ordinar-g assel·tion it is the 
individual undertaking the commitment who is responsible for the inferential 
consequences, because the-g chose to use thO? particular expression. Thel'efore we 
can talk about an expreSSii"f' commitment involved in using an-glinguistio 
expression - a t-gpe ofinfel'ential commitment, a sabstitatioLJal commitment 
because it is a mattel' of what other expressions can be substituted for the original 
expression and still have -gou commited to the same thing. mote that the account 
~~e are giving does not -get work for eg quantificationallanguage, which will have to 
be filled in later.l The idea of a substitutional commitment (associated with 
sub-sentential partsl is that -gou are commited to intersubstitution of t and t' just 
in case ']ou are commited to all conditionals Pt=>Pt'. Ve make this explicit using the 
identity sign - expressions like t=t' are SUbstitution licensors. 

These identities can work two wa']s - if -gou commit ']ourself to "Tull',! is an 
orator" ,then if we are keeping score in the broadel' wa-g then we take -gou as 
commited to "Cicero is an orator"; while if we are keeping score in the nanower 
wa-g we take -gou as commited to onl-g what -gou would accept as a substitution 
which preserves whal -gou said .. 
So associated ~.,ith ever-g expression is a substitutional commitment; I. he 
important point is that in ordinar-g assertions all the substitutional commitments 
are undertaken bog the GSBertor. 

Ascriptions and De RelDe Dicto. 
Vlhen we come to ascriptions substitutional commilx-.nents for sub-sentential 
expressions become more complicated. Should the-g be seen as the responsibilit-g of 
thE> asoriber, or ofthe person to whom the belief is attributed? There are two 
sorts of substitutional commitments, those undertaken and those attributed; and 
this amounts to the distinction between de re and de dicl,o . 

Vil,h a de re ascription -gou undertake responsibilit-g for the SUbstitutional 
commitments associated with an-g E'J<pr"ssion outsidE' the 'that' olause. Underlying 
an-g de re ascription is a de dicto one - but in the de re ascription, -gou undertake the 
substitutional commitment as "'Ilell. 

With a de dicto ascription -gou dont want to undertake both the 
regponsibilit'] for the ascription and the substitutional rE>sponsibility, so ',!ou put it 
in the 'that' form. You Ql'e expressing that -gou are onl-g attributing the 
substitutional responsibilit-g, not undertaking it. Putting the expression inside the 
scope oi lhe 'lhat' puts the responsibilil-g ior substitutional commitments on the 
other. 

Thus -gou can either undertake 01' ascribe the substitutional commil,rnent, 
and this is the differencl? between de re and de dicta The fundamental differenc" is 
a matter of who is responsible for the substitutions. In othel' "'I1Cl'ds, the de dicto/de 
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re distinctiop is just an apparatus for keeping straight two wat,ls of sat,ling that S i" 
commited to p - the narrOW (de dicto) and wide (de re) '1~ClT,!s. 

The question of how for a paraphrase can differ is parUt,l a question of who is 
commited to its being a paraphrase. On a de dicto ascription, it is the gU\J who is 
being athibuted to. Thus what \Jou put in the 'that' clause must be Bo>""thing that 
is acceptable to him. 

There are two kinds of attribution - the one in which we aro? interesled in 
keeping track of behaviour of the person we are talking about, and here '1~e use the 
de dicto form. If we want to evaluate his belief for truth (bt,l expanding his belief 
according to our own commitments) then we use the de re form. Thus if \Jou make 
claims about Cicero, and I know that Cicero=Tullt,l, then I can get information about. 
Tull\J even if \Jou \Jourself are confused about the identit\J. 

mcGinn was right that we car .. about two things in ascriptions of belief
explaining behaviour and truth . De dicto asoriptions are suited to the first task, 
because thet,llook to the om-nmitments that. the subject would und .. rtake. Vhen we 
are concerned '1'lith assessment for t rrlth we use the de re ascription. Fl·om 'jour 
claims about Cicero I can derive information about Tull'j. This is the l·ole of de re 
b .. lief in communication - to extract useful information, overcoming differences in 
belief. Remember in the discussion of Quine we saw that holism meant that ant,l 
difference in belief became a difference in meaning, since the meaning of a claim is 
a mattel· of its inferential relations, and inferential commitments are a matter of 
one's collateral commitments; and hence communioation could not be a matter of 
meanings,but could onl'j be secured through reference. This is in effect what de re 
belief ascripl.ions secure for us - we can use them to exl.ract information across 
diffenmces in belief, to get over the oommunioation gap. Ve use the de re fOl·m 
',~hen '11e want to keep straight our differences in expression but '11'ant to secure 
information. The ascription form just makes it "Kplicit. But then de re belief is not 
a matter of reaching out to the '1~orld; but rather a matter of assessing his remarks 
'W'ith respect. to truth in the light of all 'jour other beliefs. Vhen 'jou assun.e 
responsibilit'j for substitutional commitments for expressions in his belief, \Jou are 
ascribing de re belief. If we distinguish between merel.,! attributing substibItional 
commitment, and undertaking it as ",ell, then if he expresses a belief involving Q 
and 'jou know Q=Q' then if 'jou express what he said in a de re wat,l'jou can <?xtract 
knowledge from his belief using 'jou substitutions. Ve can onl\J extract this 
information if we make this distinction between undertaking and attributing; and 
with this regimentation we are just making explicit "'hat .,las implioit in \Jour 
behaviour. 

Explaining Behaviour . 
Dennett made the point that the de relde dicto distinction is a dist.inction bet'W'een 
two kinds of attribution, not two kinds of belief. Brandom sees this as the 
beginning of wisdom, bul. disagrees '1~ith Dennett about what the difference is in 
the ascriptions. Dennett saw de r" belief as having to do with individuals
Singular terms. Brandom agrees that an'j belief can be ascribed in both wa'js but 
this de,e" not explain l.he relation - it does not suffice to sa'j what th" differenc<? is. 

The above accoun t depends on the pragma tic theor'j of truth according to 
which OBsessing truth is a maU.er of saging which commH.rnents gO'll are willing to 
undertake. 

mcGinn wants beliefs to figure in a caasal explanaUon of behaviour - for 
him such explanation is just a special case of ordinar'j causal explanation. Dennett 
on the other hand sees beliefs as pla\Jing a role in the in ten tional explanation of 
behaviour - a different kind of explanation. On Brandom's stor'j, these mTlst be 
different forms of explanation. To take something as an action (under a 
description) is to see it as the outcome of a chain of pl·actieal reasoning - and this is 
in the norr.c.l.ativ-e or deonUc Ordel". You can at mosl explain whTJ son1.€' action is 
appropriate given the agents commitments attributed in the nan-ow sense. In 
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the deontio order all ',lou explain is whg someone is permiUed or entitled lo aol
',lou explain intentionallg whg someone behaved as they did. The general form of 
the dl?ontio "xplanation is lhat engonl? commill?d to thE'"e prl?misses approprialelg 
ought- is commited to - act in a certain vay. This is not explaining why they did it 
in a causal way. There is no furlher "xplanation of why people in general act 
appropriately. Some people see this as a substantive, empirical assumption of 
rationalilg, bul Brandom disagrees. It is a mislake lo lrg and turn inlentional 
explanation into causal explanation . "'hat needs to be "xplained if angthing is 
violations. Inlentional explanation onlg goes as deep as making sense. This is not 
to saTJ that you cant explain ho·,., it is that people bg and large act as they are 
comrnited to acting. There will be an rrnderiginq causal storg ofwhg people act 
appropriatelg the way they do, in tel"mS of nerve hits etc, but this is not a part of 
intenlional explanation - it is a w holly differenl kind of '?xplanation. Inlentional 
explanation explains how it is appropriate to act - it is not an a$$rrmpUon that 
people acl as the ',I ought (?). Commitments do not stand in causal relations, but 
they do figure in in ten tional explanations. 

Thus although DenneU lalks aboullhe explanation of behaviour bg beliefs 
ben"r than mcGinn, mcGinn is right in se"ing tvo kinds of ascriptions of belief
the de dicta specification relevanlto behaviour ,and lhe de re specification relevant 
to truth ; he has just mistaken the significance, for these just reflect differences 
between aUributing and undertaking commilrnenls. 

methodological SolipsisIn. 
ms was the doctrine that the explanation of behaviour reqTlires a state of the 
individual that p,"eSUppMes nothing oulside th" subjeot. Our won"g was whelher 
this notion even made sense . However in intentional explanation we dont need to 
worrg about ms in this sense, as long as WI? keep to what maUers lo the individual. 
An analogue - in substitutionallg expanding a de dicto belief, you have to keep to 
ccmmitments of the subject - it is nol appropriate to use yoU," own commitments. 
But nothing follows from this about having to characterise his belief in a way that 
do>?s not presuppose angthing aboulthe .rorid. BlIrge·s poinl is thal ',Iou ha ''''' to 
include things about the ""'arId in ',lour charactel"isation. 

Thus if ',Iou read the de re Ide dicto distinction as a difference ir, kinds of 
occurrences of expressions in ascriptions, then ',lou do get an analogue of ms - in 
expanding de diclo beliefs ',Iou can only appeal to the substitutional commitments 
',lou ascribe to S, and not the ones that you gouself undertake. Basicallg Burge 
agrees with this. So Brandor",,'g distinction between reshicted and e::pand"d 
commitment aUribution is just a version of the inner louter distinction en,ployed 
bgmS. 

If the difference between dere and de dicto is what Brandom says it is then 
nothing folio"", about the reslrictions on lhe vocabulm"y you can use lo make 
ascriptions . Burge makes the point that ve just couldnt keep to the restrictions 
ms requires - we couldnt, for example, tIse natural kind terms . 

The Burge point is that ms is disconnecled from the de dicto/de re 
distinction " If lhere are any good argumenls for ms as a research strategg then 
theg must come from 80me other phenomena. 

Strong De Xe Beliefs. 
The sorl of example lhat motivated people lo adopllhis categorg Caslaneda (a 
Sellm"s student) has been thinking about since the "oOs - quasi-indexicals " These 
only m"ise in asoriptions" Suppose ',lou had said "I am on fire" and I want lo ascribe 
the belief to you. The trouble is that ',lou need not believe "11 is on fire" for ang n, 
even if ',lou are n. You might nol know lhat ',lour name is n. There might not be ang 
other expression we can reliably treat as intersubstitutable with ',lour T - so ho,., 
do we attribute such beliefs? Castaneda's proposal is "5 believes thal he himselfi" 
on fire", ,.,here the unusual phrase indicates thal in the undertaking S would ,;nig 
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have TJsed the indexical. People correctly became convinced that Ca.staneda was 
right that there are these cases, but '''Tonglg ooncluded thai, there is a special kind 
<)f b,;oli,;of that could onlg be expr"ssO?d using an indexical or a demonstrative - a 
different kind of belief in virtue of a special connection with thO? object, Thus it was 
concludO?d that thO?re is a distinction between weak and strong de re beliO?fs , But 
this is as bad an inference as the one to the distinction bet ween de re and de dicta 
beli"fs, It is all just a matter ofth" ascription, The,'e is a difference between strong 
(better to call them quasi-indexical) and ordinarg de re ascriptions, but the 
diffenmce is just at the level of ascriptions, From the difference at the level of 
ascription gou can tell "rhat expression 5 would have used in undertaking the 
claim. 

50 in the end there is a three wag difference in ascriptions - de dicta, and 
strong and weak de re, Or rath"r , thO?se orO? differencO?s in the wag expressions can 
function in I,he ascriptions, De dicto ascriptions merelg attribute commitment, De 
1'0. asoriptions und<?l'take it as well; and strong de re ones involve a logical 
difference, But there is no reason to believe that these differences oonespond to 
ang differences in thO? commitments themselves, 

Big Picture, 
From the social phenomenalist pragmatist position, the JTB analg.,is of kno"rledge 
is a >naUe,' of ascriptions of knowledge - just, a maUer of a taking of someone 1,0 

have know'ledge, The belief condition is attributing commitment, and the truth 
condition is undertaking that commitment as '"ell, 

"'hg are ascriptions of knowledge important? Theg are a wag of talking 
about other's beliefs such that we can use them, The tradition has misunderstood 
this social perspectival difference as a maUer of word!wol'ld relation. In s'~m,;o 
sense that is right - gou could gloss knowledge as being true of the world if gou 
wanted , as long 08 gou dont take it too serious!g i.e ,08 long 03 gou dont take it 
theorelioallg, This perspectival difference is crucial to communication , and it is in 
this 'I'ag that kno,,,ledge is important, II'e 'Irm have a fixed point in our 
comnlunication if I can attribute some knowledge to gou, 

Re reference - for beliefto be 'about' something is just fOl' "xpressions in it to 
plag de re role8, 

Brandon). S"eS a 100'ge part of the metaphgsics of the self as stemming from 
a misunderstanding of the relation between undO?rstanding and attributing, 
because undertaking ",as assimilated to attributing, 

Brandom's big metaphgsical cor,omitmO?nt is the difference between 
undertaking and attl'ibuting commitment, He claims he can give an account of 
this difference in t"rms of people's doings, 

De RelDe Dicto vulnerabilit-g: 
Brandom 's approach is in terms of substitutions and commitments - but what is 
controversial is that this is aJl that is going on, Someone might accept this as a 
perfectlg good account ofthe use ofthese ascriptions,but then go on to give an 
aocount, of t,he semantics, The realist, for O?xample, would sog thot it's no accident 
I,hat certain intel'subsl.itutions can be made and others cant - its because gou can 
sland in a certain relaUon to an object. Brandorn's 'and thots all' clause carries a 
lot of weight - he sees it as a challenge to produce something that he cannot 
explain . 

His general account, could be integrated into lots of stories, but just like in 
the ca8e of truth and reference Brandom thinks that there is no longer ang 
mati va lion for doing so, 



c.1. lewis: Mind and the World Order. 

1. Two elements in (ordinary) cognitive experience - the immediate data, given to the mind, and 
interpretation, which represents the activity of thought. 

2. Some theories identify knowledge with pure receptivity: 
- eg tho mystio idontifios roality "ith the given, as does Bergson. 
- in the 'new realism' mind coincides with the object. 

hO\Y'~ver such theories cannot account for the pf)~~:nDi"'f!llJ'- ~rrlJrJ or fll" ~-'fn;t;i:.Jn~1! of 
pr<!d;"/i,;n, ie connections between givens. Further they acknowledge the contribution of the mind in 
ordinary experience . Failure to find the ground of the validity of the interpretative element leads to 
skepticism concerning everday experience - eg the mystic . 

3 . Platonistic theories emphasize the mind to the exclusion of the given data. 
- eg Plato - only the forms are real 
- eg post-Kantian idealism (some discussion) 

however such theories do not necessarily deny the existence of given, uninterpreted data. 

4. Aim - id,mtif" the given. First approximation - the s,msuous. There is a qfl"<!n when I 
perceive my fountain pen which is independent of the .·{.Js:n·fii:.J/ion .... munfn; which I bring to it (and 
which depends on my education, purposes etc.) The given is the same for me and for the savage; the 
given is also constant under different interpretations which I might give it, eg 'poor buy', 'smooth 
biteable' . 

4 .1 The interp'retation is significant in two directions: 

a) the relation of the given to further actual and possible experience; brought 
to the present by a selective memor" but significant w.r.t the future.(???) 

b) the relation of the ginn to interest/action/attitude - the 
interpretation which the given und~rgoes is relative to my future aotions 
(themselves determined by my interests/purposes) and in some sense 
pr<!df'; (s those actions and experience affected thereby. 

~~~~ 4.2 Criteria of the given i) unalterabi1it" relative to our mode of thought, interests 
etc; ii) its character as sensuous feel or quality. Nevertheless we cannot 
dosorib. any givon .}. ",,,,II - tho givon is ineffabl., in desoribing it "e must bring 
it under some category or other. 

5. Clarification of the given. 

5.1 Philosphy must explain experience in the broad sense . However it is entitled to 
abstraction (·the condemnation of abstraction is the condemnation of thought 
itself'); and the given is an abstraction which never exists in isolation. 

5.2 Distinguish the given from sense-data defined by correlation "ith nervous 
processes: 
- before any such corr.,lation of the given "ith nervous processes can be made 

it must be identifiable; and if this is so then the correlation is superfiuous. 
- ·the theory of knowledge is a subject too fundamental to rest upon distinctions 

made in the particular sciences'. 
- no connection with particular sense organs is intended when calling the ginn 

'sensuous' and some givens are in no way strictly sensory eg unpleasantness. 

5.3 Distinguish the given from the object which is presented by the given . The 
whatness of this object involves its categorial interpretation. 

5.4 The given is an abstraction from the unbroken stream of consciousness in the 
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sense that it represents a specious present ; nevertheless the stream is not 
undifferenllated and naturally breaks into parts which are elaborated via 
interpretation; eg perceiving a rug on the floor involves both a break in the given 
and the interpretation of that break as a rug . 

5 .5 A presentation is the given element in an experience of an Object; either a 
specific quale or analysable into a complex thereof. 

6. Broad erred in assigning sense-data a dubious metaphysical status, such that, for example, 
we can make erroneous reports about them. However erroneOUS reports concerning the given can only 
be made in virtue of the fact that the use of '.-nqu.-q<' imports concepts which are n.>1 given. Broad 
forgot that it was of the eSsenCe of Sensum to be sensed, and thought we could be wrong about the actual 
nature of the sensum. 

7 . Summary - the giyen: 
- of its essence that it be qil'<'n; 
- sensuous, unalterable by mode of thought; 
- never discovered in isolation (i.e. an abstraction) . 



• 
C. L Lewis - The Boses of Eml!iricol Knowledge_ 
Chapter 7 of Analysis of Knowledge and Vlllulltion_ 

1. Lewis presents a sort of Quinnn empirioist epistemology. All whioh is knowable must have 
'reference to meanings' which are 'sense-representable' _ Analytic statements have no dependence on 
partioular oooasions of experienoe. Empirical kn .. wledge is grounded in a complex structure of (logical) 
justification-relations to statements at least some of which must be only determir,able with respeot to 
given experienoes. Typically empirical statements reside in the upper stories of our empirical beliefs 
and are not verified or falsified by anyone experience; it is difficult to unambiguously formulate 
stat~m@nts having such.a closp relation to experience s incE' our language imports significance. 

2. Direot perception (the simplest kind of empirical oognition) involves_qualitativelY2Recific 
p'resentation, typically not attended to or vocalised; attempted expression typically involves locutions such 
as "like ... (a description of some objective reality)" (Note - very Quinean - "l"n'lu,,'l" is ''''"'l'''Y 
p,"""mpf"d f<) fM ",-s","fT"')n <),-<)"".;fil'·" ,"""lifi"s ... ") The presentation leads to predictions 
(of experience) which can be verified (corroborated) by subsequent action. But a belief ooncerning the 
objective reality implied by the presentation can never be completely verified as fll"r~ I,..,'" "'h'·"Y,- "" 
further untested implications_ It is no objection that these implications (as to whose particular 
outcomes \'1e implicitly have beliefs also) are infinite since this is the case with all kno\'1ledge. 

3. In knowledge b~ perception the sensory cues are provided by the given presentation but the 
cognitive significance lies in the prediction (envisaged act, expected con"quenoe) based thereon. 

3 .1 Expressive use of language - to formulate a directly presented content of experience -
an appearance, with no assertion of objective reality. 
Objective use ___ _ 

There can be a complete verification of a prediction of experience if presentation, envisaged aot and 
expected consequence are all be described in expressive language. A judgement of this type is called 
tuminating. Judgements of objectiv" fact (e9 that this is a pieoe of white paper) can be corroboraled 
by particular experiences, but never completely verified and thus are non-terminating. (Theoretically they 
could be verified by an unlimited set of experiences and hence are in p'rinciRle translatable into terminating 
judgements and thus in principle Verifiable .) 

4.Three classes of empirical statements : 

4 .1 EXl!r"ssive statements - formulations of what is presently given in experience -
rarely made - difficult to formulate without importing more than is intended. The given 
however does not ,"""uti-" formulation in order to be the essential basis of 
empirical knowledge_ Experience imparts certaint~ to empirical statements via the 
given, the basic facts of experience which are indubitable. 
Such expressive statements are not judgements, and are not knowledg~ because they are 
not subject to any possible error (cf My/O?); they are T IF since we can tell lies about 
them. - ~-l,,- \ 1,W... v.. 0- ~ .. ; lo It- i . 

4.2 Statements of terminatingjudgements i.e. predictions of further possible 
experience, of the form"S being giv.n, if A th.n E", \"h.r. the s.nsory cu. S, the 
envis"g"d -dot A and tht Qxpeoted oonsequenoe E are all in e)(pressiv~ lan9uag~. 
Such statements can be classed as knowledge since the prediction calls for verification. 

4.3 Statements of objectIve rea1lt~~ Th.s. are never certain (conclusiv.ly verifi.d) 
since "no limited set of particular pr.dictions of .mpirical .v.ntualiti.s can completely 
exhaust their significanc . .. . Most .mpirical statements we make are of this form. Th. more 
important such a stat.ment is, the more remote from the given, its eventual grounds. 

5. The distinction between the s.nsory given (th. ultimate ground of all .mpirical knowledg.) and the 
obj.ctiv. reality explains how empirical kno\"l.dg. r.ceives its warrant, and the possibility of an 
objecti". belief's being mistaken . The s.nsory given gi',es rise to .xpressive stat.m.nts and terminating 
judg.ments which thems.lves are the inductiv. grounds for stat.m.nts of objective reality which can 
rtqvqr in pr.aot;o~ bq mor~ th .. n prob~blq. 
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6. Perceptual knowledge involves both something given and an interpretation put upon it in the light 
of past experience . An assertion of objective fact based on a presentation is an interpretation of that 
presentation. The meaning of the interpretation is equivalent to what Ii"OU/d be accepted as a complete 
verification of it; i.e. is given in terms of experience I can envisage; i.e. is given in terms of statements of 
terminating judgements each of which would constitute a partial verification of the objective statement. 

7. 7.1 The cognitive meaning of an objective statement is some (inexhaustible) set of predictive 
statements of terminating judgements each of which represents a theoretically possible 
confirmation (falsification??), plus the present sensory cue which itself constitutes a 
partial verification. 

7.2 While new confirmations never make an objective statement certain, they do increase its 
antecedent p'robability. 

7.3 No problem that the meaning of an objective statement is given by an infinite set of 
statements of possible experience: 
- logically speaking any statement is equivalent to an infinite set of statements. 
- something about 'sense meaning', Chap 1. 
- the objective statement precisely is the way of stating all the interminable consequences. 
- but note that the implication by an objective statement of all its consequences is not 

formall2.gical implication; rather they are implications that can only be discovered by 
'knowing a meaning '. 

8. Operationists appear to explicate meaning via verification which can be complete - the 
application of a given test. However no one test instance yields absolute certainty; it must be repeatable, 
and each sucessful repeat merely adds stronger confirmation that the concept applies in the particular 
case. Secondly the property thus defined will have numerous further consequences, verification of which 
will contribute to the certainty that the concept applies; the operationist has merely dogmatically chosen 
one . (Lewis seems to have confused the me.Jnin'l of the concept with whether it applies in a particular 
case .. . ) 

9. Objection: If objective statements mean what would verify them, then statements about the past 
(eg Cmsar died) become statements about the future. 

Lewis reply - the sense of 'meaning' intended is that of ,-.1me l'ntenniJn and thus the statement can 
be about Cmsars' death in the past and yet mean the same as a bunch of future statements. 

10. Lewis' account of the meaning of objective statements is not subjectivistic since it makes no 
identification of reality with perceptions. Lewis only makes an equivalence of intension between 
statements of objective reality and statements of possible experience. [0'l';:.1! eq(n'I'·.1!eave ot 
,-t.1temenf>- dl)e:i' not imp!II e,~·i:i'tenti.1' MentitlllJt thin'l:i' reterred tl) in tMm. 



Ayer - Foundotions Of Empiricol Knowledge 
The Argument from Illusion, 

1. Exposition of the Argument. 

AyeI'. 

""hy would anyone want to say that we are alva~s only direcUy awal"<' of 
sense-data rather than the material objects themselYes? 

The argument from illusion: (one ase of" the arqrrl1h?n t li"0122 error .. .J 
I) material things may present different appearances to different 

obseryers, or to the same obseryer in diff"ren t condi !.ions - the 
character of the appearance is to some extent causally determined by 
the oonditions and the ObSel'Y"'-. 

2) some appearances are delusive - foilo ~r", onlq qi~'<'n c",rtain 
aSS(f'122pfion;:.~. In such cases the observer oannol be observing the 
material thing direcUy; and yet he is not obser'ling nothing. 

Cone: he is el<periencing sense-data, 
The argument in this form only shows that we experience sense-data 

sOIIletiJ:nes. There must be further arguIIlent to the effect that the object of 
direct a"rm'eness is alva9s a sense-datum; iii!. that the objeot of yeridical 
pel"ception is generically the sam" as the objeot of delusive p"roepticn. 

Further Arguluen t no .1 : 
j) there is no qualitative difference between the yeridioal and th" 

delusiye appearanoes - from the oharacter of the experience it..~",ff 'ITe 
oannot tell if it is yeridical or delusive. 

2) if we were penei'ling different types of things then there would be 
some qualitative diff"renee - op",n to qa .. ",tion.: and not an 
"'122piricaf matt",r. 

Cone: we must alway:;: be peroei'ling the same type ofthing, and 
sinoe these are sometimes sense-data, they must always be 
sense-data. 

Further Arguxnent, no 2: 
II yeridical and delusive experiences form a continuous series both 

with respect to their qualities and the conditions under which they 
obtain; 

- continue as for Arg no.!. 
Further Argument no 3: 

I) all pel'ceptions are eausa1l9 dependent on external and internal 
oonditions; 

2) material things are observer independent - op",n to qr;:",,,,Uon.: 
Cone: what we imme>diately experience are not matel'ial objects. 

2, Evoluotion of the Argument from Illusion, 

Suppo"e 'Ire take the conclusion as a matter of fact, "Te can conclude that in 
ordel' to account for our perceptual experience it is not 0 to maintain that any of 
our experience., are delTlsive; and that, the oonclusion is really only a matter of 
language. 

It doesnt follow that we alva9s perceive sense-data rather than material 
things since each of the further arguments contains a questionable premiss, that 
can be denied "tithout self-contradicUon, and is not an empirical maHer. 
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lndeed~ certain ass'U.J:n.ptions are needed to show even that.. we sOlD.et.im.es 
perceive sense-data. The 'contradiction' that a stick is both crooked and straight 
does not follow from our perceptions alone, but needs the assumption that the sUck 
doesnt change shape between perceptions. Another tl,lpical assumption is that two 
observers with different perceptions al'e nevertheless looking at the same thing. 

The empirical evidence for these assumptions is a maHer of our being able to 
find a certain order among our experiences. Someone could adopt a different set 
of assumptions and maintain that we alwal,ls perceive material objects: we cannot 
refute him, since he agree .. with us on all appearances . Our d i .. agreement is realll,l 
onll,l a maHer of how 'ofe choose to describe the phenomena - about our respective 
languages, Since he often uses the same words, theee must often have different 
meanings for him . The m08t we can do is point out that his sl,letem is more 
cumbersome. 

3, The Introduction of Sense-data, 

Can we have delusions, while still perceiving material things in tile ordinary 
slilnse? 

Al,ler - accounting for all the empirical facts does not Dll,l require any revision 
in our ordinarl,l speech. The word "perceive" is alIlbiguous: one use entails the 
existence of its object (in some form) while the other does not. The former sense is 
not ap'p'licable to delusions; I didn't really perceive the object, I onll,l til 0 uqil t I 
did. In the latter sense I <'an perceive a unicorn without being committed to its 
existence (in anl,l fonn). The onll,l problem is to keep the usages distinct. 

Advocates of the sense-datum theorl,l are appll,ling the existentialll,l committing 
form of "perceives·· to both delusive and veridical experiences. The argument goes: 

I) we have delusiye perceptions; 
2) since percipi =) esse,and the object cannot be the material thing, it 

must be a sense-datum. 
3) since veridical and delusive are not quaJitatiyell,l distinguishable, then 

as a rul .. o[ Janquaq .. thel,l must have the same object; 
4) hence in all cases one is directIl,l aware of sense-data. 

This does not embodl,l anl,l factual discoverl,l, but just recolIlmending a nev 
verbal usage which we will accept if it is a better tool for our special purpose, 
which is to anall,lze the relation of our sense-experiences 1,0 the p,'opositions we put 
forward concerning mal,erial things. 

Advantages of the sense-datum language: I) it enables us to refer to the 
contents of our expe,-iences '11ithout ,'efering to the matE-l-ial things; 2) it lal,ls dovn 
a.n unambiguous conwntion. 

Thus A~er accepts the conclusion of the Ql'gument from illusion, that all 'of'" 
ever pel'ceive are sense-data, but not as a fact about experienoe, onll,l as an 
adoption of a certain wal,l of speaking that has no possible emph'ical consequences, 
but is onll,l more 0" less convenient. 

4_ Misuses of the Argument from Illusion, 

misuse I: that the ",odd of sensible p'henom"na is SE>lf oontradictor>J, 
Al,ler - onll,l propositions about the phenomena could be self contradictorl,l; 

and eVE>n the actual propositions we do use, treating appearances as 
mere appearances, are OK, Even if we abolish the appeQl'ance realitl,l 
distinction we need not be self-oontradictorl,l if we adopt certain other 
assumptions about the constitution of material things. 
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misuse 2: it is always fals" that certain sensibl" gualities lit"rally charact"ris" 
mat"l'ial thing~ - a use ofthe causal argument that since appearances depend on 
conditions of the environment and the Obso?l'ver, there is no ground for b"lieving 
that we ever reallT. perceive the things themselves. 

AT,)er - we define the real properties in tf?rms of certain of the 
appearances; hence the conditions under which those conditions arise 
are irrelevant iii!. do not prevent us from knowing the real properties. 

misuse 3: that the testimony of the senses is not to be relied up-on eg Descartes 
Ayer - Descartes' errors are all errors of inductive inferenoe; the fact 

that induction sometimes fails ua is not good reason for throwing awaT,) 
the whole process.ln the case of dreams, ascertaining that we are not 
dreaming now is also a matter ot induction on the coherence of 
experience; consequenU":! we can never be certain that. we are not 
dreaming; however it was wrong to ask for certaintT,) here anT,)waT,). 

5. Theories of Perception as Alternative Languages. 

misuse 4: refutation of naive RealisDl (Price) 
A'gQY - alreadTJ disoug~Qd - if we aye using "to perc9iVQ" in a 

non-commiHing waT,), then the argument fron"> illusion cannot be used 
to refute the idea that it is alwaT,)s a material thing that we see or 
touch. If he is using a commiting sense, then he is OnlT,)l·efuted so long 
as he adheres to our ordinarT,) usage; but he can change his usage and 
his assumptions. 

naive realism is incompatible with the s"nse-datum theorT,) but it is not the case 
that one is true and one false for theT,) are not really alterna tif"" theoriesin 
the normal sense. These alternative ·theories' are designed to cover all possible 
experiences and her.ce no possible empirical evidence could decide between them, 
and we cannot deduce from them anT,)thing we dont all'eadT,) know. Objections to 
versions of naive realism tend to be purelT,) linguistic . Alternative 'theories' are 
reallT,) just alternative languages - alternative recommendations concerning the 
waT,) we are to describe the empirical facts. 

note that there is the 'theory of appearing' which is the proposal that we just 
go on talking of perception as we normallT,) do. VIe could well USE' this - it wouldnt 
lead to our saT,)ing anT,)thing false - but the sense-data language maT,) well be more 
convenient. The aim is to eliminate the ambiquityofthe ordinarT,) talk. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 

Chapter 11 - The Nature of the Given. 

Carnap (the problem of the nature of sensE'-data is a matter of conventionallT,) 
choosing what sorts of wOl·ds are to occur in observations sentences) is vrong in 
I.hat while adopting I.he sense-data acoount rather than 8aTJ naive r<?alism is a 
matter of linguistic convention, neverthE'less having adopted this account there 
are E'mpirical que8tions within it as tQ th" natur<? of sense-data. 

"'hat is it we direcUT,) observe? If we use aJ a physical criterion then 
sense-data can havE' propE'rties which we do not obsE'rYe,and if we use bJ a 
pS'gchological criterion theT,) can appE'ar to have properies theT,) dont have ; 
either oase leads to an assimilation to material things w<? wish to avoid. 

Re aJ: Vle believe that not all of ~,hat 'I'" expE'rience is reaIlT,) giv"n primaril-y in 
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CO,,"" where the appea,'ane" is at vo.ria nee w ith ph']sical theor,] (eg where I see a 
round coin although the sense-datum is 'reall~ ' ellipt.ioalJ; a suggestion is that we 
b'ansform our a ctual sense- datum to bring it into accord with realit~ in the light 
of pa s t experience, and that this can be test ed in cases '~here we are robbed of our 
motif,,=, for doing this,such as wh,m we put a screen around the black sheet and 
the white sheet, A~er - 1) dubious since we cannot rule out the gestalt account of 
the effect; and 2) s t ill do"snt make it 0 to d ist.inguish properties that sense- data 
appea r to have from ones the~ reall~ have - the issue is a linguistic one, the 
choice of a method of description, and it is preferable not to introduce the 
appearancelrealit~ distinction into sense- data - stick to the picture that 
sens e- data reall~ have the properties the~ appear to have, This also excludes the 
possibilit~ of unnotic ed sense-data, 

Re b): it is argued that eensQ-dala can have unnotioed pl"Operties since we 
might discOvel' further properties if we scrutinized them more cloael~, But - A~er
wh~ assume that the scrutinised one is the same as the p,'evious one? The answer 
depends on a choice of convention; an.:i A~er adopts I,he convention which 
reinfor ces the distinction between sense-data and material things, So for instance 
while Russell arguesl,hat the intransitivit~ of indiscel'nable changes supports the 
view t h at sense- data can have unsensed properties, A~o?r denies that 
indiacernabilit~ of sense-data should be a transitive relation, 

Thus we do not need to adopt the appearance I realit~ distinction for sense-data 
and as a convention it is pl'eferable that we dont,aalong as we make sense- data 
suffici"nU~ different fl'om n,aterialthings .. note that we can still lie about them or 
misdescribe them thl'ough verbal error, 

A~er's account imposes no a priori restrictions on perc€'ption and could be used 
to appl~, for example, 1,0 extra-s"nsor~ perception, 



Chisholm 

Chisholm - The Myth of the Given, 

n), Two essential theses of empirical philosopht,) (the doctrine of the given): 
(A) knowledge is a structuH' supported bt,) a foundation; 
(B) the foundation consists in apprehension of sE?nsE?-data/thE? given, 
A third associated thesis: 

(C) the onlyapprE?hension which is thus basic to the structurE? of knowledge 
is our apprehension of the given ("appearances"), 

Chisholm - (A) and (B) are true vhile (e) is false _ We are led to the doctrinE? 
ofthe given when we attempt to answer certain questions about justili'cation, 

(2), A justification regress on premisses must end with self-justified beliefs or 
staternents, The doctrinE? ofthe given beoomes ,'eformulated as: 

(A) evert,) statement is justified in part bt,) some self- justified statement; 
(B) there Ql'e statements about appearanoes which justift,) themselves, 

( (C) there are no other self-justifier" J 

(3) POInIS OF VIEV: 

(4) "The qTlestions about justification which g-ii'l: rise to the problem are based 
on false assuxnptions and therefore should not be asked at all," 

Chisholm: the questions have been phrased in a misleading- ~raybt,) some 
philosophers; fo,' ""ample when oast in terms of doubt/c<>rtaint.J' "There is a clock 
on the mantelpiece" rnat,) well be certain while justified w'ith respect to other 
statements, The questions have also been vrongl9 cast as questions of verification 
(eg Dewet,)),or as challeng.§@presupposingthatonedoesnt have the knowledge, 

The questions about justification however, if put p,'operlt,), are not based on false 
assumptions, Our enquirt,) p'resup'p'oses that there is justified knowledge and seeks 
xn~l'el'9 to elucidate its nature. 

(:'I) Regressive principle - "evert,) claim needs to be justified bt,) somE? other 
jTlstified claim ," 

Reichenbach's probabilistic epistemologt,) t,)ields this sort of principle and in the 
end requires a foundation of 'blind posits', Chisholm: this is a reductio - ,.,e need to 
rejeot R's first premiss, that to justift,) accepting a p,'oposition it is necessQl't,) to show 
that the proposition is probable, 

(6) The coherence theor9 oftruth - defines truth as st,)stema tic consistenct,) and 
8uggests that justification can be circular - "a is justified wrt b which is justified wrt 
to a", However a theo1't,) oftruth is not a theort,) of justification and we must al'lfat,)s 
ask wht,) we are justified in believing of a oe,'tain proposil.ion that it is a member of an 
approp" iate consistent set, 

(7) Then must we have a stopping place? Vlhat do '1fe sat,) about the stopping 
place? 

Car nap - acceptance rule: ant,) trivial observation statement is OK - Chisholm
questions of justification cannot stop with observation for we can alwat,)s ask "how do 
I know that it is an A that I observe? Further there may be situations where seeing
an A does not justift,) a belief "there is an A" (eg seeing a thief), 

The stopping place (following Hempel) is an experiential stateIIlent such 
that to describe its evidence vould just be to repeat the experiential 
statexnent itself, 

(8) Such statements are self-justif9ing (01' another wat,) of sot,)ing the same 
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thing - neither justified nor unjustified) . A claim i" self-jusUfging for a person if 
their justification is simplg thai, it is true, St,atementa of belief are an example - to 
be justified in believing that gou believe 13 is just to believe 13. Such statements I) are 
the atoIHling.Rlace about w hich questions of justification should not arise; and 2) can 
be used to jusUfg other statements. 

mote that in ordinal'T,) usage to sag that gOTJ be/ie f~ that gou believe Il is to implg 
that gou ar" not entirelg oertain about J3.l 

Claims concerning mang othe,' psgchological attitudes - such as hoping, 
desiring, loving, hating , and 'seeming' and 'thinking' - are self-justifging; note that 
this refutes part (C) ofthe doctrine ofthe given whioh maintained that only 
statements of appearances are foundational . note also that 'seeing' and 'perceiving' 
(presumablg in Ager 's 'oommiting' sense) are not. 

(9) Appearances, "Appear-words " lead to another class of self-justifging 
statements. The substantivo.l "appearance" has an advo.ntage over the verb "appears" 
in that I,he latter requires a subject. 

Philosophers who talked of the "empiricallg given" were re"tricting thems"lv.,,,to 
self-justifging statements concerning appearances; theil' critics argued that such 
state,nents are not self-justifging. 

no) It is argued (eg Reichenbach) that statements of appearances a r e not 
self- justifging because theg involve comparison to formerl-g seen objects, Chisholm -
"this appears white" should be cqnstrued not as "this appeal'<' the wag white things 
appear",but as "this appem'sthe wag things which appear white appear" - we 
oompare not with things but with appearanoes. 

Can , .. e do awaT,) with thE' comparison altoget,her? Comm IIni~a lion requil'es 
cmnparison of the familiar; but I can pr"dioate to m yselt' without comparison. 
"Appear" statements are onl~ self- justif-ging if we reject the view that to think about 
a thir,g is to relate it to other things - and this is Q question Qbout thoag-ht,not 
communication. 

Theories of thought whioh relate thinking about something to other things (eg 
Levis who relates grasping present experienoe to futun? experience - ffi'WO) make it 
im.pos8ible to hay"" ,,-el1'-justifging statements and thus invoke scepticism - reduotio. 

'We can think about sOl'nething as having certain prope"ties ",ithout OI-g ,'elating it 
to other things. 

It might be argTJed I,hat to sag "this appears white" makes referE'nce to all sorts of 
a.ssumptions about the way "white" is 'Used and that t.hus 'gou cannot make an 
appearance statE'ment , .. ithout referring to other things. But this confuses nrhatgou 
sa\) (refer to) with gour assumptions concerning the adequaog of the form of 
expression. 

(11) A claim is justified not onl-g be the given but also all the claims made en route 
from the gi ",,,n to the original clahn. It follows tho t there ar" at leo.st three 
additional tgpes of stopping place,concerned with memor-g, perception, and the 
a priori. 

Re memorg - thai, m-g present claim is justified depends on m-g remembering 
oth"r claims etc. But m"morg is not self-juslif~ing - onl-g seeming- to r"member is; 
so , .. e need a rule of evidence whioh allows transition from seeming to remembe,' to 
remen"lbering; Chisholm proposes a version of coherence wilh othel" n."!emories. 

Similarl-g for perception. 

(12) Thus there are self- justifging statements which form the foundation of our 
knovledge (i e .the doctrine of the giYE'n is true) but these are not ,'estricted to 
appearance8 (i f2 .the phenomenalistic vemion is wrong). 



Price - Perception - Chapter 1 - The Given, 

All our beliefs are based directlT,l or indirectlT,l on perceptions (sight and touch) of 
Inacroscopic objects. Price airn - e"aInine these experience" and how theT,l justif9 the 
beliefs. Science cannot do this for us as it cannot discuss grounds/justification and it tells us 
onlT,l ~a(J"S'~S' and not what the perceptions ar~. 

Looking at a tomato, onlT,l the existence and presence to consciousness of the direct (no 
inference or other intellectual process) visual sensation (red hEre now) is indubitable. 

Arg: There must be some sort of direct presence to consciousness or else we 
have an infinite regress. 

being given - this peculiar and ultimate manner of bEing present to consciousness; 
sense-datu - data of this special sort; acquaint.ance with them is sensing . Sense- data 
differ from other data bT,l I) giving rise to belief in material things; and 2) being senSllOllS, 
mole - all differences arise in the nalure of lhe dala and nol in the manner of acquainlance J 

That there are no sense-data: 
1) The A p'riori thesis, - il is impossible lo apprehend somelhing without 

appl'ehending at least some of its qualities and relations; hence we are activelT,l thinking 
(classifing); hence there is no simple given. Price - I) lhis onlT,l proves lhat nothing is 
m~r~lf1 given to mind, not that nothing is given at all ; 2) to think about anT,lthing requires 
a given subject maHer, and cannol alwaT,js, without regress, be brought there bT,l previous 
I,hinking. 

2) The EInp'irical Thesis, - it is in fadt impossible to discover anT,l sensO?-data, for anT,l 
purported instance is subject to interpretation. 

Price - ~ - 'interpl'etation' might mean 'effects of association' . If so then the facts are 
as stated but theT,l do not prove no data exist,since: 

I) association is a relation so thO? data are required as one side . 
2) clearlT,l specifT,ling what is there bT,l association requires specifT,ling what is 

not there bT,l association - i f.i. the dala. 
3) ~ri2at is given bT,l asociation maT,l be previous data eg coldness. 
4) the distinction between the given a8 itl'eallT,l is and the given a8 it appears 

(which the objector has been relT,ling on) is untenable (cf AT,lerl. 
These errors have arisen lhrough confusing whal is given to consciousness wilh what is 

gi ven to, for example, the retina ; confusing the phT,lsiological and the phenomenological. 
!! - 'Inlerpretation' rnight mean 'thinking' - lo interprel something maT,l be to regard 

that it has a certain characteristic. An argument goes - we could not kno." the given 
because we cannot describe it since lhe acl of describing !thought) 
allel's/destroT,Jsllransforms it ; one might believe this because: 

I) describing. somethi~6aornething we do, difficult eto; this wOl'k musl 
al:{~~t the given.. jus t rejects t hat intellectual aclivitT,l affects its 
object (unlike practical activilT,lL 0' 

2) to analyse the given is t o break it up. Jt!Y,Ms rejects this also - analT,Jsing 
discovers,detects etc but does not dissect,deslroT,J. Comparison also does 
not affect its objectlsl. Likevise , sT,Jnthesis is the discovering of an 
objective complex that was there all along. (J;.."u, 

3) attending. to an object allers it eg it becomes more clear. 1e'rls - to change 
from generic to delerminate is nol change al all,since change is the 
passage from one character to another of equal detel'minateness; the 
increase in determinateness is simplT,l in our mode of apprehension, nole 
that this point also presupposes that generic objects can exist ,,,hich is 
an absurdilT,J . 

Another argument goes - not the given but its qil""nn~S'S'is destroT,Jed bT,Jthe attempt to 
know il. . Le·"is - il is simplT,Jthat a datum is no longer m~r~lf1. a datum once reflecled on 
and described. How could we desoribe something without b'-'ing acquainted with it? 

Things ve are not commiled to : 
- that sense-data p~rS'iS't when not being sensed ; 
- that several minds can be acquainted with lhe S'am~sense-data ; 

- anT,lthing about the metaphT,lsical S'ta t (J";,'of sense-data; 
- anT,l viev about their oJ"iqin. 

Sense-dal.a are simplT,l the neutral, indubitable starling point of anT,J th'-'Ol'T,l of perception. 



Em[!iricism ond the Philoso[!hy of Mind. 

1. An Ambiguity: in Sense-datum Theories. 

I. Aim of the attack - the all pervasive framework of givenness - not just specific 
varieties such as sense-data. 

2. Distinguish the act of sensing from the object which is sensed, the sense 
content . 

3. The point of the given is to acl as an epistemological foundation -
non-inferential knowledge of malter of fact. 

Conflict - parliculars are sensed but facts are known. 
The sense-datum theorist must say eithel· that partic1Ilars are sensed 

(sensing is not knowing but might still be connected with non-inferential K), or that 
facts are sensed and sensing is knowing. 

4. He wants to say that particulars are sensed but sensing is knowing. He can do 
that if slipulates a sense of 'knc.w' in which to "ense a sense content is to 
(non-inferentially) kno"", a sense content as being of a certain character; this is 
called K by acquaintance. 

5. Here, since we are in effecl analysing sensing in terms of nIK ("x senses red 
sense content s" becomes "x nc.n-inferentially knows that s is red ") the notion of IlIG: 
is somehow basio. And yet sense-datum lheorisls have pullhe carl before lhe horse 
and made the notion of g-if'>'nn ... ssbasic. 

- those who regard senging as an unanalysable acl are done - they have 
gevered the connection between sense- contents and nIK. 

- those who analyse it are probably going to sneak the answer in lhe 
back door bg doing so in lhe game wag as lheg would nIKing. 

Classioally (eg moore) sense-datum lheorisls analysed sensing in non-epislemic 
lerms; however il is a radical mislake lo lhink ep'islemic facls can be analysed 
wilhoul remainder inlo non-ep'istemic facls. 

Th.. nray for th.. s .. ns .. -datum th .. orist to r .. concil.. s .. nsing
particulars and kno~ring- facts is to stipulat .. a s .. ns ... of 'kno~r' ~rhich is 
juS't 's .. nS'ing-' that a ", .. ns@ con t@nt has a particular charact .. r.: th uS' h@ 
must tal.' ... kno~ring- as basic. HOf,r"' f'>'r Jllost g-uys took th ... g:/f'>'n as 
basic . Th .. y thoug-ht th@y could analys .. th@ .. pist ... mic into th@ 
non - "'pist"'J22ic and thiS' is a radical mistak .... 

6. Anolher sense in which sense-dala have been taken as fundamenlal is lhal 
they (the ability to have them) are not acquired; and yet the classificatory 
judgement is an acquired ability. So we get: 

Inconsistent lriad: 
A. X senses red sense contenl 5 enlails X non-inferentially knows lhal S 

is red. 
- abandoning- this has s ... nsing- non -cog-nitif'>' . . . 

B. The abilily to sense sense contents is unacquired. 
- abandoning- thi,,' cuts s"'ns@ cont@nts otT ti·oJ" 
ordinaJ·y talk 01" s .. nsations .... 

C. The abililg to knc.w faots oflhe form X is 5 is acquired. 
- abandoning- this is' not nominalistic .... 

.!>enS'@-data haf'>' also b ..... n tak .. n as' fundam .. ntal in that or .. dont 
haf'>' to l ... aJ"n anything- in ord ... r to haf'>' th ... m.: and y ... t ~r@ haf'>' just 
analys@d th@ qif'>'n in t@rms 01" an acquir@d ability, th@ ability to ha,'>' 
classit'ica tOJ·f! non -intiu· ... ntial kn<,~rl ... dg-... .' V... 122 ust r ... j ... ct ... ah .. r th ... 
anaJy$'i~~ OJ" thtil idfilG that s~n$'ing is innatfil/ OJ" th~ id.,a that jrrd9"inff i ... 
acquir ... d ... ... / 
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7, The classical concept of a sense datum looks to be a mongrel of (I) the idea of 
(unlearnt) inner episodes making eg seeing possible; and (2) the idea of inner 
nIKings as the foundation of empirical knowledge, 

(J) arises from a general tactic of explaining illusory experience scientifical1y by 
positing an intermediary sensation whose cause is only typical1y the object 
suppoSE?dly perceived, But why should lhis intermediary be taken as epistemic? The 
answer is that if we do we can use them for another purpose : consider 

Empirical knowledge must be based on a veridical class of 
experiences, Since 'seeing that the facing surface of a physical 
object is red' is not DIy veridical, and lhat there is no way of 
telling by inspection whether it is or not, lhe foundalion cannol 
include this sort of experience, 

We appropriale lhe intermediary sensations as lhe foundation of empirical 
knowledge, 3 confusions facililale lhis: 

(I) pigeonholing sensations wilh lhoughts (j e , as cognitive) due lo lhe 
grammatioal similarily; 

(2) supposing sensations far more intimalely relaled lo menlal 
processes than external physical objects; 

(3) lhinking it doesnl make sense lo s peak of unveridical sensations, 

Thus the oon ''>i'n7enOe of" tnro qeneral strateqies - e:(plaininq Illusion 
hg positinq interl21ediarg sensations, and requirinq that our f"oundation 
of" E,K. he en til'elg ''>i'ridioal - has led to qe/TgJ22anderinq a ooncept oJ'the 
ti'rst to the use oJ' the second ,ria three h",lptul contusions . 

I I. Another Language? 

B. As a means of explicating It:ger's alternative language proposal , Sel1ars 
introduces codes - a syslem of symbols representing complete sentences; logical 
relations between them are parasitic on those bel ween lhe senlences. A code symbol 
might have parts serving as eg mnemonic devices reminding us of the con lent of 
lhe ser,lence. 

9. Sensl>- datum senlenCl>s might be suoh "flags". Logioal r"lation" would only 
oblain between them if they obtained bel,,,een the underlying sentences . Thus their 
surfac" form is misleading and th"ir compon"nts ar" not ful1 blood"d but merely 
clues. 

9.1. Qua code, sense- datum sentences have no surplus value, ie. they do not 
explain or clarify 'looks' talk. Thl>orl>tioal languag" oan do th" lall"r but only 
because il has a cerlain degree of aUlonomy with respect to the observation 
language} i R . some Burpl U il va.l ue . 

Thus if Ayer thinks that sense-datum talk is both 1) merely another 
language (code), and 2) ezplanatory, then he is trying to ha ..... his cake 
and eat it, 

""Sense contents seem to bE? lrE?atE?d as lheorE?tical entities, to be used in the 
construction of persons and physical objects out of patterns of sense contents i e. out 
of looking'''; this would be the cash value of introducing the sense-datum code. But 
there are insuperable difficulties with this proposal. 

III. The Logic of 'Looks' , 

10. Examine the two ideas that have been merged in sense- datum theories lo see 
how lhat which survives criticism in each is properly to be combined wilh the 
olher. Hence examine inner episodes . 

Previous attacks on lhe given have 
(I) attacked lhe very idea of inner episodes eg verificationism; Sel1ars 
will argue that the mylh can be dispel1ed without such r""orts; 
(2) rejected the episodes as the foundation of empirical knowledge. But 
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it depends on why they so reject it .... 

11. Philosophers have taken 'x looks A to S' as a triadic relatioD R(x,y,z); then 
asked if this is analysable or explainable in terms of sense-data. Others 
(correctly) reject this attempt; such sentences are not relations and do not need 
snese-data either for analysis or explanation. iJ.j ~L..... 1tJJ ""uk, ().,.. "': •. ,tJ.., vi rJ..,M'1 II.. t.." L ... ~ 

t.V\ ~,,"l"":r ... l .. tf ~ ~l.. 

12. "Being red" is logically prior to "Ioo):inq red" since "the sense in which 
things look red is, on the face of it, the same as that in which things are red ." 

However it is a 0 truth that 

x is red <=> x would look red to standard observers in standard conditions; 

and this suggests We could define 'being red' in terms of 'looking red' . 

13 . To get out oHhis there are two things to do: 
(1) show that "x looks red to S" is not an unanalysable triadic or diadic relation; 
(2) show how the 0 truth above can hold without this leading to a definition of "x 

is red ". 

14 . The only l ·epol·lthat John can make about the necktie, while inside, is that it 
is green; when he stifles this report and says that it is blue he is stating a tact 
that is the conclusion of an inJ"erence. 

15 . If John says "it Joo):s green" we might take this as a new kind of report of a 
mnimal objective fact to be analysed in terms of sense-data. Sellars rejects this 
approach. 

Yet it does look like it has a reporting role - so ....,hat does it report? 

Hi. To describe an experience as a 'seeing that· is to characterise it as a 
propositioDal clailD and to endorse that claim. Thus it goes further than 
describing it as a 'looking' even though both refer to indistinguishable experience. 

16 .1. The basic description is "Jones sees that x is green" - this makes a 
propositional claim and endorses it - applies the semantioal concept of truth to 
that experienoe. (Also involved of course is something like a 'visual experience' .. J 
If the !luestion of "to endorse or not to endorse" has arisen, we can say: 

(l) "x loo):sgreen to Jones" - this removes the endorsement. 
(2) "x lllereJylooks green to Jones" - explicitly rejects the endorsement . 
(3) "I see that x is green" - explicitly adds the endorsement given that the 

qu&sUon has arisen. 

17. Anal-gsis of "looks": "X looks green to Sat tOO is saying that S has that kind 
of experience which, if one were to endorse the propositional claim it involves, one 
would characterise as seeinq x to be gre,m at t. 

Advo.ntages: (1) We can have parallel treatments of Qualitative (ho~'it looks) 
VB ellistential (~'hat looks) lookings: saying "that tree looks bent" is endorsing 
that there if! a tree there but not endorsing its being bent, while saying "there looks 
to be a bent tree there" is witholding endorsement all round. 

(2) it explains lDerel-g generic lookings, since "looking" is an epistemfc fact 
about objects rather than a natural fact. 

18. "Looking green" presupposes "being green", which presupposes an ability to 
lell by looking, which presupposes knowing what circumstances under which to 
look, i Ii! circumstances under which things look whal they are. 

Thus our 0 lruth "x is red <=> x looks red to standard observers In standard 
conditions" is 0 because "standard conditions" means conditions in which things 
look ....,hat they are - it is analytic when this is substiluted . 

19 . BolislD (cf logical atomism): since having the concept "being green" 
presupposes an ability to ten by looking under the right circumstances, ....,hich in 
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turn presupposes some notion of notioing peroeptible oharaoteristios, one oouldnt 
form the concept unless one alread'g had it, That is, the concept "being green" comes 
onl'g as one element of a batler'g, 

20 , Logioal atomist response: the logioal space of sense-oontents has the 
independence characteristic of empiricism and is more fundamental than the 
logical spaoe of ph'gsical objects, 

Sense-datum theorist response: It ma'g .."ell be wrong to anal'gse "being red" in 
terms of "looking red" (and thence into the redness of red sense contents) but we 
dont need to do that - we can anal'gse "being red" dini'~tly into sense contents, 
Sellars response - where do you oome by the framework of sense contenla? my 
anal'gsis of "x looks red to S" has not revealed an'g, 

IV, E~laining Look.s, 

21, Aim - chase out the intuition the sense-datum theorist is getting at, 
Question: Is the fact that an object looks to be red and triangular to be 

eXp'lained in terms of an impression of a red triangle? 
One problem is that the redness of the imprC'~~i~n is the 

same as the redness objects look to have which is the same in 
turn as the redness they d~ have; thus something categorially 
different from ph'gsical objects is required to have the same 
redness, Can redness attaoh to an'gthing non-physical? 

A response to the question is that our ever-gda-g explanations of looking are 
perfecU'g sound, and these make no reference to 'immediate experiences' eto, 
However we might be able to find bC't tC'r explanations, 

22 , Other additional eXp'lanations of "x looks red": 
(1) (a) deducing it from laws formulated entirely in terms of observables (b'g 

analog'g with PV=nRT, the gas law); 
(b) ahC' main ~nC'".J By invoking a theor'g of perception in which immediate 
experiences are theoretical enUties,pla'glng a role analogous to that of the 

molcules of the kinetic theory , 
- the trouble is that no-one has thought of immediate experiences as 

posfalafC'd; they have been taken as "the most untheoretical of 
entities" , 

(2) 'lJe discover that existential and qualitative lookings contain as components 
items which are properl'g referred to as eg 'the immediate experience of a red 
triangle' , 

Sellars i$ ~on$I"derinq pO$$ible e.rplanati~n$ ol'an obje~t$ lookinq red , 
Firsf thel'e is fhC' e,,,,,rday one ,'hich i~ tine bat ,'e J21iqhf be able to ti'nd 
one that i$ more $ear~hinq, Se~ond there are t.,o $~ientill~ analoqy 
type e.'(planation$ - that ,'e ti"t it into a ~et ol'la.'s tormrrlatC'd prrrely in 
term$ 01' ob$er,'Uble$ liike the qa$ la"$I, or reqard iJ22mediate 
C',rperiC'n~es as p~stalafed anobsC'r,'UblC's - theol'etI<:al entitiC's - {a~ in 
kineti~ mole~rrlar theoryl, Thirdly ,'e miqht jrr~t Ilnd immediate 
C',rpC'I'iC'n~ .. s a;; "~J22pon .. nts 01' 100kin'7~, This third aU .. rnati,,,,, in "olt""s 
the myth 01' the qi,,,,,n and mrr~h 0/' the paper i~ de,,,,ted to,'ard~ 
kno"kin'7 d",,'n th., myth in fhil>' torm, ThaI>' h., '7o.,~ on fo r .. ~~nl>'id"l' hil>' 
o,'n a~~orrnt 01' qrralitati,,,,, 100A:inq, aiminq e,,,,,ntrrally to ma):e ~ome 
~ .. nse 01' th .. notion 01' "immediat .... ,rp .. I'i .. n"C' " , His ti'nai a~~oant ,'ili b .. 
$omethinq like the $e~ond thC'oreti~ai C':rpianation .. , 

(al Seeing that x, over there, is red 
(b) Its looking to one that x,over there,is red 
(c) Its looking to one as if there ,,,ere a red object Ovel' there 

all have a common propositional content, namel'g that x over there is red; the'g 
var'g in their degree of endorsement; and the'g have a common descriptive 
content, which is only indir .. ~tJy speoified, by implying that if the COmInon 
proposillonal content .."ere true , then all these sltuallons would be cases of $eein'7 



that x,over there,is red. This raises the question - vhat is the intrinsic 
nature of the common descriptive content? 

23. To characterise the descriptive content more directlT,j would utilise the qualitT,j 
red; however the descriptive content itsel[ could not be red unless redness could be 
prT,jed awaT,j from phT,jsical objects. 

One line of argument that red aHaches to non- phT,jsical things has it that ",e onlT,j 
ever see red aarfacea,and surfaces are two dimensional and hence not phT,jsical. 
Response - such a sophisticated notion as a two dimensional surface maT,j have a 
place in some theorT,j,but certainlT,j n ot in anT,j analT,jsis of ordinarT,j perceptual 
discourse. FundamentaUg onl-g phgsical objects are red , aJote - no oritel'ia 
of"primaoy of"sense and literalness of" at tribution .. .1 

V, Imp-cessions and Ideas: a Logical Point, 

24. Is the common descriptive content an experienoe? ProbablT,j not - for 
although seeing that x, over there, Is red, Is an experiencing, it doesnt follow tha t the 
descriptive content is itst>lf an t>xperit>ncing. 

However it is a componEmt in an experit>nced statt> of affairs, and perhaps in that 
st>nse wt> could saT,j that it is experienced. But then what kind of experience is it? mot 
a red one , for red is aHacht>d onlT,j to phT,jsical objt>ctsJ Is there a name (which is not 
just shorthand .. J for this kind of experience? V111 return to this later .... 

Problem: doesnt "st>nsation of red triangle" entail the existence of a red and 
triangular item and henct> (since onlT,j phT,jsical objects are red) a red and triangular 
physioalobjeot? ie.dot>snt even "st>nsation of red trianglt>" commit us too far 
existt>ntiallT,j, namelT,j to tht> existence red objects? 

Ve could assimilate 'sensation of red triangle' to "believes in golden 
mountain" - i e. to propositional attitudes. Gut there is no need to do this; 
for all we want is tht> non-extt>nsional context,and thus tht>re is no reason to 
assimilatt> to propositional aHitudt> contt>xts rather than to modal contexts or 
whatt>ver. In fact wt> could avoid assimilation altogether and have "sensation of" in a 
non- extensional cont .. xt all of its own. 

That is, to account for the intensionalit-g of "sensation of" contexts, tht>re is no 
need to assimilate to propositional attitudes .... 

25. Yet hiatoricaIIg this was done t>g Descartt>s, Locke, for whom tht> 
fundamental differt>nce between abstract ideas and st>nsations laT,j in speciflcitT,j and 
complexitT,j. But tht> assimilation of sensations to thoughts is a mistake. 

He oonoludes this seotion lamentinq that, ha "inq a ''l:)ided this 
oonf"usion, n'e al'e still no oloser to b.a"inq a direct oharaoterisalion of" 
NiJ22 J22 edia te ef{perienoe". Ve n'an t suoh a db'eot oharaoterisa lion 
beoause an Nil22J2lediate e.rperienoe N 122iqbt be tbe oommon desoripti,,.., 
oonlfi'nf ..... rhioh in tarn J'llig-hl btl that ttrhioh fir"., dis-oofre}" in lI?:{PJiJl"i~noll? -
and so n'e n'ouid ha,,.., an e:rpianation of" :r looks red'. 

VI. Imp-cessions and Ideas: an Histocical Point, 

26. It maT,j bt> suggested that we can (invoking the mT,jth of the given) give a direct 
charactt>risation of immt>diate experience - we just "pitch in, t>xamint> it, locate the 
kind which it t>xt>mplifit>s .. . name it saT,j Q ...... . Tht> onlT,j problem might be 
communicating this - tht> inverted qualia problt>m. 

Approaches of this sort have in common the idea that avareness of 
determinate repeatables is a primordial, unacquired. non- problematic 
feature of "iuunediate e.perienoe-. 

For exam pIt> Lockt>, Bt>rkt>leT,j and Hume took 1"01" qran tedawart>ness of 
5 



determinal<, repeatables and saw the problem of abstract ideas as how we can be 
aware of delerminabl<, repeatables (eg g,meric properties). The <Jon l<'mpol'al"Y 
problem of abstract ideas concerns both determinate and determinable repeatables: 
something lhal wasnt a problem for the earl~ gu~s is a problem for us . 

Locke assumed (a) awareness of determinate repeatables, and 
(b) that <Jonjrrn<Jlion was the fundamental logical relation In 
building up complex ideas from simple ones; he thereb~ precluded 
h imself from giving an~ sort of plausible account of the relation of 
determinables to determinates. 

27. Berkeley's problem was - given awanmess of sp<'<Jiti'<J 
sense qualities, how do we get q<'n<,/'a pertaining to them? His 
answer was that the idea of a genus is <Jonll"a<Jl<,d inlo one of its 
species: the idea of 'triangularit~' is alwa~s and onl~ had along with 
an idea of a determinate triangulal' shape, Thus he differs from Locke 
in that Locke thought ~ou could have abstract ideas independenU~. 

28. Bume assumes determinale repealables also, but differs 
from Locke and Berkele~ in den~ing that that there are O<J<JUl"l"<'n I 
thoughts of determinables. 

29. Psychological nominalism: a small twist in Humes view: the basic 
elements in experience are not eg impressions of red, but red pal"lkulal"s; and 
a'W'areness of all sorts is a linguistic affair, consisting in the association of 
words with classes of resembling particulars, where the association is not itself 
mediated b~ an~ awareness of,eg, that x resembles~. See s31, 

If awareness is a linguistic affair then we cannot presuppose awareness in giving 
. an account of the acquisition and functioning of language. 

note also - (J) though it avoids the mistake of supposing that there are pure 
episodes of awareness, ps~ch, nominalism is impossibl~ prude; and (2) lhe wa~ is 
now open for direct word-world connections - eg the red particulars can be phY""i<Jal 
obj<'<Jls; nevertheless the connections ma~ well be <Jarrsally 122<,dial<,db~ 
s<'nsa lions of red. 

Sellars is reall~ hammering episodes of pure a nral"<'n<'ss; he thinks we can 
probabl~ keep sensations eg of red. 

VII. the Logic of 'Means", 

30,One source ofthe m~th ofthe Given - picturing a child as having some 
pl"<'-analyli<J a ~ral"<'n<,ssof a similar logical space to our own, and learning 
language as learning how to associate verbal s~mbols with discriminated elements. 
You can hold awareness to be of privote sense-data or of ph~sical objects and still 
make this m istake. 

The real test of a theor~ of language is its accounl of the fundamental connection 
of language with non-linguistic fact. 

31. Sellars stresses he is not <,quatinqconcepts with wOl'ds; the force of 
ps~chological nominalism is that there is no awareness of logical sp'ace p'rior to, or 
indep'endent of, the acguisition of languagJ1,. 

" 'Red ' means the qualit~ l"<,d" is a true seman tical statement, However it is a 
mistake to think that this alone indicates an~thing much about the nature of the 
word 'red'. 've are tempted to think that" 'Red' means l"<'d" simpl~ in virtue of the 
lwo simple facls lhal 'red' is a predicate and lhal il is l~picall~ uttered in response to 
red things. This overly simplistic conception is reinforced by thinking that 
meaning is a relation (of assooiation) betwe"n a word and a non-verbal entity, 
and that "means" in" 'rot' means l"<'d' is a relation between a German word and 
r .. dness. In fact "means" is a linguistic device for conveying the fact thallhe 
122<'ntion<,dword or phrase plays the same role in its linguistic economy -lhe 
same conceptual (inferential) role - as does lhe laner, rrs<,d word in ils. 

On the positive side, Sellars merely suggests that the role of "red" is a very 
complicat .. d on .. , and hints that understanding "red" .mtails having "a great deal of 
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knowledge which classical empiricism would have held to have a purel'j contingent 
relationship with the possession of fundamental empirical concepts" . 

VIII. Does EmRirical KnoWledge Have a Foundation? 

32. FOllndationalisDl: there is a structure of particular beliefs such that 
(J) each belief is non-inferentiall1j known to be true; 
(2) each b"lief presupposes no other knowledge - IM,- i, n,,1 ,."lIunll.Jnl; il i, ,imp/v 

.In "p ,";;"11,, "r til" nlfl til "r III" ;il'·"n III.Jt non- inf~,."nti.J / ~·no 1,..,,,11;<, II"", n"t p,.<"upp",-<, 

.Jnv "11t,,,. ~·n" 11'"/"11;,, ... 
(3) these beliefs consitute the ultimate court of appeal for all factual claims. 

Sellars yill retain (1) and (3), onl~ rejectinq the possibilit~ of (2L 

How can an1j non-inferential 'knowledge' have an1j authority? An argument 
goes as follows: 

Statements at the basic level must have non-inferential 
authorit'j; observation reports seem to fit the bill - but what does 
their authorit1j consist in? 

Sentences can have various t1jpes of credibilit~ (authorit1jJ. 
The1j can have credibilit'g in Virtue of their being tokens of a certain 
intrinsicall1j credible t1jpes eg "2 + 2 = 4",and anal1jtic sentences. 
Other t1jpes of sentences, for example empirical sentences, gain lheir 
or .. dibilit'j inferentiall1j; but to halt the regress some empirical 
sentences must gain their credlbilit1j from their logical relation to 
certain tokens. Ultimatel1j , credibilit1j is either intrinsic or flows 
upward from certain tokens. 

Observation reports seem to be token-credible - that is, their 
authorit1j derives from the fact that the1j are made in just the 
circumstances in which the1j are made. 

33 . It has been supposed that the token-authorit1j of observation reports comes 
merel'j from their being correcU'j made, where this means following the rules for the 
use of the relevant words . Comments: 

(J) Although ordinaril1j reports are overt and between people, in its technical use 
a report - a Konstantierunq- need not have these qualites. 

(2) The line ofthought interprets Konstantierung as actions, and their 
corerectness as the "rightness of actions" ( n'ha te t'C'r tha t is .. .J - but - S - this is 
not the onl1j sort of correotness . 

(3) "following a rule" in an1j non-vacuous sense means that it is the beliel" that 
circumstances are of a certain kind which brings about the report-actions. To follow 
the rule presupposes 1jOU know general facts about the circumstances and lhe rule . 

34. The proposed account amounts to straightforward qi_nness: the authorit1j 
of Konstantierung resls on non- verbal episodes of awareness which have an 
intrinsic authorit1j, of which the reports are onl1j "expressions", if properl1j used. 

35. The alternati_ - a token of "this is green " in the presence of a green item 
is a Konstantierung iff it is a manifestation of a tendenc1j to produce such tokens iff a 
green object is seen in standard conditions . {j .e. a toA:en is a ~p"ort it"!" it is an 
instance 01" the appropJ"ia te respollsiv-e dispositioll .. .1 This is just the 
obViousl1j inadequate thermometer View; it must be revised to get the utterance into 
the episteJ2>ic game: 

FirstJ1j authorit1j can derive from its supporting an Inference that there is a green 
object present - i E! . its being an instance of a sanctioned mode of behaviour in the 
linguistic communit1j. 
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Secondl~ the reporter musl revoqnizelhis authoril~ - hence he musl know lhal 
such responsive dispositions are s~mptoms of green objecls in slandard conditions. 

3f> . It follows from lhe laller thal one cannot have observational 
kno ..... ledge of an'g fact unless one knovs man'g other things as ..... ell. And 
lhis is to abandon the empiricist idea lhal observational knowledge slands on ils 
own feel. 

There i .. no r .. qress (ob;7 .. r,'Ulional A:nonrlfl'dg-e implying- ~ymplom ' 
A:nonrledg-e J'equirinq other ob~er,'Utional knonrledqe etv .. . J since lo 
characlerize as a A.-nonrinq is not an empirival description bul is "placing il in lhe 
logical space ot reasons, ot just1t~ing and being able lo just1t~ ... " 

37 . Solution of the Regress Problem: Jones need onl~ nonr be able lo cile lhe 
's~mptom ' statemenl and the facts which are evid,mce> for il; he did not n .. ed to know 
lhose facts allhe time lhe~ occurred . Thus an abilil~ lo have observational 
knowle>dge> loda~ can resl on a long pasl hislor~ of acquisition which could nollhen 
be characlerised as knowledge. 

lJ21pJivit - to de~vribe ~ol21eOne a~ knonrinq i~ to take up a ~tanvfl' 
tonrard~ thelll - to take thelll a~ re~ponsible IOJ' thfl'ir statelllfl'nt, and 
abJfl' to justilq it. On van avquire aJJ the appropriate J'e~pon~il'''' 
dispositions belore enterinq the epistemiv arena - and then ,rhen yoa 
qet qood enouqh the VOllllllunity admit~ you a~ a ,l'no,rer. Sinve it 
J'fl'voqni~e~ that you ha,,,,, mastfl'red thfl' inlerfl'ntiaJ role 01' your 
~tatelllen!~, it i~ attributinq a ,rhole bundle 01' kno,rJedqe to you. rhu~ 
you van VO'll .. to kno.r a .rho/fl' bunvh 01' thinqs NaJJ at onv .. '. S .. e Grandom 
lev! ure notfl's S. 

38. Sellars is rejecllng lhe core ofthe mylh ofthe Given, lhallhe foundation of 
empirical knowle>dge is oonstiluled by self-aulhenticating non-verbal episodes 
(qi,,,,,nsl which transfer their authority to reports as long as these are properl~ 
made. He is not denying thal ob .. ervings are inner episodes or 'non-verbal ' - ralher 
he is going to explicate inner episodes in a wa~ that shows how the~ cannot pla~ a 
foundational role. 

Knowledge is foundational in a sense, but lo sa~ lhis is misleading because il 
suggesls lbal the basis is indfl'pfl'ndfl'ntand ~tativ . 

IX. Science and Ordinary' Usage. 

39-40 . The rise of "Phllosoph~ ot Soience" has had lhe unhealth~ ettecl ot causing 
philosophers in generallo iqnoJ'fl' science. But now lhe alomistic/specialisl 
conception of philosoph~ has been displaced and we realise lhat analysis is lhe 
clarification of lhe logical slruclure of discourse, and thal discourse is a large and 
tangled web. In particular, science is continuous with ever~da~ discourse and it will 
be essenliallo undersland lhe former if we wanllo understand even the mosl simple 
ot empirical lerms. 

41. Familiaril~ wilh scientific thoughl is essentiallo appraisinqthe tramework 
calegories of lhe common sense piclure of lhe world. For if science is reall~ a 
flowering of a region of discourse lhal was alwa~ presenl, then we should expecl il 
lo rfl'plavfl'lhal region. Ultimalel~, science is lhe measure of all things . 

Of course as long as one is still working within the old tramework, it is absurd to 
sa~ eg lhat ph~sical objecls are nol really coloured,except perhaps as something like 
a recommendation lo switch frameworks. 

43. One view has illhallhe ostensive tie belwe>en our fundamenlal descriptive 
vocabulary and lhe world makl?s oommon-sensl? objecls (or Sl?nsl? -dalallhe onl~ 
aulhenllc ones,and lheorellcal scientific objects merel'g QlIxiliQr'g,pla~ing a 
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systematising and heuristic role . However this picture (1) utilises the myth of the Given, 

and (2) reitles the nlethodoloql<;oa/distinction between the theoretical and the non-theoretical 
into a substantiVli'one. 

44. Explaining ordinary language via givenness leads one to the peninsular view of science 
which is seriously mistaken. 

X. Private Ep-isodes: The Problem. 

45. Return to the notion of impreaaio.Qso,· immediate experience. 
521 suggested two explanations of "x merely looks red" (besides the "everyday" one): HI 

introduCing impressions as theoretical entities; and (2) the disco I'!?rgthat such situations 
contain impressions . . 

The laU"r how ...... r falls for th" myth. i{ WfIJ want"d to d"sorib" th .. imprc>ssion intrinsically 
we would have to describe it as red, and yet only physical objects can be red. Thus we can only 
describ .. it extrinsically as 'that which is common to all experienc"s of something's looking red or 
being red'; but then it only looks like shorthand for ordinary looks talk. Then,ifwe accept that 
w .. have no pre-linguistic awareness, and that all concepts arise through public reinforcement to 
public stimuli, we can wonder how we ever came to the idea of an impression. 

This leads to the general problem of understanding how there can be inner epiaodea 
which combine privocy with intersubjectivity. This is not just the linguistic problem of how it is 
that while many people can state a certain fact only one can report it,since we are explicitly 
concerned with the episodic nature; Bogle for instance was happy with the forme,' but thought 
the existence of inner episodes a category mistake . Others have admitted inner episodes but 
argued that they cannot be characterised intersubjectively. 

Sellars will argue that inner episodl>s - in particular, 'imm"diate "xperi,mol>' - "xist and 
are effable . 

XI. Thoughts - The Classical View. 

46.Recent empiricism has cast thorrghta in two ways: firstly as verbal or linguistic 
episodes (but there are insufficient overt verbal episodes to account for all cases of thinking .. J; 
or secondly as dispositions to intelligent behaviour (but then how do we account for 
intelligent non-habitual behaviour?). 

Sellars will defend a revised classical account of thoughts. Overt verbal behaviour and 
verbal imagery ("hearing oneself think ") owe their meaningfulness to the fact that they are 
'expressing' thoughts which are episodes to which we have privileged,but not DIy invoriable or 
infallible, access . The main point of revision is that Sellars will discard the classical 
mi .. -a .. "imilation of thought .. to s"nsation .. , and he oan then d"ny that th"y ar" imm .. dia t ... 
Thus while thoughts are introspectible, they do not needto be expressed in overt verbal 
behaviour or in verbal imagery. 

In det'endinq this >'ien' Sellars n'iff del'!?lop distinctions n'hic/J. n'iff help reso/l'!? 
ihe puzzle o[ iJlll"ediaie e:rperience ... 

XI I. Our Ry:lean Ancestors. 

In order to discover how we might learn to speak of inn.". "pisodes and immediate 
experiences, consider people with only a pure Boglean language - basic vocabulary referring 
only to public objects, plus "lementary logioal operations and the subjunctive conditional. What 
more do they need? 

Grant them the ability to characterise I>aoh other's verbal behaviour s .. mantioall'l (wh"re 
this is not just a shorthand way of speaking of its causes and effects). This gives rise to 
intentionalitog. A modified Rylean view would have ihouqh is as still shorthand for 
behaviour, and trace their intentionality to the application of semantic talk to the verbal 
component. 

Sellars wants to reconcile the idea that intentionality is ultimately semantic with the 
classical view ofthoughts as,intentional inner episodes, neither overtly verbal nor verbal 
imagery . 
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XIII. Theories and Models. 

51 . A theor9 is a postulated domain of entities governed bll the laws of the theorll and 
con-elated with observational fact bll tentaUve bridge laws. But this gives an artificial picture. 
FirsUll theories are usuallll developed not bll constructing uninterpreted calculi but bll 
attempting to find a model - an analogllwith familiar objects, accompanied bll a commentarll 
which limits that analogll . Secondlll science is continuous vith common sense, and 
scientific explanation is simplll a refinement of certain modes of discourse alreadll utilised bg the 
plain man. 

the ob~err'Utiom:zl ... l heoretical di~tinction i~ in r'OIl'",d in the loqic o[ inner 
~pi$odes .... 

52 . The second enrichment of the R91ean language is the addition of theoretical 
discourse - a crude attempt to explain whg observational properties seem to pull apart from 
causal ones. 

XIV. Methodological vs PhilosoRhical Behaviourism. 

53-4. Jones - a forerunner of Behaviourism - appears in our neo-Rglean culture. 
Philosophical behaviourism is the thesis that common-sense mentalistic concepts are 

analtjsable into concepts pertaining to overt behaviour. But Sellars is concerned 'I"ith 
methodological behaviourism, whose aim is the construction of a new science ofpsllchologll, 
and is hapPll to ignore mentalistic concepts. 

While some behaviourists have thought all pSllchological concepts must be buill bll 
explicit definition from overt behaviour, this is too restrictive: the essential restriction is onltj 
that all concepts be introdacedvia overt behaviour. This is compatible with the introduction of 
theoretical concepts. 

55. While bevioural pstjchologll is logicalltj independent of neuroph9siolo99, nevertheless 
the pSllchologist should watch out for identifications which will contribute to the overall 
unification of the scientific pict ure of man . However it should not be assumed that behaviourism 
is oommited to anll identification of all its conoepts. 

While both the explanatorll and the 'integrative' roles of theoretical concepts contribute to 
their logio and hence "meaning", the less identification that has taken place, the more pure the 
concepts are . 

XV. The Logic of Private ERisodes: Thoughts. 

50-7. The R1l1ean langauge wa" restrioted to the non- th90retical vooabularll of a 
behaviouristic pSllchologtj. But now Jones develops a theorg which accounts for intelligent 
behaviour in terms of inner episodes, the model for which is overt verbal behaviour. That overt 
verbal behaviour comes to be seen onltj as the culmination of a process beginning with the innel' 
episodes - "inner speech" . 

Since the model for the inner episodes is overt verbal behaviour (l) the seman tical 
categories carrtj over, but (2) there is also a commentarll on the model which restricts th" "xt"nt 
of the analogtj . 

Po the innO'r epi~odO'~ caa~e the bO'harrioar? JJot clear - Sellar~ ~ay~ ye~ lor the 
eatinq, bat or'>:rt r'>:rbal behaf'ioaJ' i~ only the Call12ination o[a proce~~ ... 

58. (l) Jones onltj has the germ of a theorll - it is compatible with dualism as well as 
n"l.aterialism. 

(2) Jones ' inner episodes are no worse off, in terms of being 'non-observed ' and 
'non- empirical ' than particles of phtjsics . In particular, thetj mall ""ell turn out to be identifiable 
at a later stage with,for example,complex brain events; their parity i~ J21ethodoloqical, not 
metaph y~ical . .. 

(3) There is a danger of taking inner episodes as too primarll. Overt linguistic episodes do 
not. serve as an intrument., merely t.o express inner episodes . Thus inner episodes may well oocur 
onlll after overt speech is acquired . 

(4) Although the overt speech is e:rplafnedvia the inner episodes,intentionality ultimatelll 
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derives from lhe application of semantic calegories to 0 ,,..,·t speech episodes, which are then the 
J22011 .. 1 for the inner episodes . 

•• (5) Inner episodes are introduced as inner bul not as immediate . Immediate experiences 
"'ill be introduced as theoretical entities for another purpose, and it is a mistake of philosphers to 
suppose that the inner are a subset ofthe immediate. 

59. Reporting - the Ryleans learn to predicate "is thinking p " of others on the basis of 
behavioural evidence; they then learn to reliably predicate this of themselves, to the point that 
they do not need to obgerve lheir own behaviour, by having olhers correcllheir self-predications 
with reference to their overt behaviour. "Privileged access" is only possible throught the 
~notioning of o\'h~rs . 

Thus inner thought episodes, even in the case of reporting, are essentially intersubjective . 
Though we have privileged access and privacy, where our reporls are nol a maHer of 

inference from our own behaviour, this is not absolute since ultimalely the evidence for the 
correolness of a report is in our overt behaviour. 

XVI. The Logic of Private Ep-isodes: Imp-ressions. 

60. Slart from a subset of thoughts - peroeptions . A peroeption - seeing that something is the 
oase - beoomes, in Jones' theory, an inner episode modeled on ""portinq on lookinq tha t 
$oJ22 .. thinq i$ th .. oa$". (?) now Sellars oan reoasl in this framework his earlier aooounl of lhe 
language of appearing (22ft). But the problem of immediate experiences remains. Previously we 
could only give them an indireot oharaoterisation, as a definite desoription. 

Suppose Jones develops a theory of sense perception, postulating a class of 
"inn"r-lh"oreUoal-episodes whioh h" oalls impressions and whioh ar .. the end results of th<> 
impingement of physioal objeots .. on .. .the body". 

((l!) n) The postUlated entities are states of the peroeiving subject, not partioulars. 
Impressions as theoretioal entities are modeled on repJicQa,not on sentenoes as are thoughts. 
Furlher, lo think that lhey are partioulars is lo overlook lhe role of the commentary on the 
model. 

(2) now ,.,e oan see how impressions oan be intrinsically characterised,sinoe the 
predioales of a theory, though relaled lo observalional predioales, are not jusl shorlhand for 
descriptions involving lhem. 

(3) We oannot say lhe properties of impressions are implioitly defined by the postUlates of 
the lheory, sinoe lhe lheory was not developed in logistio style bul was based on a model. 

The .. ntiUes of the theory have properties which are sp"oified (in a loose way, via the 
commenlary) lo be analogolls lo lhe properties of lhe entities of lhe model. In lhis oase lhe 
essential feature of lhe analogy is lhalthe body of impressions is strllctllrally similar lo lhe 
sensible fealures of the physioal objeols. 

(4) It is sucoumbing to lhe mylh of lhe Given lo imagine lhal only slruotural (j e. wilhout 
oonlent) fealures of impressions are inlersubjeotive, and lhallhe trlle nalure of them is 
inoommunioable. The theoretioal ooncept of lhe impression is no more or less wilhout content 
lhan any theoretical conoepl. 

(S) There is no reason to believe thal alllhe oonoepts of behaviour theory will be in the end 
identified with physioal oonoepts. In partioular it would be a mistake to ask how impressions 
relate to, for example, eleotromagnetio fields. A question whioh could be asked is how 
impressions relale to the conoepts of a mioro-behavioural theory - a theory which might involve 
paJ"tioulaJ"$suoh as sense-dala. (Sellars proceeds to speoulate on how suoh a theory oould 
propose such particulars ... ) 

62. Jones lrains his fellows in making reports abollt impressions, which are really just 
lheoretical descriptions but having bypassed lhe slage of inference from overl behaviour. Still 
they are essentially intersubjective since lhe evidenoe for them is overt behaviour. Thus lheir 
privocy is not absolute. 

The new language of impressions contains an autonomous logical structure and can 
... '(plain 'looks' claims. Bul nole also lhe sense-dalum theorist hod laken lhe particulars of his 
micro-theory (til (5)), and confused them with an analysis of knowledge as it was. 

63. Sellars' mylh is nol really a mylh - Jones is man himself . (! 1. 



EPM - Outline. 

An Amhiguit1J iD SeDse-datum Theories: 
Here Sellars is driving at a partioular version of the familiar problem Yith 
foundational theories. The sense-<iatum theorist takes as his epistemological 
foundation sense-data. But nov he is in a bind because sense-data are 
parUoulars,and kno'W'ledge is al'W'a'9s offaots; so ho'W' can sensing sense-data 
ever oomprise a A:n() fi"ing'? 
His yay out is to stipulate that to sense a sense-data just is to (non-inferentially) 
know it as bf:!.ing of a certain oharaoter. But I since this is to analyse sensing in 
terms of n i.-knowing I he has not really reaohed a non-epistemio foundation. 
Further I the s-d theorist is inoonsistent if he takes sensing as innate I and 'Yet 
anal'Yses it in terms of knoYing I and aoquired ability. S-d theorists are guilty of 
the fundamental mistake of attempting to analyse epistemio faots into the 
non-epistemio. 
Sense-data are so unsatisfaotory beoause they are mongrels - the result of the 
oonfused convergenoe of two lines of thought - one trying to soientifioally explain 
the possibility of perception I and the other taking inner(?) non-inferential 
knowings as the epistemio foundation. 

Ve need to chase out and develop \he intuitions the sense-datum. 
tbeorist is working on - that tbere is a. non-inferential epistemic 
f01lD.dation. and that there are inner episodes neoe8sar'g for the 
ezplanation of perception - and assign them their proper pla.ce in the 
conceptual a.rena.. 

The Logic of Looks - the sense-data people got it baokwards .... 
What is the !2,gio of 'looks' sentenoes? 

(1) Where the :bad gJlg§ went wrong.: 
One mistake is to take 'x looks A to S' as some sort of a relation betyeen a person, 
an objeot,and a quality. Sense-data theorists typically make the further move of 
analysing or explaining this relation in terms of sense-data. Another mistake is 
to (rightly) rejeot the idea that suoh sentenoes are to be explained in terms ofs-d, 
but wrongly regard them as unanalysable and basio. ~ parties are guilty of 
misoonstruing the [] truth 

x is red = x would look red under standard oonditions 
as giving an analysis of 'x is red'. (In faot, the logioall'g prior notion is that of 
beinfl red: "the sense in whioh things J()()J:red is the same as that in whioh 
things are red" J 

There are t "'0 parts to oombatting these mistakes. First we show that 'x looks 
red' is analysable but not as a relation; second we shoy how the [] truth in faot 
holds without leading to an analysis of 'is red' . Both of these are aooompiishedin 
the remainder of the seotion: 

(2) The ReQL account of the logio of -looks-: 
The primary aotivity we have is that of reporting how things are; and this is 
based on our experience of them. 1])()eS Brand()n2 cash 'eJrpel-ience' nel-e ()ut 
in tel-J22S ()J- 'J-ep()nsit~ disp()siti()n ? f suspect n()t qUite ... J But when we 
begin to make systematio errors I we oan still aoourately make the report I but 
only as the oonolusion of an inferenoe based on the ourrent experience. To make a 
'looks A' statement is to state that the ourrent experienoe is indistinguishable 
from - has the same propositional content as - that yhioh normally yould 
prompt me to (n i .'ly) report 'is A " but to vithold the endorsement neoes8Qry to 
realise that report. To make a looks olaim is to make the yeaker olaim, to refuse 
to endorse a olaim about the way things al-e; it makes a olaim only about how 
you rorouJd hat~ said they are. 111()t SU1-e ab()ut this rorag ()/-puttinfl 
thing-all) 
Th1s 1s Sellars' aooount of Incorrlglblllt'g. -look.s· ola1ms are 1noorr1g1ble 
beoause there is no endorsement to take away - no report that oould be yrong . 



The analysis of 'looks' olaims (1) has \.hese olaims analysable but not in terms of 
sense-data; rather in terms of 'being'. This supports his earlier olaim that 'being 
red' is logically prior to 'looking red' . (2) shows \.he force of the C truth: it is C 
because standard conditions are precisel-g those oonditions where things look 
what they are. 

'We have been lead into holism and the acquisition problem. making a 'looks' 
olaim presupposes the conoept, eg, of 'green' . But to have this conoept presupposes 
an ability to tell by looking, whioh presupposes knowing about \.he right sort of 
oonditions in whioh to look, whioh presupposes knowing when something looks 
what it is, which presupposes knowing what it is. (1) Thus having any concepts of 
the ph'gSioal world presupposes having manT:J. Sellars must oome baok and 
address this a2.<luisition p'roblem. 

E.plaining' Looks. 
Even given our analysis of the logio of 100ks' talk, there is s(Jl'l'lething to the 
sense-data theorist's intuition that we should in some sense e",ploin the faot 
that "x looks red" with referenoe to something like impressions or immediate 
experienoe.One aim ofmuoh of the remainder of the paper is to chase this out in a 
respeotable way. 
There are various explanations we might give for the faot that "x looks red". 'We 
might say that the everyday explanation is perfeoUT:J OK. The trouble Yith this is 
that we might be able to find some "more searohing" explanation. The more 
important suggestions are n) that immediate experienoes are theoretioal 
postUlates in a soientifio account ofperoepUon - although this is the route Sellars 
will ultimately develop, at this stage he dismisses it as it seems to run to strongly 
counter the intuition that immediate experienoes are the most untheoretical of 
things; and (2) that we just disc(J f~/-immediate experienoes as oomponents of 
looking'S. Sellars will explore this alternative; it will turn out to involve the myth 
of the Given. 
Seeing,qualitative and existential looking may all involve a common 
propositional oontent and also a oommon descl-iptif~ oontent. This latter looks 
to be a candidate for an 'immediate experienoe'. The trouble is \.hat as yet we can 
only speoify it indireoUY,as that whioh fI'(Jald be a 'seeing suoh and suoh' if the 
oommon propositional oontent were true. 
Presllmablg if we could satisfactorilg give a direct characterisation of 
the common descriptive content. we 'Would have substantiated the 
2nd explanation. 

Impressions and Ideas: a Logical Point. 
Having stressed \.hat fundamentally only physical objeots oan be eg red, Sellars 
oonsiders an argument to the effeot that the verT:J notion of 'sensation of red 
triangle' must oommit us to the existenoe of some red triangle. now obviously the 
way out is that 'sensation' contexts are intensional; but it would be a mistake just 
for \.hat reason to assimilate sensations to propositional attitudes,as was done 
historioally. Perhaps sensations have their own non-extensional oontext. 

Having avoided this wrong alleT:J, however, we are still no oloser to the desired 
intrinsio oharaoterisation. 

Impressions and Ideas: an Historical Point. 
One approaoh to our general problem ofdireot oharaoterisation is that it is really 
no problem at a11- we just examine the impression,and apply the appropriate 
oonoept to it. This involves the myth in its most blatant form - that we have a 
primordial, UDaoquired, non-problematio awareness of determinate repeatables. 
Looke, Berkeley and Hume all fell for this one - they assumed awareness of 
determinate repeatables as given, and saw the problem as how to get to anything 
else. 

In s29 Sellars proposes psgchological nominalism as a small twist on Hume's 
position. On this theory the basic elements in experience are not red impressions 
but red pal-ticaJal-s,and awareness of aJIsorts is the association ofvords vith 



olasses of resembling partioulars - an assooiation not itself mediated b'g an9 
more direot awareness,although it may be causally mediated by sensations of 
red. 

The Logic of -meaDs-. 
Sellars main aim is to do awa9 with the idea of a Rre-linguistio 199ioal 8J!goe. This 
erroneous oonoeption is buttressed by various supporting oonsiderations: a 
misleading pioture of how a ohild learns language; the i1lusion that tired tI means 
the quality red just in virtue of being a predicate and made in response to red 
things (lithe thermometer view"); and,in partioular, the I-e/altona/view of 
statements like" 'rot' means red". In faot, "means" is simply a linguistio device 
for conveying that two words have the same role in their respeotive linguistio 
eoonomies. 
At this stage Sellars only hints that the role of "red" is very complioated,and that 
understanding it entails a great deal of further knowledge. 

Does Empirical KDowledge Have a Foundation? 

I.Sense-data theories an ill fated attempt to make the same thing play both a 
causal and an epistemio role. But these roles oan be separated and developed 
independently. 
2. Their first mistake was to get the logio of looks baokwards. "Being red" is 
10gioa1ly prior to tllooking red" since to sa9 something JooJ:sred is just to say that 
the experienoe is the same as seeing red,onlylJOu withold the endorsement. This 
gi'Y9s an explanation ofinoorrigibility of 'looks' olaims - there is no more 
endorsement to withold . 
3. But the'Y had one correct intuition - that some sorl of inner episode plays some 
role in the explanation of "x looks red ". Se1lars oanvasses suggestions - in 
partioular the theoretioal aocount and the discovery aooount. The former is, for 
the time being, rejected because it seems strange to say that immediate 
experiences are theoretical. The aocount Se1lars wi1l explore is the idea that we 
can just find immediate experienoes as components of experienoe. In partioular 
these immediate experien09S may be the oommon descriptive content of seeing's, 
qualitative and existenUallookings. We need to see if we oan give some direot 
account of this common content. 
4. The trouble is that an'd direot oharaoterisation involves the m'd'-h of the given 
in the form of a pre-linguistio spaoe of awareness. The Empirioists fe1l for this 
one severel'd. However Sellars proposes psyohologioal nominalism as a variant on 
Humes position - all awareness is linguistio. 
S. Sellars defends psyohologioal nominalism against the common misconoeptions 
about the 'Way ohildren learn language, and the apparent logio of "means". 
6. With no apparent continuity, he attaoks a further form of the m'dth - that 
empirical knowledge rests on a basis of independent, autonomous non-inferential 
knowledge. This view has it that epistemio authority for certain tokens arises 
from merely following the rules for applying the words in the right 
oiroumstances (and thus depends on the same sort of given awareness as the 
myth in the previous form). Se1lars points out that to properly fo1low a rule here 
requires all sorts of further knowledge. To esoape the apparent oirole here he 
points out that when one has aoquired suffioient of the appropriate dispositions -
a purel'g causal story is to be told about this - one is accepted b'd sooiet'g into the 
epistemio game. 
7. Scienoe is continuous with oommon sense and is the ultimate measure of 
reality. Ye can see how thoughts and impressions could arise as theoretio 
postUlates in a soientifio attempt to explain intelligent behaviour and perception. 
This account can explain their first person epistemio privilege I but in a way that 
depends only on the behavio'Ur ofsooiety and not on anything intrinsio to these 
inner episodes. It oan also now give an intrinsio oharQoterisation of immediate 
experiences I just as in an'g other theory. 



quit !:lui ne - El!i sterno logy Noturol i sed. 

Epistexnology is conoerned with (7) the foundations of scienoe (!J. 

I. matheIllatics. 
Studies of the foundations of xnathexnat!cs divide into the conceRtual (n,eaning) and 
the dootrinal (truth). 
T",o Clinked) ideals are the definition of obscure concepts in terms of clear ones, and 
the proof of less obvious la ws in terxns of the more obvious. 
However mathematics reduces only to (logic + set theory); and the axioms of set 
theory have less clarity and certainty than elementary mathem.atics. Thus 
reduction did not perform the desired episfemoloqical task. 

2. natural Kno ..... ledge. 
The conceptual/doctrinal distinction applies also to natural knowledge and the task 
of reduction to sense-experience: we aim to define physical concepts and justify 
natural knowledge in sensory terms. 

3. The Conceptual Side, 
BUIlle could not solve the doctrinal problem and neither have ",e. Ho ... ~ever we 
ha ''''' advanced over Hume's conceptual solution Uden tilyinqbodies with 
impressions) . 

(j) Bentham devised contextual definition - we nee-d only be able to 
translate ... ~hole sentences oontaining the term into sentenoes about impressions. 

- "epi"'fel22oloqicallq unassailable " ... 
(2) Add also the powerful resources of set theor-g - a drastio ontological 

addition. 
Defining the external world in terms of sense data - Russell tried, Carnap oame 
closest. 

4. The Doctrinal Side. 
To define is not to prove - naturalsoience cannot be grounded in immediate 
experience in any certain (deductive) way since any generalization goes beyond 
the evidence. 

it seems fo be fhe central unarqued assumption of this paper that 
i[no deduction o[empirical knonrledqe /i'0122 fhe sensorqevidence is 
pos"'ibJe, then there can be no J.·uslIJj·catory a"'pect to 
episfemoioqy .... buf fhis is ~reird ... . 
The conceptual efforts nevertheless clarified the nature ofthe evidence. 
!'I,o central unassailable tenets remain: 

(1) the evidence for science is sen~"ory evidence; 
(2) meaninqs of words rest ultimately on sensory evidence. 

5. Ps-gcholog-g VB Rational Reconstruction . 
COl'nap was not after the reduction - any reduction (rational reconstruction) 
would have done. So why not toke the one given by psychology? 

- one redundant reason was that it was thought to be <,ircuJarto use a 
branch of science to explore the grounds of science. This is not a problem now that 
'W'e have given up hope of ''lJ,Jidalion of science . 

- we want to be able to !ranslafescience into (obsel'vation terms + logic + set 
theory) in order to Jeqitimi07e it by showing it to be theoretically sup~rtluou,,·. 

6. Failure of Reduction. 
Even in the Aufbau Carnap did not succeed in giving a propel' translational 
reduction . Later in Testability and meaning he proposed reduction sentences as 
the bridge. 
This is not just a further harmless liberalisation , for terms introduced via 
reduction sentences cannot be eliminated when desired. 
DoW' however rational reconstruct.ion has no advantage over 
ps-gcholog-g; so we may as well opt fOl' the acfualaocount instead ofa fictitious 
account. 



7.Holism. 
Surrendering deducibilitl,l was a major concession bl,l the empiricist; so too now is 
surrendering translatabilitl,l. If (following Peirce) the meaning of an empil'ical 
statement is its implications for experience,and th"se cannot be gathered 
together, then the statement alone does not have empirical meaning. 

Theories, however, do have "xp"ri"ntial implications. A false pr"diction 
does not falsif'g an'g individual sentence ; conversel'g no individual sentence 
individuall'g predicts anl,l experience. Theories, not sentences, have empirical 
meaning (in the Peircean sense l. 

Our new Aufbau must 'translate' whole th"ories into observational terms. 

B.Indeterminac-g. an int",rlud", ? .. 
Language translations must preserve the net experiential implications. But onl'g 
theories as a whole have experiential implications; an'g pairing of sentences will bo 
OK as long as the theories match up. But there could be man'g such equivalent 
sentence-pairings; lhere is no SQ'Ying which would be the correcl one. 

Peirce (verification theorl,l of meaning - meaning turns onll,l on evidence for truth) 
+ Duhem (holism - evidence aUaches onl'g to theories) = indeterminac-g. 

Empirical meaning is not to be impugned - it is the onl'g possible basis oflanguage 
learning, which is a social ke'ging of sentences to shared, external stimulation . 
The linguist, too,is confined to native behaviour and observable stimuli. 
Indeterminacl,l arises because onll,l a miniscule proportion of sentences are kel,led 
directl'g to public stimuli and he must make man'g arbitrar'g choices . 

9 . Ps-gcholog-g as Epistemolog-g. 
note that while holism lead to indeterminac'g, Quine also sees his holism as 
accoun ting- for the fact that no reduction is possible, and therefol'e for the fact 
that rational reconstruction has no advantage over pSl,lcholog'g. 
Thus pS'gcholog'g will tell us all we need to know about epistemolog'g, which is ho,~ a 
certain meargre input leads an organism to a certain output ; the input is 
construed as evidence and the output as science (concepts etc) . 

bfl o'hat rig-hi do 0'''' constru", th", input as ""'id",nc", ? .. this 
amoun ts to a d",c",pU,,,,, g-",rrflmand",ring- of t",rms ... 
There is now "recipl'ocal containment" between epistemolog'g and natural science: 
for while science con tains p'gscholog'g and hence epistemolog'g as a part, 
"pistemologl,l is out to explain how science arises from the initial sensorl,l evidence . 

10. Epistemological Priorit-g 
'Epistemologicall'g prioril'g now equals causal proximit'g to sensor'g l"'?cepl.ors. Old 
debates,eg whr awareness is "Gestalt" based,dissolve. 

1l.Observation Sentences . 
'Ie can resolve the old debate over protocol sentences - the'g are the sentences 
closest to the sensorl,l receptors; thus "one on which all speakers of the language 
give the same verdict when given the same concurrent stimulation". The point of 
generalising across the communitl,l is to avoid, as far as possible, the effects of 
collateral information. This communit'g-wide agreement is the closest accaptable 
version of anal-gticit-g. 
On this form ula tion: 

- protocol sentences can appropriatell,l function as a court of appeal; 
- what counts as an observation sentence can var'g with the ,~idth of the 
communitl,l considered ; 
- protocol sentences will t'gpicall'g not be subjective, but about external bodies . 

Observation sentences are doctrinalll,l fundamental in that thel,l constitute th" 
evidence for scientific h'gpotheses; the'g are conceptuall'g - semanticall'g -
fundamental in that thel,l are the first learnt since onll,l thel,l kel,l directll,l to 
experience. The'g have their own fund of meaning and wear it on their sleeve. 
Furthel' thel,l are relativell,l immune to indeterminacl,l; their translation is onll,l 
un a",n1",t",rm fn",a. 



Quine - Posits and Rea1ity~ 

1 _ S1I'b'Vigible Part.ioloQl. 

Physics maintains that my desk is a swarm of molecules, and thus bears 
directl~ upon cbeervc.ble rea.lit~. Ho~,'reyer the onlTJ ~ 'j'idence for the ITiolecular 
doctrine is indirect - it is the systematizing core of an Integrated physical theOl'y, 
allowing diverse observable physical phenomena to be subsumed under familiar 
laws of motion - with benefits of simplicity, familiarity, scope, fecundity, and 
confirmation. 

If the evidence for molecular theory is only that it implies truths about 
observable phenomena, might not we dump thl? core and just retain those truths? 
Could not the molecular theory, however heuristioally USl?ful, be faotua lly false? 

....• rhat is the Roin t of these questions ? .. .is it - .rhat is ultimatelg 
real? 

2. Posits and Analogies. 
That there is really any direct bearing however is doubtful: the meaning of the 

(purportedly fact-stating) sentenoes whioh state the direct bearing comes only by 
various analogies which are variable and dispensable. The only way sentences 
about moleoules bear on l'eality, then, is indirectly - as simplifying devices at the 
base of a more general physics which does treat of common-place reality. 

Here ",e took ordinary objects for granted and treated molecules as posits -
convenient, but of dubious reality. But our evidence for the bodies themselves is only 
in sense-data; objects are no bener off than molecules in being mere posits in the 
drive for a simple systematising account of the given. The real is ultimately only our 
own sense-data. 

3. Restitution. 
W" need to retain both the "vid"ntial priority of s"nse-data and the truth that 

objects are real - indeed , paradigms of reality. So we conclude that posits can be 
real, and that th" evid"nc" for r"ality is pragmatic - th" benefits of s.l . Sense-data 
themselves are the (reaJ) posits of psychological theory. 

{note thai the? filfridenoliiJ lor partioular hodifil>:.o~ is sense-data" bal the 
e fridenoe for the realit y of .bodies in qeneral is the praqmatio .beneUts of 
positinq them .. .J 

Sense-data are evidentially prior; physical particles, in that they are the basic 
things in our best account of what happens,are naturally prior; and objects are 
conceRtually prior, in that our very understanding of evidence and reality, of 
particles and sense-data, presuppose th"m b"cause languag" as a social art is 
learned ",ith l'eference to them . 

• rhat .rould.be our e,ridential .ba,,·is if pgs,;hoioqg did not posit 
sense-da ta ? ... 

4. Vorking from Vithin. 
Th" "pist"mology which places stimulation of the ""n",,s as "vid"ntially 

fundamental and objects as conceptually fundamental is just a part of the unitary 
conceptual scheme - part of the scientific enterprise. The task of epistemologl] is 
to account for the relation between the evidence - the sensory stimuli - and our 
conc"ptual sch"mes: 

- but only having acknowl"dged that there is no sense-datum language. 
Language is a socially conditioned ability to appropriately associate sentences ",ith 
in-itations of our sensory surfaces, and with other sentences. The same sentence can 
be key"d to s"nsory stimulation mor" or I"ss dir"cUy from on" tim" to th" n"xt, or 
from one person to the next. 

- both molecules and objects are under determined by the evidence, and this has 
suggested that they are fictions, with only sense-data real. But we could not know of 
""ns,,-data unl"ss we had a oono"ptual soh"m" embraoing objeots: s"nse-data have 
no a utonomous system of discourse. 

- th" m"dium of "pist"mology is our pres"nt unitary cono"ptual soheme. 



SW!lin - Knowledge C!lus!llity !lnd Justific!ltion. 

Aim. - present an anal-gsis of prim.ary non-basic eIDpirical knowledge. 
- primarT,l - of specific events and states of affairs; 
- non- bQsio - dep.;.ndQnt for jushfioaUon on olh ... r knowl"dg~. 

1 . Vheth&l- a man has non-basic knowledge is dependent on the strllc\:a:re of his 
Justification. Gettler pOinted to various defects in structures. 
liD S has priInar-g non-basic knowledge that p iff 
(i) P is true 
(ii) S believes p 
(iii) S's Justificatic,n renders p evident for 5 
(iv) there is no special counter"vidence q such that q defeata S's justification. 

Swain will attempt to explicat .. the special counterevidence in (iv) in terms of a 
lack ofthe appropriate causal connection. 

2. (ivaJ The causal chain leading to S's belief in e contains the event or state of 
affairs referred to bT,l p. 

(iv) and (iva) achieve te Same thing with respect to the example of the sheep. 
Thesis: whether a mans justification is defeated is in general a fTlnction oflh" 
characteristics of causal chains w ith r>?spect to primarT,l knowledge. 

3 . Like Goldman, to account for kno'''ledge offutTlre events Swain needs onlT,l a 
causal conneotion: 
(ivdJ The causal chain leading to 5'8 belief in e either (l) contains th .. event p or 
(2) contains some other event which also is causaJlT,l or logicaJlT,l sufficient for p . 
Thi8 oondition is OK for standard, non-peculiar causal chains; but we need a 
condition to guarant"e this - that nothing in the causal chains provide anT,l 
special counterevidence: 

_') (v) There is no hue statement q such that q in conjunction with S's evidence E 
faHs to render p evident for S and such that q ia trUE> bE>c':luse of "vents in the 
cau,,,,l chains l"efE>rred to in (ivd). 

5. (a) The anal',lsis also applies to complex causal chains " 
(b) CallSal connection is not sufficient - there must also be justification eg 
roulette. " ... prima1"T,l knowledge is a function of both causal and epistemic 
considerations,and claims to knowledge can be vitiated bT,l defects of either tT,lpe." 
(0) One need not kn() "rthe causal conneotions obtain, 01" even have anT,l ooncept of 
c':lusa litT,l. Pre-scientifio people can have primm"," knowledge. 



GOI..IJMItN 
Discrimination and Perceptual Knowledge. 

Aim - a partial anal-gsis of perceptual Jc.no .... ledge. 
- part 0" a ne 'tV V1rider theol°f! 'ilrJ.~ioh J"ejeJ,Jt~ ... the caasal 

e'Jnneetion bet nreen the [act that p and the belie[ that p but 
nevertheless e:cplieate~' knonrledqe nrith re[erenee to the causal 
prl..."cesses that prodace belie!" .. . ?? .. 

For a b!?li!?f to count as knO",I!?dge the causal processes must be reliable in actual 
and count!?rfactual situations. 
A r!?]iabl!? cognitive mechanism enabl!?s discrimination of incompatible states of 
affairs. 

I.non-papier-ID.ache barn ellaID.ple: 
- Goldman's earlier causal anal-gsis enoneousl-g imputes knowledge 

because the causal connection is in fact there. 
- Unger's non-accidentalit-g anal-gsis handl!?s it but 'accidental" needs 

explication just as badl-g . 
- the indefeasibilit-g approach handles it but in general is too strong. 

ne .... anal-gsis - a p!?rson knows that p onl-g if th!? actual state of affairs in which 
p is true is distinguishable b-g him from a relevant possible state of affairs in 
which p is false. 
"Relevant" is crucial - one need not be able to distinguish from aIllogicaIl-g 
possible states of affair a But what is I.he scope of ·relevant·? Two possible views: 
Given a set of ciroumstances 
(I) the relevant possibilities are determined; namel-g b-g implicit rules in the 
semantic content of 'know'; 
(2) 'know' contains no such rules ; the relevant possibilities are set b-g 
pS'lchological regulari lies. 
Goldman will be neutral here but will tend onl-g to consider ps-gchologicaIl-g 
feasible rel .. vant posssibilities. 

II. concerned with perceptual equivalence .... 

Ill. Anal-gsis of non-inferential perceptual knowledge: S 
non- inferenliaIl-g knows that an object has a certain propert-g in a given 
perceptual situation if the object's having that propert-g causes a percept in S 
which in tUl'n causes a belief that the object has the propert'l, and there is no 
perceptuaU-g equivalent state of affairs in which an object does not have the 
propert-g. 
Goldman 'Views a pel"cei ver as a t ·.,,0 part rnechanisln ,one forrnirlg percepts 
(special internal states) and one forming beliefs based on I. hose percepts; bol.h 
m ust be suffioienUg disoriminating i",. reliabl". The a nalgsis sags that S has 
percpeptual knowledge iff not onl-g does his po?rceptual mechanism produce true 
belief, but that there is no relevant counterfactual situation in which the sa:me 
belief would be prcduced via an equivalent percept and tho? belief be false. 

IV .In Cartesian epistemolog-g, knowledge of p requires justification "'hich 
requires either that p be self-warranted or thai. it be suppo,·ted b-g 
self-varranting beliefs. The task is tho?n to o?xplicate theae self-warranting 
beliefs. 
Goldman ,~eakens the requirement on justification - the belief need onl-g be 
suitabl-g ea ased (no mention of self-warranting beliefs.J He thinks this is a more 
accurate rendel'ing of what 'know' means (cf A Causal Theor-g of Knowing). He 
alsc thinks it does a better job of explaining figurative uses of 'knows'. 
Goldman sees his account as in a naturalistic tradit.ion, "eacting against the 
over-intellectualization of knowledge; he gl'ounds kno,ded ge in "more pe"vasive 
'~nd primitive aspects of cognitive life, in connection "lith ",hich .. :knows' gets il.s 
a pplication" . 
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Goldmon - A Couso! Theory of Knowing. 
Goldman proposes supplementing the JTB anahlsis of (ernpiricall knowledge with 
the requirement that the belief that p be causallg connected with the fact which 
makes p true. He analgses cases to show that this requirement is satisfied in all 
genuine cases of empil'ical knowledge. 

I, Perception. A Gricean causal theorg of pl?rception - a necl?ssarg condition of 
seeinq that there is a vase in front of me is that therl? be a causal connection 
bet .. "el?n thl? presl?ncl? of thl? vaSI? ar,d mg belil?ving that it is prl?sl?nt. 

2. mem.or-g. S rl?members p at time t onlg if S's believing p at an earlier time is a 
CaUse of his belil?ving p at t. 

3, Inference. nl?cl?ssarg conditions of knowledge bg inference: 
- thl? premisses must be causallg connected with thl? fact that p; 
- S must correctlg reconstruct, bg inferences,allthl? important links of the 

00 usal ohain; 
-the inferences must bl? warranted, 

Goldman dl?fers the probll?m of whether thl? inference itself is a causal 
connl?cUon; sags onlg that if a chain of infl?rl?nces is added to a causal chain, then 
the entire chain is causal. 

4, Testim.on-g. p causes T to believe p; the belief causes him to assel't p which 
causes'" S to infer, and thus beli'?ve, that T believes p and hence'" that p is true. 
'" : + background assumptions, 

Future knowledge is possible without backwards oausal chains if both belief and 
fact that p have a common cause ("pattern 2 cases"l. The belil?f and thl? fact that p 
onlg nl?l?d be causallg oonneoled. 

Final anal-gsis: 
S knovs that p iff the fact that p is connected in an -appropriate- va-g 
vith S·s believing p, 
Appropriate knowll?dge producing causal processl?s includl? (not a closl?d lisll: 
(1 ) perception 
(2) ml?morg 
(3) a pattern I or 2 causal chain which is con-ecUg reconstructed bg warranted 
inferl?ncl?s. 
(4) combinations of (1), (2) and (3l. 
Thl? analgsis is stronger in requiring the causal connection and the 
correct -rl?construction, but is veaker in not l'equiring thl? knower to bl? able to 
state his justifical.ion. (cf Sellars; but Goldman argues that the "stating" 
requirl?ml?nt rules out some manifest CaSI?S, since 'Ire oftl?n know things (via 
memorg) but have forgotten our grounds.l 

mental States: whl?rl? thl? statl? is disl.inct from the belief that one is in this 
state, then this should be admitted as another appropriatl? causal connecl.ion. 
Vherl?, as in the case of pain, thl? state is hardlg different from the belief, regard 
identitg as a limiting case of a causal connection. 

Objections: (1) Objection: the causal analgsie does not 9ive the meaninq of "5 
know's p", But Goldman is onlg giving tnrli2 conditions. (2) neithl?r does Goldman 
purport to give verification oonditions. (3) Goldman happilg admits that he 
makl?8 no attl?mpt to ansWl?r thl? sceptic. (4) Objl?ction: Goldman has introduced 
causal factors into thl? epistemio realm. Goldman suggests that his analgais 
8ho~rs l,hat kno~"ll?dge is at ll?ast partlg a causal maUer; neverthell?ss thl? mattl?r 
of "'hat is the corrl?ct analgsis of "5 kno'lr., that p" is not a causal question. 



Boyd - Realism, Underdetermination and a Causal Theory of 
Evidence 

Aim. - defend scientific realism againsl, chm'ges of underdetermination via 
suggesting a causal underpinning to certain tgpe of scientific evidence. 

Scientific realism - evidence for a theory is evidence for its truth as an account of 
the causal relations it desoribes betweer ... the postulated entities. 
Thus scientific realism says more than just that it is legitimate methodologically to 
be committed to theoretical entitie .. - it explain;£' that legitimacy. 

Anti-realist - two theories giving incompatible causal explanations can be 
identical in observotional consequences; therefore choice between them is 
con ~rentional. This depends on 

III ifl.wo theories have exactly the same deductive consequences, then they 
are equally supported by any possible experimental evidence . 

But theories only have deductive consequences relative to auxiliary hypotheses
what set does the anti-realist have in mind? 

(j ') an'g set whatever? - then the theories must be identical (since they have 
the same deductive closure). 

(j ") any set cllrrentl'g accepted? - this version of (j) must be false since new 
evidence may suggest new auxiliaries which ",ill then enable us to de1'ive 
incompatible consequences .. 

(j "') any which will eventllall'g be accepted? - if this makes sen"e, then it is 
probably true,but we could never ;:no~r iftwo theorie" were compatible in this 
sense. 

Thus any version of (j) useful to the anti-realist is also false. 

Anti-realism's Remaining Intllition, 
The standard Reichenbachian example relies on an application of (j "J. In the face of 
Boyd's objection, the anti-realist has an intuition in support of (j ") - that any 
further auxiliaries coping with new data will be formulated only in such a way as to 
E'xtend the convention - in effect, choosing theories with incompatible causal 
accounts will lead to independent (though empirically indistinguishable) re"earch 
traditions. That is, the ar.ti-realist is really pushing for 

(j "a) two theories with the sam,'? consequences are equally ",ell supported by 
all possible evidence as long as any further auxiliaries are formulated in the 
right ,,,ay. 

The anti-realist is working on an intuition to the effect that the interpretation of 
n"w data should reflect the curnmt state of theoretical knowledge, which the realist 
ought also accept. Thus the realist is forced to argue that the two theories reall'J are 
distinguishable on current evidence desilite having the same observol.ional 
oons:eguences. 
He ",ill sa1) that nothing will count as evidence for the bizarre vol'iant in the light 
of current knowledge. Because to the best of our knowledge the causal relal.ions 
among the entiti"s a1'e a oertain way, th" experimental evidence that led to the 
adoption of the theory that the1) are this 'I!01) is indirect experimental evidence that 
the correct theo1'y is like this theory, because it is impla u;£'ible that the actual 
causal relations are bizarel1) different. 
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Thus the central issue is whether inter-theoretic judgements of likelihood or 
plausibilit'J are matters of experimental evidence about causal relations or reflect 
arbitrary conventions. The ve,·y matter which the anti-realist say" is pure 
convention - which of two causally incompatible but observationally identical 
theories to adopt - Boyd says is a matter of experimental evidence, assuming- that 
the realist picture is basically correct. now all we need to do is to justify that 
assumption. 

Deciding the Central Issue. 
Boyd will argue as follo""s. There is a principle of scientific methodolog'J which is 
reliable and involves the very inter-theoretic judgements of plausibility about 
which we must decide. now it is the business of scientific epistemology to >','plain 
the reliability of methodologioal prinoiples; and the only way we can explain the 
reliabilit'J of this one is by assuming the background theories actually do embod'J 
accounts of the real causal relations obtaining. 
This principle is: 

(P) a proposed thea,.,.,) must be experimentally tested under situations 
in which,in the light of what we know, it might plausibly go wrong. 

(P) is a utilised methodological principle which is reliable (contributes to the 
likelihood that accepted theories are true). But (P) ,,,ould fail to be reliable unless the 
ba,okground theo,·ies w"re at leaat approximately true as accounts of the actual 
causal relations. 

Judgements of plausibility I then, are induotive inierenoQls on the basis of 
co usal knowledge embodied in our current theor'J T. Thus evidence for T is evidence 
ag-ainst aome bizarre variant T'. 

note the parallel with Goldman, who argued that knowledge presupposed 
knowledge of background causal principles governing the relation between the the 
fact that p and one'" evidence for p. Boyd is arguing that (P) oould only bi? reliable if 
the background theories were true causal accounts. 



TruU'1 Telk 

Brondom -Truth Tollc 

PraqDlaUc theories - tak .. th .. aols (rather than the descriptiv.. contents) 
involved in truth ascriptions as explanatorilT,l fundamental. 

1, Truth AscripUon as EndorseDlent, Truth as Preserved b9 Inference, 
James' pragmatist theonJ of truth - 3 claims: 
(a) defin .. true as taking-true: 
This amounts to phenomenalism because it defines 'being a K' in terms of 'taking 
aom .. thing to be a K'. We take it as ,nethodological oonsll'aint rath"r than as a 
metaphT,lsical thesis. 
(b) taking-t!",,, as <'ndorsinq:: 
- take claims involving 'is true' as performatives undertaking commitment, 
rather than d<,,,,oribinq. The transmiHed '01'0<' of truth claims is the central 
phenomenon. 

The pragmatic account can make sense of the s .. ,,,,antic emploT,lment of 
truth as Ihal nrhioh is pr<'''''<'rf'If'd by qood int-"renoe, since good inferences 
also preS\iOl"ve cornrnil.r.n.eoni} or Qli/iQE?rtionol forcQ. 
(c) commitment as action oriented p'ractical reasoning,: commitment to a claim 
can be cashed out in terms of using it as a guide to practical action; truth is what 
is preserved bT,l praotioal infel'ence. 

2, EDlbedded Uses of - .. ,is true- , 
The pragmatic theorT,l is adequate onlT,l for free-standing uses of" .. is true", since 
sentences embedded in a oonditional do not hav" assertional force. And we 
cannot treat embedded occurrences diffel'entlT,l to free-standing ones because 
then ",e would not be justified in detaching the consequent under conditions 
wt,en one is prepared to assert the antecedent, 

3, RedundanclJ, Disquotation and Prosentences. 
The pragmatist anal'lsed truth locutions in terms of redundancT,l of force. But not 
all truth locutions have this assertional force. Embedded occurrences are to be 
explained in terms of redundanc'l of content. ThislaHer notion has redundanc'l 
of force in free-standing contexts as a consequence. 
Thus we have to generalise the pragmatist account one of content redundanc9. 
The redundancT,l account must be generalised to a disquotational account in 
order to handle cases like "Goldbach's conjecture is true." 
The disquotatlonal account must in tUl'n be generalised to a prosentenUal 
aooount in order to handle qua.nUficaUonal oa.ses. On this view ev.?l"-g ooourrenOE:! 
of" .. is tl'ue" bE.'haves like a pronoun but in sentential position. The redundancT,l 
vie"", is correot for lazg uses, while for quantificational uses the antecedent 
determines a class of admissable substituends,and the prosentence is equivalent 
to their conjunction. 
Virtues of the prosentential theorT,l: 

- one model for varied uses of 'true'; 
- that model explicated with reference to a familiar notion, pronouns; 
- explains both semantic and pragmatic features of use of 'true'; 
- satisfies Tarski's Can ven tion T; 
- metaphT,lsicall'l parsimonious, 
- handles indexical cases; 
- respects the pragmatist's insistence that calling somE.'thing h'ue is not 

desoribinqit. 

4, A DisquotaUonal Variant for LazlJ Prosentences. 
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Tho> oost of tho> proso>nto>nlialtheory is that it has to heat m"S'i ooourrE>noes of 
" ... is true" as quantifioational. The disquotational account, on the other hand, 
was adequate for lazy prosentences but had the advantage that it was closer to 
surface grammar. Prima facie it Is preferable not to construe surface form as 
radica1l9 unliko> underlying logical form. 
The prosentential account said that only_ "that is true" as a ,~hole makes 
anaRhol'io referenoe to the anteoedE>nL Three arguments ar" given to th" eff"ot 
that th" "that" does not independently refer: 
(a) ()nly on~ torJJJ or-J"~r"erli'nclil i::.. .... qoinq on. But this is an assumption that. 
we neednt make. 
(b) .'e .'ould ha "e to treat "is true' a",' a predi..:ate and e:rplain the 
property e:rpressed by it. Ve can avoid this by taking "is true" as a 
prosenllionol? forming opera lot" J oharao'lel"ised semantioally as a function fl"Om 
terms to prosentences. Since its output is prosentences rather than sentences,it 
is not equivalent to a predicate (category (n/s) of a Lewis type categoriaJ 
grammar). 
(c) ','e "'"uld be "ntoloqi..:aIly ..:ommited t" itS' referent. But ifth" "that" 
(the term (tl in the variant theOl'Y) picks out the antecedent by reterrinqto it at 
all, it only refers to unmysterious sentence oocurrences. 

The Variant: non-quantificational truth claims have three fundamental parts: 
(I) a tenn, paradigmatically a s"ntence nominalisation, which picks out the 
antecedent; (2) an operator "is ll-ue" which combines with terms to form 
pros"ntenoes of laziness; (3) a possible verb modification. 

In general, truth claims have the form mnt), ,~here m is a verb modifier, T 
is a prosentence forming operator ,generating a proform of quantifioation a la 
GCB for quantificational cases, and a prosentence of laziness otherwise, and (tl is 
a term determining the anaphorio antecedent A(t)' 

The disquotational idea is employed in generating A(tJ from (t) in non
quanUficaUonal cases . U.l can be a aenlence-lTJpe nOlne J Q demonstrative} a 
sentence description,or a 'that' clause; in comphcated Cases like "Goldbach's 
oonjecture is true" (tl is oomprised of a '''that' claus" nominalising sorta!" ("g. 
doctrine, claim, conjecture) and an identifier (eg "Goldbach's"). 

Another a'dvantage of this approach is that !.he treatment of 'true' exactly 
parallels that of 'refers'. In "Reference Explained Away", Brandom argues that 
'refers' can be seen as a pronoun-forming operator. Thus a single anaphol-ic 
theory can treat all semantic talk about truth and reference . 
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Brandom - Reference Explained Away. 

1 , Chastain , 
Conce,'ning anaphoric chains (where the reference of manT,l elements is onlT,l 
secured bT,l their anaphoric depend,mce on the initiator) Chastain makes two 
observations: 
(l) that, oontra Russ"U, indefinate descriptions look to haV<? purelT,l 
refel'enUal functions, either initiating or continuing anaphoric chains. 
(2) But th"T,l ar" significantlT,l unlike proper naInes, in t,hat wh"n an ind"finate 
descripl.ion initiates an anaphoric chain, other tokens of that tT,lpe do not 
necessarilT,l co-refer - each initiates a pote>nl.iallT,l new chain . We could cor,clude 
that theT,l dont refer at all, or that not alI reli:rrinq expre;g;gion;g behave 
like propel" nal11es. 

2 , Indirect Definate Descriptions. 
Three distinctions concerning Singular-term tokens: 
(a) anaphol'ic chain initiating tokens VB anaphoric chain dependent tokens; 
(b) tT,lpe-substitiution invariant tT,lpes VB not cotT,lpicallT,l intersubstitutable 
tT,lpes ; 
(c) lexicallT,l complex tT,lpes vs lexicallT,l simple tT,lpes, 

These distinctions T,lield eight roles that tokens Can plaT,l in anaphoric 
chains. One ofthese is the indirect definate descriptions - lexicallT,l complex 
tT,lpe substitul.ion invariant anaphoric dependents - complex pronouns containing 
a de;g<;ripfion of the anaphorio antecedent token, and an indirectness operator 
(such as 'refers') which applies to the token specification to produce an indirect 
description. Reference is as two stage process - first the description picks out the 
antecedent token, then the expression os a ~'hole anaphoricallT,l refers to the 
refel'ent of the token, Since everT,l token of the same IDD tT,lpe will contain the 
same antecedent token description, the co-reference 18 guaranteed. 

The onlT,l al'gument that IDD8 are not straightfor",ard definat" descriptions 
is that the anaphol'ic analT,l"i" 'maT,l be more illuminating ' . 

The advantage that IDDs have over simple pronouns is that the latter depend 
on proximitTJ to theil' antecedent. The IDD ho",ever can specifT,l a distant 
anteoedent via its descriptive resources. 

Refers (and its cognates) should be understood as cOInplex anaphoric 
prono-o:n-forIninq operators - theT,l take a token specification and fonn a 
pronoun which anaphoricallT,l refers to th" r"f"rent of the token, 

:3 , Dis tinquishinq Pronoun-fonninq Operators. 
We n eed a criterion to distinguish cases of indirect des'~ription and ordinarT,l 
description. Indirect descriptions contain pronoun-forming operators, so we 
would have a criterion if w'e could give necessarT,l and sufficient conditions for an 
expression's being such a.n op€'rator. That is) given a construction of lhe form 

(j) the x[REF(x, l<term>/i )] 

where l<term>/i is a token ofthe t'Jpe <term>', we need a criterion to tell "'hen the 

sT,lntacticallT,l relational expl'ession REF is not a rela lion but an pronoun forming 
opld'rator. 

Because anaphora is transitive, a Decessarg condition is that the 
expression be iterabJe "'hile presel'ving reference. That i8, (a) if both 0) and 

(2) the T,l[REF(T,l,lthe x[REF(x, l<term>/i)]>lj)] 

are proper descriptions, then theT,l co-refer. To transform this into a sarficieD t 
condition, we need t,o add the conditions: 
(b) if 0) and (2) utilise different t,oken tgpe;g in picking out their objects, then 
t,T,lpicallT,l the'J do not co-refer. 
(e) aocepting "(1) = (2)" (j ,e. that the'J refer to the same thing) is a condition of 
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ander~'(andin!T (1) and (2) - that is, I,he> oo-rE?fE?rE?nce> is not aooid,mta!. 

4, Paraphrasing Other Uses, 
not all uses of 'refers' and its cognates are inside indirect descriptions, In this 
"E?ction Brandom arguE?" that such contE?xts can be paraphrased such that 'refers' 
etc occur onllj inside indirect descriptions, and that in these descnptions thelj 
function as alreadlj described, 

5, 
Like the prosentential theorlj of truth, the current theol'lj explains semantic 
vocabularlj in ten-,os of anaphoric proforms, Reference and truth are explained in 
terms ofthe intra-linguistic relation of anaphora , 

As an indirect desoription forrning operator I 'refers' laklt?s a 111~n tion~d 

occurence of a term and II8e~' it, Thus it is an anaphoric disquotation operator , 
notE? that I,his account of 'refers' prE?suppOSE?S the use of tE?rms , and thus oannot be 
explanatorillj basic, 

'Refers' locutions the theorlj will not handle are those which talk of the 
rela lIon of l'efel'ence, But such locutions arise simpl'. from a mistaken 
philosophical reification, misconstruing the onllj apparen t/y relational 'refE?rs' , 
Reference as such is a philosopher's fiction arising from a grammatical mistake , 

The anaphoric analljsis reduces the semantic fragment of a languagE? to its 
non-semantic fragment , in that t he semantic fragment can be translated into 
[the non-semantic fragment plus REF). REF is an artificial operator which has 
been stipulated to meee>t thee> iteration condition, 

"ThE? claim is thE?n that such a translation will corre>ctllj prE?dict 
the inferential ee>ndor"e>ments and assertional commitments in 
the semantic fragment , on the basis of onllj thOSE? endorse>ments 
and commitments involving non-"I?mantic vocabularlj:' p ,489 

Speake>r refE?renoE? can be> aocomodated with thE? introduction of a sE?cond 
artificial opel'a tor SF REF, 

It might bE> argued that all we have achiE?ved is a transition from the 
non-semantic fragment to the semantic fragment without invoking a ,'elation of 
refenmcE?, but that such a rE?lation is neoessQl'lj fOl' thE? aocounl. af thE? 
non-semantic part, But although the linguist must use 'refers' in meta-language 
stal.E?ments, such use dOE?s nat presuppose a rE?lation of referenCE? because thE? 
anaphoric analljsis appliE?s equalllj to them, A conaequl?nce of this is that ljou 
cant even talk ah~ . .'lrl a }"@I afion of reofer~nce , for an'Y aU.en"lpt can be
reconstrued anaphoricalllj, 

Has reference been explained a'W'Q'g? 
(a) the theory is a linqlIi8ti,;; ideali8m ~rhj,;;h ';;II(8 off lanqaaqe li'om 
the ~rorld, But expressions still refer to non-linguistic items - its just that 
ther'!?'s no 1·~Jafjon ofrefel"ence . 
(b) releren,;;e i8 S122Ctq!Tled in via the pi,;;kinq olIt of the token, Again , thE? 
anaphoric analljsis applies, 
(c) anaphora <'annot be e:rplained ~rithOlIt in "vA:inq a rela (jon 01 
releren,;;e, Fossibllj trUE?, A suitable account of anaphora is owed, 
(d) ho.r ';;0122e e~'>:ryone lholIqht there ~ra8 a relation of releren,;;e, 
any~ray? The argument is - the re;aaon we wanted a n,laUon ofrE?ference in the; 
first place was in crder to explain non-semantic linguistic practice, But the 
current acoount mClkes it olE?Gl' that WE? cannot , on pain of cirularitlj, invokE? 
releren,;;e in ordE?r to do this j ob , because the account of reference presupposes 
the ordinarlj use, Thus it must be s hown either 
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